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I n t r o d u c t i o n

The Phenomenon
of Collecting
Monika Kozioł

Monika Kozioł
(born 1982)
has degrees in art history
and museum studies from
the Jagiellonian University.
She heads the MOCAK
Collection Department
and is the editor in chief
of the MOCAK Forum.

In his introduction to Modernity of Collection,

MOCAK Museum of Contemporary Art in

Krzysztof Pomian writes: ‘Collecting is an

Kraków was established in 2010. From the very

anthropological fact, co-existent with Homo

beginning, it has been building its collection,

sapiens, being present in various forms – first as

which currently includes 4,575 works by

temple and palace treasuries, which gave rise to

236 artists from 32 countries. At its core are

tomb furnishings, and later as private collections

works donated to the Museum by its current

and museums’.1 This excerpt is not only an

director, Maria Anna Potocka. Her collection,

introduction to the history of collecting, but also

initiated in the 1960s, was partly what inspired

an indication that accumulating objects, both

her efforts to create a contemporary art museum

unusual and ordinary ones, and artworks has

in Kraków. The MOCAK Collection encompasses

been an instinctive human need since the dawn

various media, themes and problems, with

of time. But according to Manfred Sommer, not

all its pieces having resulted from conceptual

objects as such but only their particular type,

enquiries. But the collection is not the main

namely things, can be collected.2 Collecting

theme of the 12th issue of the MOCAK Forum,

is thus a conscious act of accumulating things

it is just a point of departure for reflections on

whose scope (based on their theme, age

the phenomenon

or provenance) has been predetermined.

of collecting.

A collection can therefore be seen as an orderly,

In its thematic part we can distinguish

carefully considered assemblage representing

two sections, the first one devoted to public

selected cultural phenomena.

collections, the second to private ones. The
opening article by Tomasz F. de Rosset describes
the earliest collections of contemporary art,

1

The MOCAK Collection
exhibition. in the
foreground Krištof
Kintera’s All My Bad
Thoughts, 2009

2
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K. Pomian, Introduction, transl. A. Boniewicz, M. Ciesielska
et al, in: Modernity of Collection, ed. T.F. de Rosset,
A. Kluczewska-Wójcik, K. Lewandowska, Wydawnictwo
Naukowe Uniwersytetu Mikołaja Kopernika, Centrum
Sztuki Współczesnej „Znaki Czasu”, Toruń 2010, p. 9.
Cf. M. Sommer, Sammeln.: Ein philosophischer Versuch.
Suhrkamp Verlag KG, 1999.

which date back to the 19th century, and
shows how the idea of collecting this type
of art has been developing together with the
institution of the museum. In the following
article, Katarzyna Maniak talks with professor
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I n t r o d u c t i o n
Jan Święch about collecting practices in Polish

issue of archives. Piotr Krajewski, the artistic

museums, their collections and development

director of the WRO Art Center, writes about

strategies. Monika Szewczyk describes the

its archives whilst Katarzyna Wincenciak

origins and the current situation of Collection II

emphasises the importance of archives in

owned by The Arsenal Gallery in Białystok and

investigating artistic oeuvre, taking Władysław

Podlaskie Towarzystwo Zachęty Sztuk Pięknych,

Hasior’s and Mikołaj Smoczyński’s archives

whereas Dominika Mucha writes about Bożena

(both in the MOCAK collection) as examples.

Kowalska’s abstract art collection in Muzeum

The section on private collections opens

Ziemi Chełmskiej. Anna Lebensztejn focuses

with an interview with professor Krzysztof

on the dematerialisation of contemporary art,

Pomian, who outlines the history of collecting

discussing, amongst others, the collection of

in Poland and compares it to other European

Bunkier Sztuki Gallery. In her text, Magdalena

countries. Katarzyna Jagodzińska writes about

Mazik points out the relationship between the

those private collections in Central Europe

library and the collection, analysing the MOCAK

which found permanent homes and are available

Library and the Mieczysław Porębski Library,

to the general public. The notion of cultural

the latter having dual function as a researcher’s

investment exemplified by major corporate

study and a permanent exhibition.

collectors is discussed by Katarzyna Wąs. Iwona

A discussion of the importance of
institutional collections cannot overlook the

The MOCAK Collection
exhibition.
In the foreground,
Tony Oursler's
Oklahoma
Sunshine, 2009,
photo: R. Sosin
The purchase
co-financed from
the funds of
the Ministry of Culture
and National Heritage

Wojnarowicz, who also writes about collections
in the corporate world, analyses how they

Kateřina Šedá
It Doesn’t Matter,
2005-2007,
iinstallation,
MOCAK Collection,
photo: R. Sosin
The purchase
co-financed from
the funds of
the Ministry of Culture
and National Heritage

are established, what motivates companies to
seek professional advice and what personality

education.
The part devoted to the current affairs in

types the collectors represent. We also present

the life of the Museum includes an interview

two private Polish collections: Wojciech Jama’s

with Małgorzata Markiewicz, whose works

comic books and the Sosenko family collection,

form part of the MOCAK collection. The artist

the latter shown as a graphic essay.

herself is interested in the notion of collecting:

Joanna Zielińska writes about artists-

she collects clothes, which become the basis

collectors and Martyna Sobczyk complements

of her artistic activity. As far as exhibitions are

her text by interviewing one of them, Mariusz

concerned, we publish an article on ORLAN,

Tarkawian. He, however, does not collect

one of the artists featuring in our Medicine in Art

works of art but their pictures, which he draws,

exhibition (22.4.2016–2.10.2016).

processes and uses in his own works.

Happy reading!

The thematic part of the12th Mocak Forum
closes with Elżbieta Sala’s essay on collecting
seen from the psychoanalytic perspective.
The educational part of the magazine
consists of Katarzyna’s Olbrycht’s insert
encouraging the readers to create their own
collections of forgotten objects and Paulina
Mędrala’s text on the role of collections in

4
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Collections
Tomasz F. de Rosset

Professor Tomasz F. de
Rosset, Ph.D.
(born 1958) is an art
historian, a museum
expert and a professor at
the Nicolaus Copernicus
University in Toruń,
where he heads the
Department of Museum
Studies and supervises
post-graduate studies
in museum collection
management.
He is a researcher and an
expert in the history and
theory of collecting and
museums. He published
many papers in this field.
He is a member of ICOM,
he sits on the board of
The Leon Wyczółkowski
District Museum in
Bydgoszcz and belongs to
the academic committee
of the ‘Muzealnictwo’
yearly magazine.

Wczesne kolekcje sztuki współczesnej

Early
Collections of
Contemporary
Art
The word ‘early’ in the title sounds almost

was simply made and innovations took place

archaeological. On the face of it, it seems

within its traditional framework. Such novel art

completely out of place because the notion

was, however, rarely collected, for galleries and

of ‘contemporary art’ is nowadays treated as

private studies people chose mostly old masters.

a stylistic term. It pertains to the art of our

New art, usually commissioned directly from

time, possibly also of the second half of the

the artist, was mostly treated in a utilitarian

20th century, and is rarely understood and

way, performing religious, representative

used descriptively, to refer to something that

or decorative roles.2 These pieces were not,

is being created and developed at a given time.

however, completely out the reach of collectors,

Hence we would rather not employ it when

with paintings by Michelangelo, Carravaggio

talking about traditional figurative painting and

or Nicolas Poussin highly sought after even

sculpture, which, ‘contrary to expectations,

before the artists died. Nevertheless, it is not

still exist’1, as Hans Belting once said. This

until the 18th century that new art started to be

ambiguity stems mainly from the necessity

collected. This trend began mostly in Paris and

to differentiate between contemporary and

reflected the growing status of fine arts. What is

modern art. Today, art surpasses its own artistic

more, the exhibitions organised with increasing

and aesthetic boundaries and, as a result,

regularity and frequency by the Academy of

expectations towards it are different, as are its
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Mariusz Tarkawian
History of Art and
Civilisation Test,
2007-2009, mural
photo: J. Gryka

Contemporary art collections became

projects) previously exhibited and awarded at

popular in the 19th century, together with the

universal exhibitions. It was sometimes seen as

institution of a museum. Initially, however,

an antechamber of fame, a waiting room,

museums were not considered an appropriate

a quarantine or, as the Spanish art historian Jesús

space for new art. Public collections, created to

Pedro Lorente calls it today, musée de passage

resemble the Louvre in Paris (opened in 1793)

(transitory museum). This was because it was

or the Altes Museum in Berlin (1830) were

not intended to own a permanent collection,

revered, enjoying the support of the state and

just changing sets of works exhibited at the

the academia. This inevitably meant that they

museum as long as the artist lived. After the

were oriented towards universally accepted

artist’s death, the pieces were to be transferred

artistic values, favouring the antiquity, Italian

to the Louvre or provincial museums, while

Renaissance and mediaeval art. Such collections

less valuable objects would adorn government

excluded contemporary art since only those

facilities or end up in storage. This model was

works that ‘had stood the test of time’ were

adopted by many other European institutions,

deemed worthy of placing in a sacred museum

such as the Tate Gallery in London, the

space. Hence the first contemporary art museum

Rijks Verzameling van Levende Meesters in

was a kind of addendum to the Louvre, which

Haarlem, the Nationalgalerie in Berlin, as well

Painting and Sculpture changed their character.

only accepted works whose authors had died

as contemporary art departments of some

collectors and its infrastructure (with art centres

Artworks were presented not for the purposes

at least ten years before. The museum for living

Italian museums, the Museo Nacional del

and specialised museums). In the past, such

of advertising or commemoration but purely for

artists (Musée des artistes vivants), later known

Prado and the Royal Museums of Fine Arts of

institutions, and even an extensive reflection

their artistic value, which became the norm ever

as the Musée du Luxembourg (because it was

Belgium. A completely different standard was

on current art, were simply unnecessary; art

since.

initially housed in the Luxembourg Palace,

established by the Neue Pinakothek founded by

once a royal residence of Marie de Médicis and

King Ludwig I of Bavaria in Munich (1853). This

the seat of the French senate since the French

museum, unlike the one in Paris, was from the

Revolution), was established in 1818.

very beginning meant to build its permanent

The Museum’s mission was to acquire for

collection of works created after 1780 (the date

the state paintings and sculptures (later also

set by the king himself). The Neue Pinakothek

drawings, graphics and architectural

turned out to be crucial for the German-

1

6

Tomasz F. de Rosset

Quoted in: M. Bryl, Hans Belting – prorok końca? Wokół
tezy o końcu historii sztuki, in: „Już się ma pod koniec
starożytnemu światu… Zmierzch, schyłek, upadek
w historii sztuki”. Materiały seminarium metodologicznego
Stowarzyszenia Historyków Sztuki, Nieborów 5–7 listopada
1998, ed. M. Poprzęcka, Arx Regia, Warszawa 1999, p. 25.

2

K. Pomian, L’Art vivant, les collectionneurs et les musées,
in: Passions privées. Collections particulières d’art moderne
et contemporain, Musée d’Art moderne de la ville de Paris,
décembre 1995 - mars 1996, Paris 1995, p. 31–32.

The mural had been
painted on the walls
of the Center for
Culture in Lublin and
presented the most
famous artworks,
from cave paintings
to contemporary art.
The work was part
of the Trangression of
Imagination exhibition
organized by the Biała
Gallery in Lublin.
It was destroyed
during the renovation
of the building.
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Early Collections of Contemporary Art

paving the way for its new phase, the avant-

but also serious tradesman Ernest Hoschedé,

guide for Giovanni Sommariva, a diplomat

garde. The choice of innovative values became

engineer and industrialist Henri Rouart, opera

and a politician of the ephemeral Napoleonic

a declaration not only of aesthetic tastes but

singer Jean-Baptiste Faure, medical doctor Paul

Cisalpine Republic, Louis XVIII , one of the most

also of one’s world view. The eminent American

Gachet (van Gogh’s last physician) and publisher

important French collectors of the Restoration,

critic Clement Greenberg noticed that European

Georges Charpentier.10

as well as for aristocrats returning from the

culture in general, and the French culture

exile, such as the Duke of Orléans or the Duke

post-1860 in particular, was divided into

started to be deemed worthy of a museum (at

of Berry. Later it also inspired such collectors

progressive art on the one hand and academic,

least in part) even before the end of the century.

as sir Richard Wallace and rich financiers:

conservative, official art on the other; into few

Nevertheless, although public institutions

Pourtalès-Gorgier, Delessert, Périer, Laffitte

innovators and the overwhelming majority

devoted to contemporary art were mushrooming

and the Pereire brothers.5 The dominant feature

who never became innovators.7 This stemmed

in German culture, in France the concept

of many early collections of contemporary

from the fundamental change in the way artists

was still treated with a certain reluctance and

art was their intrinsic nationalism.6 Old art,

reacted to the world. The traditional Vasarian

aloofness.11 The main idea behind the Musée

namely the antiquity, the Middle Ages and

idea of modern figurative painting as mimesis

du Luxembourg, which initially seemed very

the artistic movements of the early modern and

gradually became less influential and replaced

promising (especially given the great openness

modern age, was interpreted from a universalist

with ‘some kind of reflection on means and

of the authorities at the time), after some time

perspective as common European heritage, whilst

methods of representation’.8 The focus shifted

turned into its own caricature, almost a symbol

contemporary art was seen as an achievement of

from producing perfect illusions of real space to

of conservative academism. The museum did,

particular nations. It was not until the end of the

presenting various relationships in the work’s

however, acquire a few contemporary pieces in

19th century that international events started to

internal space (the flatness of painting and the

order to present a complete picture of French

be organised, allowing for the confrontation of

plasticity of sculpture), which clearly failed

art. The first of them was Manet’s Olympia, which

artistic trends. The events were organised at the

to meet the general public’s expectations.

a group of admirers bought from Manet’s widow

salons in Paris, at the Musée du Luxembourg,

This negative reaction from viewers and

and donated to the state (1885). The Museum

which began accepting foreigners, and at the

conservative critics has to this day remained

also acquired a larger collection of impressionist

Venice Biennale (since 1895). The avant-garde

the basis of the narrative proposed in modern

paintings from the bequest of Gustave

understood as a supra-national tendency

art history about the derisions Manet suffered

Caillebotte, which gave rise to the scandal known

and the international myth of Paris are even

from his contemporaries and their rejection of

in France as ‘l’affaire Caillebotte’.12 The following

The Salon in Paris became a shopping

younger. This 19 -century particularity of

impressionists and post-impressionists. It created

century though had no major reservations as to

the myth of ‘the rejects’, appreciated only by

accepting the donation, which is not to say that

of modern national consciousness and led to

the next generations. Reality, however, was

the problem of the status of contemporary art

the development of interesting collections,

different. New art indeed aroused controversies

disappeared immediately. In the next decades,

speaking region but failed to achieve the renown of

sometimes treated as a form of patriotism:

but at the same time it was quickly wining

collectors and museum boards were pondering

its French counterpart3.

there were collections of French art (by Laurent

over followers amongst the public, collectors,

whether it was even possible to have permanent

Richard, Étienne Arago, Étienne Moreau-

theorists and even some members of the

collections of contemporary art if no one knew

art and museums devoted to it inspired many

Nélaton, Alfred Chauchard, the owner of a big

establishment. One of the first collectors

how long the contemporary period may last.

private collectors. Their increasing interest in

department store near the Louvre), English art

interested in new art was Alfred Bruyas, a friend

Gertrude Stein warned: ‘You can be a museum

contemporary art was also connected with

(by John Sheepshanks, the great benefactor

and admirer of the chief provocateur of that

or you can be modern, but you can’t be both’.

the transformation in the nature of artists’ work,

of the South Kensington Museum), German

time, Gustave Courbet (Bruyas’s collection is

In spite of this, Alfred H. Barr Jr., to whom she

which in the 18th century was at a very advanced

art (by Atanazy Raczyński in Berlin), Russian

now housed at the Musée Fabre in Montpellier).9

addressed these words, still tried to combine the

stage. While before artists mostly worked on

art (by the Tretyakov brothers in Moscow)

Among the first amateurs of impressionist

two, founding the New York’s Museum of Modern

commission, now the majority of works would

and even American art (by William Wilson

paintings were not only eccentrics, such as

Art in 1929. It was to be like a torpedo which

be created in their studios and await potential

Corcoran, made available to the public in 1874 in

customs officer Victor Chocquet, art dealer Jean

dashed through the history of art, catching the

buyers. And hence contemporary pieces became

Washington, D.C.).

Tanguy, pastry cook and poet Eugène Meunier-

new and shedding the old. Although it turned out

Murer or lawyer-painter Gustave Caillebotte,

to be a purely utopian idea, MOMA’s collection

Regular exhibitions of newly created

collectable, just like old art before4. These factors

However, probably the most interesting

led to the considerable popularity of collecting

phenomena in contemporary art collecting

contemporary art at the beginning of the 19th century.

occurred in the second half of the 19th century,

can no longer be called ‘early’.
7

8
5
3

4

8
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Contrary to popular belief, innovative art

tastes went hand in hand with the emergence

th

Mariusz Tarkawian
History of Art and
Civilization Test,
2007-2009, mural,
photo: J. Gryka

Tomasz F. de Rosset

Cf. J.P. Lorente, Les musées d’art moderne ou
contemporain. Une exploration conceptuelle et historique,
Editions L’Harmattan, Paris 2009
N. Heinich Être artiste, Les transformations du statut des
peintres et des sculpteurs. Klincksieck, Paris 2005.

6

Cf. M.-C. Chaudonneret, Collectionner l’art contemporain
(1820–1840). L’exemple des banquiers, in: M. Preti-Hamard, Ph. Senechal, Collections et marché de l’art en
France 1789–1848, PU Rennes, Rennes 2005
By which I do not mean the 19th century ideology, which in
Poland evokes very negative connotations.

9

Cf. C. Greenberg, The Collected Essays and Criticism,
Volumes 1–4. University of Chicago Press, 1988.
A. C. Danto, After the End of Art: Contemporary Art and
the Pale of History, Princeton University Press, Princeton
1996, p. 8.
Cf. Ch. Georgel, La donation Bruyas au musée de Montpellier.
Une tradition et une exception, in: La jeunesse des musées.
Les musées de France au XIXe siècle, dir. Ch. Georgel,
Réunion des musées nationaux, Paris 1994.

10

11

12

Cf. A. Distel, Les collectionneurs des impressionnistes.
Amateurs et marchands, Paris 1989.
Cf. K. Pomian, Sztuka nowoczesna i demokracja, ‘Kultura
współczesna’ 2004, no. 2; B. Altshuler, Collecting the New:
Museum and Contemporary Art, Princeton University Press,
Princeton – Oxford 2007, p. 4–5.
Cf. P. Vaisse, Deux façons d’écrire l‘histoire.
Le legs Caillebotte, Ophrys, Paris 2014.
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Katarzyna Maniak

Prof. Jan Święch, Ph.D.
(born 1951)
is an ethnologist and
a museum expert.
He designed many
museum exhibitions and
the programmes of
the Open-air Museum
in Kłóbka and
the Ethnography
Museum in Włocławek.
He is a member of the
Ethnographic Commission
of the Polish Academy
of Sciences and the
Ethnographic Commission
of the Polish Academy
of Learning as well as of
many museum boards.
Since 2012, he has
served as the dean of the
Jagiellonian University’s
Faculty of History.
Katarzyna Maniak
(born 1985) is a cultural
anthropologist, a museum
expert and a Ph.D.
student in the Institute of
Ethnology and Cultural
Anthropology of the
Jagiellonian University.
Her research concerns
forms of institutionalising
culture. Recently, as
part of the Słownik
Kultury (Dictionary of
Culture) project she
has investigated ways
of thinking about art as
reflected in language.
She curates exhibitions
and gives classes on the
anthropology of art as well
as the theory and practice
of exhibiting cultural
heritage.

10
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Man Has to Tell the Tale

Katarzyna Maniak talks to Professor Jan Święch

Man Has to Tell
the Tale
Katarzyna Maniak talks to Professor
Jan Święch

katarzyna maniak: What is a collection?

were enlarged on an ad hoc basis, with a strong

jan święch: According to a definition, it is

bias towards objects documenting a distant past.

a deliberately ordered assembly of items, so

The present was not considered at all.

collecting is not synonymous with hoarding.
For example, a set of stamps from letters you

Could we cast a critical eye over Polish collecting

receive is not a collection. If, however, you use

practices?

a certain criterion and keep only stamps with

If I were to list the sins of museum collecting

pictures of mills, then it becomes a collection.

in Poland, I would emphasise the importance

Most people associate the words ‘collecting’ and

of the motto: don’t take it all! It happens again

‘collection’ mainly with museums.

and again that museums receive unsolicited
donations and feel duty-bound to accept them.

Professor Jan Święch
photo: I. Święch

become a collection. Thirdly, we created

to be a wonderful idea because a few years

a so called transfer list: a list of objects which

later conscription in Poland was abolished.

we acquired accidentally and which could

We managed to document this very interesting

potentially be exchanged for items from other

cultural phenomenon at the last possible moment.

museums. Just to give you an example, Maria
Znamierowska-Prüfferowa, who established

You have mentioned the idea of collecting

and directed the Ethnographic Museum in

contemporary pieces.

Toruń, created one of the best European

Yes, I have. At the museum, we talked about

collections devoted to freshwater fishing.

the necessity to document subcultures and

At the Museum, we had a Polynesian boat

the modern countryside, which for the last two

which had been donated to us but which was

decades has been a hub of some fascinating

outside the scope of the collection. However,

trends, unfortunately not very well recorded.

the National Museum of Szczecin was very keen

Creating a collection documenting the present

to have it so we exchanged it for a fantastic

is not easy because it requires a change in

dugout from central Poland. We made a few

the conventional practice.

So let us look at Polish museums.

We have to remember that museum storerooms

Poland is not a museum mogul when it comes to

have a limited capacity and if we take an item,

the number of items in our collections (over

we have to give it ‘permanent residence’ and

14 million). Suffice it to say that the Metropolitan

conservator’s care. All this generates costs

Museum of Art in New York alone has more

and museums are on a tight budget. They should

artefacts than all Polish museums taken together.

opt for collecting, not just accumulating.

During World War II, Poland lost almost half of its

As the curator of the Ethnographic Museum in

museum collections. Immediately after the war,

Toruń I introduced obligatory ‘re-collections’

the Polish museum community took steps towards

every four years.

such exchanges. And the final, fourth step,
was the idea to create a new collection about

What criteria should we apply to documenting

occupants. It also launched a big action aimed at

What were they?

the present, something unprecedented in

the present?

protecting valuable pieces, mostly in old manor

Firstly, we had to determine which groups of

Poland, which could become our unique selling

The museum records memories through objects

houses. In such circumstances it was difficult

items already constituted a collection, i.e. were

point. One example of such a collection is

which carry a lot of meaning and symbolic

to abide by the rules of refined collecting. This

complete and needed no further acquisitions.

A Souvenir from the Army created by Hubert

content. Nowadays, most objects come from

attitude became ingrained in the psyche of Polish

Secondly, in case of an incomplete set, we had

Czachowski, Ph.D., which started with soldiers’

global producers. As a result, things that

museum experts and for a long time collections

to establish what was missing in order for it to

scarves and quickly expanded. It turned out

surround us – computers, cars, furniture,

the restitution of the cultural goods stolen by the
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Man Has to Tell the Tale

clothes, pens, glasses, pots etc. - can come

Who decides on how museum collections

The Act on Museums allows for it, with the proviso

perspective allows us to show the complexity

from our country but also from any other

develop?

that the money obtained should be spent on new

of the documenting procedure, of creating the

place around the world. The place where

Currently each museum’s director is in charge

acquisitions. But Polish museums hardly ever take

museum’s repository of memory. At this point,

they end up seems accidental. What is more,

of the collection and his or her decisions are

advantage of this possibility. It seems to me that

I would like to mention the collecting practices

galloping technological progress has imposed

pretty much indisputable. The 1996 Act on

in our slightly crazy world no one trusts anyone

of Piotr Szacki, an eminent museum expert, who

a change in product durability. We no longer

Museums reduced the role of the acquisition

and we prefer barter, item for item exchange. Then

worked at the State Ethnographical Museum

produce objects which are to last a lifetime.

committee to a purely advisory body. This

nobody can be accused of selling too high or too

in Warsaw and created a collection of items

The inventory of items we are surrounded by is

was a big mistake. The committee, if it still

low. Moreover, the attachment to your artefacts is

representing primitive and craft economy. He

changing rapidly. Museums should record these

functions, can decide that it rejects an object

incredibly strong.

had a very interesting way of looking at an object.

changes. The problem is that, whereas still in

or, on the contrary, that it recommends its

the 1950s the provenance of things could tell us

purchase for the collection, but the director

Looking at the broader picture, do collections

into our collection, we gather information on

a lot about the non-material ‘here and now’, in

does not have to take this opinion into

of various Polish museum complement one

who made it, how it was made, what the frame,

our times it ‘says’ nothing or very little about

account. Before the Act, decisions used to be

another or overlap?

length and angle of its ploughshare are, etc.

people. This is why, as I have mentioned, when

made by majority vote. In my view, the fact

When it comes to regional museums –

Piotr Szacki believed that a collector could not

collecting the present, museum experts have to

that nowadays acquisition committees are

and I have to emphasise that I am very fond of

stop at that because only the user gives a soul

change their practices: they must make

weak or absent brings negative consequences,

them, I appreciate their work and visit them as

to the item. This is why Szacki’s object studies

a complete U-turn and focus on the relationship

since it has undermined the crucially

often as I can – they are based on the 19th century

included information on its use, such as the

between people and things. Thanks to this

important practice of collecting. Until 1996,

idea of collecting. If I were to describe a generic

user’s body position, their movements in space,

relationship, a uniform, globalised object will

the committee members were nominated

regional museum, I would mention

ways of handling the object as well as the specific

‘tell us’ a completely new story. As an example

by the museum founder upon the director’s

a prehistory section with some archaeological

dress worn when working with the device. He

of good practice, we can mention two projects of

request. I had the honour of receiving

and ethnographic objects as well as primitive

registered all this by means of photography and

the Ethnographic Museum in Kraków: Plot and

such a nomination for the committee of

tools and decorative items; then there is a history

especially film. What mattered to him were not

Weddings 21. In these exhibitions, ‘trivial’ objects

the Ethnographic Museum in Toruń from

section with portraits of national heroes such

only sounds accompanying particular objects but

tell fascinating, unusual, often deeply emotional

the regional governor. It was a really solemn

as Tadeusz Kościuszko or Józef Poniatowski.

also their smells.

stories. And yet many experts are still afraid of

event, akin to receiving professorship.

If a museum has one more room, it would

the present.

In Scandinavian countries, where I visited

probably be devoted to World War II martyrology.

How did he collect smells?

many museums, acquisition committee

It am not being sarcastic here – such museums

On linen cloths soaked in rectified spirit.

Perhaps they fear that viewers will have their

debates are a real celebration. Each object is

do fulfil their function, they present the past

By the way, he tested the results on me [laughter].

own opinions and they will lose their expert

carefully presented and its relevance justified.

and educate the public. And yet they could be

Of course, Piotr did not work alone, he had

status?

The meetings are attended not only by the

organised differently, for example focusing on

a team, but the concept was his. If we wanted

To a certain extent, yes. We used to speak

committee members but also by the rest of

one particular fact which makes the regional

to dig deeper, we could look for its origins

from the position of a sage, treating people

the staff. The process is taken very seriously,

history unique, with minor narratives woven

in the programme of Cezaria Baudouin de

only as recipients of information. Now we

whereas in Poland, unfortunately, collective

around the core. Such changes are already

Courtenay Ehrenkreutz Jędrzejewiczowa and

have to eat humble pie and learn to listen

decision-making has lost its importance.

happening but very slowly and there is still

Maria Znamierowska-Prüfferowa, which they

a huge amount of work to be done.

carried out together in the museum at the Vilnus

to what they have to say. Only this way of
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When we incorporate for example a plough

University’s Department of Ethnology, as well as in

working will allow us to conceptualise

Are Polish museum collections developed

a given phenomenon. Documenting daily

systematically? Or do purchases tend to be

Museums are increasingly keen to show the

some Scandinavian ethnographic museums.

life must be a carefully considered process

incidental?

behind-the-scenes of their activities. For

We decided to show Szacki’s unique storeroom

and requires some in-depth research. Often

I sit on a few museum boards and it is not

example in the Wedding 21 exhibition, which you

to all visitors of the State Ethnographical Museum

the cause of stagnation in this respect are

uncommon to withdraw from a purchase due to

have mentioned, there is a part devoted to the

in Warsaw. A team of people worked on this

the decision-makers who do not understand

the lack of funds. I have always protested very

research project which inspired it. The exhibition

project. We wanted to show the inside of the

that continuous collecting is the essence of

strongly when financial plans do not allow for

Ordinary-extraordinary: fascinating collections

storeroom with all its sectors, stacks, shelves.

the museum. As a result, they do not grant

acquisitions. To my mind, by not buying new

of the State Ethnographical Museum in Warsaw

Moreover, thanks to interactive screens, terminals

museums sufficient funds to carry out their

items, museums breach the social contract

presents various sources of items in the Museum.

and stations, the visitors can also access

mission. For almost twenty years now I have

obliging them to continuously create the material

A similar idea informs the recently opened part

3,500 items in the collection, read interviews,

been convincing students of the Postgraduate

deposit of memory.

of its permanent exhibition dedicated to Piotr

watch documentation (including records of

Szacki.

the ethnographer’s fieldwork), enjoy anecdotes

Studies in Museology at the Jagiellonian

12

Katarzyna Maniak talks to Professor Jan Święch

University to focus on collecting the present.

We have talked about exchanging objects

It turns out that people are really interested in

about sourcing particular items, watch movies

Inspired, they prepare wonderful dissertation

which are not in line with the collection

looking behind the scenes. In one Scandinavian

and learn about the unique concept underlying

projects, which – as they later inform me –

development strategy. But I wanted to ask

museum, for instance, they made a glass

the collection. They can also play at being museum

frequently drown in the sea of stupidity and

you about deaccession – is it carried out?

wall to the workshop so that people can

experts and design an exhibition or a collection.

incompetence.

Do museums sell their items?

watch conservators at work. This ‘backstage’

Highly recommended!
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Monika Szewczyk

To szczególny moment. Kolekcji II Galerii Arsenał w Białymstoku i Podlaskiego Towarzystwa Zachęty Sztuk Pięknych

Monika Szewczyk

This Is an
Important
Moment

The Collection II of the Arsenal
Gallery and the Podlaskie
Association for the Promotion of
Fine Arts
Monika Szewczyk
(born 1961) is an art
historian, a curator and
the director of the Arsenal
Art Gallery in Białystok
(since 1990). She initiated
the Gallery’s Collection
II, which gave rise to the
Podlaskie Association for
the Promotion of Fine
Arts. The Collection has
been exhibited many
times both in Poland and
abroad.

the 35th anniversary of the Art Exhibition

must have been one of the first, if not the first,

Bureaus, we presented the Three Strands at

instances of purchasing a video set for a public

the Podlaskie Museum and the works we had

collection in Poland). All this means that we can

gathered in the previous decade were on display

see the Collection II as a record of the Gallery’s

in the Arsenal Gallery venue. In fact, this was

history or at least a reflection of its programme.

the moment when we consciously decided

At the time, very few Polish institutions bought

fifty excellent works. Our purchases have been

to build a collection. What helped us with

artworks. I am fully aware that our acquisitions

granted any funding. At this moment, it will be

made against our better judgement, as nothing

the decision was Łukasz Gorczyca’s review of

would not have been possible had it not been

difficult to refrain from nostalgic reminiscences

suggests we will be able to build something

the exhibition: ‘This collection (continuously

for the artists’ magnanimity. They often sold us

of someone who has been there, ‘at the centre

permanent around these acquisitions.

expanded) of the 1990s art, encompassing many

their works below their market value. In such

genres, is really one of the very few in Poland.

circumstances, purchases were relatively easy.

home to about 2,000 pieces, mostly paintings

What contributes to its uniqueness is the fact

Financial discipline meant that we only bought

one of the Art Exhibition Bureaus) enters the

and prints. Some of them belonged to the Three

that is contains many pieces exploiting the

those few carefully selected works we really

scene very timidly, with a shoestring budget

Streams. Realism – Metaphor – Geometry collection

rawness and truth of the material, such us works

could not resist. And anyway, there was no

and a lot of anxiety. We have just negotiated our

created by Władysław Sekunda and Bożena

by Krzysztof Bednarski, Grzegorz Klaman,

need to reserve artworks or worry about

trial period and our organiser has decided not

Kowalska, but the majority were just random or

Małgorzata Niedzielko or Mikołaj Smoczyński.

the competition. The latter did not exist;

to close us down just yet. The belief that money

obligatory purchases. There was a ten-year gap

The collection also includes numerous works

in a way we felt like tycoons. But of course we

for culture is well and truly gone means that we

between the last acquisition for the Three Streams

very aptly chosen from particular artists’ oeuvre.

also dreamt of pieces that were far beyond our

and the first one for the Collection II. This

This is the case especially with pieces by Konrad

reach and remained so even after huge discounts

was a period of important social and political

Kuzyszyn, Robert Maciejuk and Agnieszka

from their authors. We still could not afford

transformations and even more significant

Tarasiuk’.1

many works by artists that were important to us.

This is an important moment to be writing about

focus on survival rather than on development.

the Collection II. After a decade of activity,

And we are determined to survive, accepting

the Podlaskie Association for the Promotion of

the absolute financial minimum but proving,

Fine Arts is now considering closure. For the

unfortunately, that even with the minimum we

first time since the Polish Ministry of Culture

can do something worthwhile. During the initial

and National Heritage began its programme

ten lean years, we manage to acquire more than

of subsidising collections, we have not been

of events’.
The 1990s the Arsenal Gallery (formerly

At the time the Gallery storage rooms were

Katarzyna
Józefowicz
Habitat, 1993–1996,
paper, glue, size
variable. Work
purchased by
the Arsenal Gallery

changes in art.
Aleksandra
Czerniawska
The Wedding, 2008,
oil / canvas,
187 × 308 cm.
Work purchased by
the Arsenal Gallery

14
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After the exhibition, the majority of

This changed in 2004, when Waldemar

works were sold. There were, however, two

Dąbrowski, the then minister of culture,

tiny, we never tried to fill this gap. We realised

exceptions: Zofia Kulik’s Mandala and Józef

announced the government’s Signs of the Times

from the start that we were not expanding the

Robakowski’s video set (I believe that this

programme. In the beginning, it was not

Knowing that our acquisitions budget was

destined at us, which we found disappointing

existing collection but creating a new one, no
longer for the Art Exhibition Bureaus but for the
Arsenal Gallery. In the year 2000, to celebrate

1

Ł. Gorczyca, 35-lecie Galerii Arsenał w Białymstoku,
‘Art & Business’ 2000, no. 5, p. 35.

and unfair. As the Arsenal Gallery, we were
not eligible to apply for grants to develop our
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This is anImportant Moment: The Collection II of the Arsenal Gallery and the Podlaskie Association for the Promotion of Fine Arts

Monika Szewczyk

artworks were able to find the most valuable
items and turn them into a coherent whole.
I hope she was talking about our collection.
The Collection II does not have a very
rigid framework; we basically collect post-1989
artworks from Central and Eastern Europe.
Polish artists prevail but we also have selected
pieces by American authors, which complement
existing thematic strands or enter into dialogue
with previously acquired works (for example
David Diao’s painting and Anna Molska’s
Tanagram). The cornerstone of the Collection
II consists of works by the exponents of Polish
Anna Molska
Tanagram, 2006-2007,
video, 5 min 18 s.
Work purchased by the
Podlaskie Association
for the Promotion of
Fine Arts

painstakingly created collection. At the time,
we had over sixty items, which we exhibited
both in Poland and abroad, taking pride in our
pioneering venture. Fortunately, we managed
to establish the Podlaskie Association for the
Promotion of Fine Arts (on the basis of and in
close co-operation with the Arsenal Gallery),
which was able to obtain the government funds.
The Association, founded in 2005, is formally
a separate entity, with its own inventory,
documentation and accounting department.
In practice, however, there is an agreement
between the Association and the Gallery,
whereby the Collection II belongs permanently
to the Gallery, which curates and administers its
assets. Should the Association be dissolved,
the Collection II will remain with the Gallery.

Zbigniew Libera
The Final Liberation 2,
2004, photograph,
120 × 181 cm. Work
inaugurating the
Podlaskie Association
for the Promotion of
Fine Arts, donated by
the Minister of Culture
Waldemar Dąbrowski

For the next ten years, both institutions acquired
works for the joint collection. The regular
subsidies from the Ministry of Culture, the local
government and the Marshal Office allowed us
to expand it considerably. Assessing the Signs of
the Times programme, Bożena Kowalska stated
that it was effective only when collections were
created by people who in the mass of available

critical art – Katarzyna Kozyra, Zbigniew

An Open Set, where the author emphasises its

representation of abstract painters and artists

openness and flexibility: ‘What to a large extent

who create austere minimalist pieces, such as

determines the social value and importance of

Mikołaj Smoczyński, Małgorzata Niedzielko,
with later additions of works by Mirosław Bałka,
Piotr Łakomy, Izabela Tarasewicz or Alicja
Bielawska.
Now the Collection combines various
thematic strands such as the human condition,
state of the nation, the situation of art, broadly
defined nature and the culture of objects.
Individual works complement one another and

Zbigniew Libera
The Final Liberation 1,
2004, photograph,
120 × 181 cm. Work
inaugurating the
Podlaskie Association
for the Promotion of
Fine Arts, donated by
the Minister of Culture
Waldemar Dąbrowski

coming to terms with the legacy of communism
and attempts at defining our identity. What is
extremely important is the presence of artists
from Eastern Europe and the Balkans such as
Deimantas Narkevičius, Volodymyr Kuznetsov
or Jakub Ferri, whose works give us insight into

and references to the avant-garde (pieces by
Sędzia Główny, Ewa Partum, Karolina Zdunek)
or about the artist – work – viewer relationship
(Maciej Kurak, Vesna Bukovec).
Some of the acquired pieces have direct
links to the Gallery and to Białystok, for
example a recording of Sibylle Ettengruber’s
Konik’s workshops for young people from

The narrative strands in the Collection
include Poland’s political transformation,

Alevtina Kakhidze) as well as about inspirations

performance or works created during Anna

connect at many different levels.
David Diao
0.10 in 2010, 2010,
acrylic / canvas,
213 × 274 cm.
Work purchased by the
Podlaskie Association
for the Promotion of
Fine Arts

Białystok and female refugees from Chechnya
– a wonderful initiative entitled In the Same

hitherto invisible problems. This is why the
Collection can be defined as an open set, in
which particular themes grow like rootstocks
and each new acquisition not only adds to
the whole structure but also introduces new
meanings, giving yet another dimension to the
discussions within it’. 2

our Collection.

never locked it away in a storage room; it has
been shown in various places, conditions and

by Piotr Wysocki’s The Cross, Paweł Althamer’s

configurations. Drawing upon our Collection,

Videoclip, Kobas Laksa’s I Went on a Pilgrimage

we have managed to organise almost forty

with My Mom, Łukasz Gronowski’s Patriot or

exhibitions in Poland and abroad. We have

Piotr Żyliński’s Trans-Atlantic. Interestingly,

re-interpreted it through co-operation with

these themes are also present in some foreign

independent curators and artists, whom we

and position (e.g. works by Tomasz Mróz and

and contexts, create new meanings and reveal

Gallery, which will also become part of

the Polish mentality represented for instance

art institutions, artists themselves, their role

items, when placed in new configurations

Borowski is going to paint a portrait of our

themes such as the condition of our nation or

art criticism (e.g. Zbigniew Libera’s Masters),

provides scope for many interpretations: its

social engagement. Moreover, soon Tymek

shaped by the fact that it is not static. We have

topic is that of self-referential art: pieces about

and surrounding debates. The Collection II

City, under the Same Sky, reflecting the Gallery’s

includes a very strong self-reflexive strand, with

Another important and well-represented

a collection are the issues present in its narratives

Undoubtedly, the Collection II has been

our common experiences. The Collection II also

who observes Polish religiousness.
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pertinent analysis in Izabela Kopania’s book

Grzegorz Klaman – as well as a considerable

works, for instance by Aleksander Komarov,

16

The Collection has received a very

Libera, Zofia Kulik, Dorota Nieznalska or

Volodymyr
Kuznetsov
Small Fiat 126p.
Monument to the 90s,
2011, installation.
Work purchased by the
Podlaskie Association
for the Promotion of
Fine Arts

asked to shed a new light on its content.
The Collection II has also inspired a few
critical texts – apart from the abovementioned
Łukasz Gorczyca, Guy Amsellem, Bogusław
Deptuła, Kamil Kopania, Karol Sienkiewicz,
Marek Wasilewski and others have written
about it as well.

2 Cf. I. Kopania, Zbiór otwarty. Prace z Kolekcji II Galerii
Arsenał w Białymstoku i Podlaskiego Towarzystwa Zachęty
Sztuk Pięknych, Podlaskie Towarzystwo Zachęty Sztuk
Pięknych, Białystok 2012, p. 12.
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Geometry and Metaphor: Bożena Kowalska’s Artwork Collection in the Chełm Museum

Dominika Mucha

Dominika Mucha

Geometry
and Metaphor
Bożena Kowalska’s Artwork Collection in
the Chełm Museum

Dominika Mucha
(born 1988) has degrees
in art history and editing
from the Catholic
University of Lublin. She
collaborated with the
Fine Arts Association and
the Workshops of Culture
in Lublin. She works in
the MOCAK Collection
Department.

‘… What guarantees the high quality of

the annals of Polish collecting. Her work

a collection as well as its conceptual and artistic

definitely merits attention and deserves to be

coherence is the fact that it has been created

better known.

and managed by only one person’.1 This

Kowalska came to Chełm in 1972,

categorical statement comes from Bożena

when her friend, painter Kajetan Sosnowski,

Kowalska, the author of one of the most

invited her to join him at the Gallery 72,

interesting Polish collections of contemporary

which he had established. Chełm, with its

art. Her long experience as a gallery owner

rather marginal location, had never been

demonstrates and proves this view. For over

a busy cultural hub. However, the painter,

28 years, Kowalska was patiently building an

motivated by sentimental reasons (he had

international collection at the Gallery 27 in

spent his childhood in Chełm), decided to

Chełm. Working far from a big city, outside

set up his gallery in the town and bring life

the mainstream of Poland’s artistic life, she

to the community. One crucial advantage

managed to create a coherent and original

of this choice was the enthusiasm of the city

collection. In three decades, she accumulated

authorities, who welcomed the idea of

around 1,500 paintings, sculptures, prints,

having a contemporary art gallery. They

drawings, photographs and installations,

supported the Gallery 72 from the very

including more than three hundred foreign

beginning, for instance by letting it use

pieces. She organised almost two hundred

a venue which belonged to the Chełm Museum.

solo and group exhibitions, where she presented

Bożena Kowalska was in charge mostly of

Polish and foreign artists2. Bożena Kowalska

writing texts for catalogues. Together with

established a dynamic institution of art and

Sosnowski, she also decided on exhibition

shaped its profile, thus permanently entering

programmes and selected the object to be
presented. The Gallery opened in 1972 with

1

2

18
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B. Kowalska, Z zagadnień tworzenia kolekcji muzealnej –
refleksje i dygresje, in: Nowe muzeum sztuki współczesnej
czy nowoczesnej? Miejsca, programy, zadania, Warszawa
2005, p. 205.
Ibid., p. 209

the exhibition of paintings by Jan Dobkowski.

Part of the permanent
exhibition of the Gallery
72 at the Chełm Museum
in Chełm, 1985, design
by Jan Berdyszak,
photo: G. Zabłocki

Kowalska remembers this moment in her

the very beginning, she aimed at acquiring

book Fragments of Life: ‘In March 1973, Kajetan

the best works. She did not intend to create

fell ill. When I visited him in hospital, he

a collection which would present art from

said, not without a certain pathos: “I offer

particular decades with all its ups and downs;

the Gallery 72 to you”’.3 Since that moment,

her only interest was the crème de la crème,

she was solely in charge of the Gallery. When

and she knew from the start that she would

negotiating further co-operation with the

apply her own strict criteria. Also because of

authorities, she presented her project of

the provincial character of the institution,

creating the Chełm Museum’s collection

she could not afford to have a collection

of contemporary art. It was approved by

encompassing all the current trends and

the department of culture and Kowalska was

strands. Therefore she decided to collect

given the green light to execute her plan.

only innovative and avant-garde works: ‘Also

Already when she was approaching

the choice of artists … was intentional: out of

the authorities, she had a clear vision of the

the Polish post-war art I wanted to pick those

collection. To a certain extent she outlined

who were already in high esteem and those

it in the book The Polish Avant-garde Painting

whose works were promising and might develop

1945–1970, which she was publishing at the

into something interesting and innovative’.4

time. As a renowned critic and expert on

From the outset she rejected: ‘… purely

contemporary art, she had her own view

aesthetic, conventional and hackneyed works as

of how such art should be collected. From

well as pieces representing pseudo-avant-garde,

The co-operation between Sosnowski
and Kowalska did not last long – the artist
fell ill and had to stop working. Bożena

3

B. Kowalska, Fragmenty życia, Mazowieckie Centrum
Sztuki Współczesnej „Elektrownia”, Radom 2010, p. 235.

4

B. Kowalska, Od autorki, in: Twórcy – postawy. Artyści
mojej galerii, Wydawnictwo Literackie, Kraków 1981, p. 5.
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Part of the permanent
exhibition of the
Gallery 72 at the Chełm
Museum in Chełm,
1981, design by Jan
Kosiński

in Košice (2004, 2006). Moreover, from

interesting works of a given artist. It is also

the very beginning they were presented in

worth noting that the Gallery 72 programme

Polish museums and galleries at retrospective

was to serve the collection: after each

exhibitions of one artist and at thematic

retrospective, Kowalska tried to acquire

exhibitions. Currently the collection is not on

a piece.
From the very beginning she showed

display at the Chełm Museum on a permanent
basis and can only be seen at temporary

an incredible prescience and intuition in how

exhibitions.

she defined the profile of the collection and

An important feature of Kowalska’s

chose the items. One could even go as far as to

collection is its coherence. All the pieces are

say that she was a visionary who created

innovative, which is why they were deemed

a collection unlike any other in Poland. Perhaps

valuable and acquired in the first place.

had she decided to collect a broader range

‘What I value most is innovativeness, which

of works, her collection, instead of being

I understand as unconventional (i.e. not

special, would be just one of many. Although

found in previous works) intellectual and

it was public from the start, it has marked

emotional attitude expressed through new

features of a private collection, revealing

means of articulation’7, she writes in her book

the intention and personality of its author, her

Authors – Attitudes. The Artists From My Gallery.

preferences, her penchant for the avant-garde

She found this innovative attitude both in

and artistic tastes. It should be mentioned

geometrical abstraction and in a broadly defined

that already in 1972 Bożena Kowalska planned

metaphorical trends. Her entire collection

that in the future her collection would be

was based on this dualism of two seemingly

transformed into a Polish contemporary art

distant poles: austerity, rigor, order versus

museum8.

matter and metaphor. However, in spite of
shocking only for the sake of shocking’.5
In the early years of the Gallery (1973–

she organised, from Białowieża to Okuninka,
a small town at the Polish-Ukrainian border,

1978), she acquired works by Jan Berdyszak,

only 50 kilometres from Chełm. Every year,

Zbigniew Dłubak, Jerzy Grabowski, Zdzisław

she invited Polish and foreign artists to the

Jurkiewicz, Jerzy Kałucki, Adam Marczyński,

workshops, which allowed her to enrich her

Roman Opałka, Jerzy Rosołowicz, Henryk

collection with works by Karl Pfahler, Thomas

Stażewski as well as by Tadeusz Brzozowski,

Lenk, Peter Staechelin, George Lappas, Opy

Stanisław Fijałkowski, Konrad Jarodzki,

Zouni, Getulio Alviani, Ewerdt Hilgemann,

Józef Łukomski, Jerzy Nowosielski or Jonasz

Ad de Keijzer, János Fajó, István Haász or Rita

Stern. Already at this stage we can see the

Ernst.

collection’s duality, which Kowalska set out

After 1989, the mode of financing

important it is to have a vision for one’s

any chaos or dissonance – instead, they feel

collection, why its profile ought to be

the harmony of a carefully considered design.

determined from the outset and the scope of

This is what makes the collection so valuable

collectables consciously narrowed.

and testifies to the incredible acumen and

Currently Bożena Kowalska is no

consistency of its creator. What also played

longer in charge of the Gallery 72 and the

a huge role was her ambition and determination

collection but she has influenced them so

in acquiring the most significant and most

much that they will always be associated
with her name. What springs to mind when
one is thinking about Polish collections of

7

B. Kowalska, Od autorki, op.cit., p. 5.

geometric art is Chełm and Bożena Kowalska.

public institutions changed. As a result,

Notwithstanding the circumstances, she

to limit the collection to two strands defined

Kowalska’s budget for acquisitions

managed to accumulate a unique collection

by the content of their universal meanings

decreased considerably so that she had

of Polish and foreign art, which was supposed

– usually existential and metaphysical,

to rely on gifts from artists and what she

to reflect the two most important trends

expressed in two different languages:

herself called ‘tricking works out of artists’

in the post-war avant-garde art. And she

geometrical and metaphorical’.6

when she visited their studios. Despite

undoubtedly succeeded. She created a

these difficulties, in the following years

recognizable brand, which, after stepping

mostly with exquisite examples of geometrical

she assiduously carried out her initial plan

down in Chełm, she used to build a collection

abstraction. It started leaning heavily towards

until she stepped down in 2001. Since then,

in Orońsko (about 250 pieces; the legacy of

this type of art around 1985, when Bożena

exhibitions have been organised by the

seven open-air workshops). Currently she is

Kowalska decided to transfer the International

Contemporary Art Department of the Chełm

in charge of the collection of the Elektrownia

Open-Air Workshops for the Artists Using

Museum, headed by the art historian Jagoda

contemporary art gallery in Radom.9

the Language of Geometry, an event which

Barczyńska. Through the years, works from
the Chełm collection were exhibited many

5
6
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Kowalska’s example shows how

this duality, the viewers do not experience

to achieve. To that she writes: ‘My idea was

Today we associate Kowalska’s collection

20

Ewerdt Hilgemann
untitled, 1997, a piece
from the MOCAK
Collection.
The prototype of a work
belonging to the Chełm
Museum in Chełm,
photo: R. Sosin.

Dominika Mucha

Ibid., p. 6.
B. Kowalska, Z zagadnień tworzenia kolekcji muzealnej…,
op. cit., p. 207.

times both in Poland and abroad, among
others in Athens (1986), Budapest (1988),
Freiburg (1998), Innsbruck (1999) and twice

8

Ibid. p. 5.

9

Cf. An interview with Bożena Kowalska, http://kohanagallery.com/projekty/periodyk-akademicki/wywiadz-bo%C5%BCen%C4%85-kowalsk%C4%85.html
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Poza materią. Kilka słów o dematerializacji w kolekcjach sztuki współczesnej

Anna Lebensztejn

Anna Lebensztejn

Beyond
the Material
Reflections on Dematerialisation
in Contemporary Art Collections

Anna Lebensztejn
(born 1987) is an art
historian, a curator and an
educator. She is interested
in interdisciplinary
aspects of visual arts
and collecting as
a phenomenon. She
completed the InterFaculty Individual Studies
in the Humanities at the
Jagiellonian University
in Kraków, obtaining
degrees in art history and
Italian philology. She also
holds a degree in law from
the same university. She
studied at the Sapienza
University of Rome as
well. Currently she is
a Ph.D. candidate at the
Institute of the History
of Art of the Jagiellonian
University. Since 2010,
she has worked in the
Bunkier Sztuki Gallery
of Contemporary Art
as a curator and an
educator. Since 2012, she
is the Gallery’s collection
curator.

When at the beginning of the 1990s Thomas

is still approached cautiously by the majority

Krens, the then director of the Guggenheim

of institutions and can be – at least for

Museum in New York, sold a Kandinsky and

museums – questionable to say the least.3

a Chagall in order to finance the Panza

international and Polish initiatives to discuss

pieces, which by their nature did not exists

models of collecting contemporary art and to

as material objects, the art world launched

bring collecting closer to the current creative

a vehement protest.1 A trend termed

practices. In this context, we should mention

‘dematerialisation of the art object’2 at the end

two particularly valuable Polish initiatives

of the 1960s by Lucy Lippard, an American art

from the end of the 1960s and the beginning

historian and curator, is still problematic for

of the 1970s: the Living Archives launched by

those creating contemporary art collections.

the Foksal Gallery and the Museum of Current

Whereas both in theory and in artistic practice,

Art devised by Jerzy Ludwiński. The former,

replacing tangible objects with concepts,

presented in manifestos by Wiesław Borowski

undermining the idea of uniqueness and valuing

and Andrzej Turowski entitled Documentation

process over product are generally accepted,

(1971)4 and The Living Archives (1971)5, led

this way of thinking is not always reflected in

to an exhibition opened in September 1971.

contemporary art collections that are being

The idea was to replace the visual sphere

created. Performances, actions, interventions

of an artwork with information about it,

in public space, visual shows and concerts are

which undermined the prevailing practice

now firmly established as basic artistic media,
and yet collecting works whose material layer
disappears or considerably reduces with time
1
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A. Danto, After the end of art: Contemporary Art and
the Pale of History, Princeton University Press, Princeton
1998, p.16.
Cf. L. R. Lippard, Six years: The Dematerialization of the Art
Object from 1966 to 1972, Praeger, New York 1973.

Jadwiga Sawicka
Jacket, 1998, oil / canvas,
photo: R. Sosin,
from the archive of
the Bunkier Sztuki
Gallery of Contemporary
Art in Kraków

of collecting and presenting art. Instead of

the creative process over its material

particular pieces, Borowski and Turowski

outcome.7

stored newspaper clippings, typescripts,

5

Cf. T.F. de Rosset, Czy kolekcja sztuki musi być
artystyczna?, ‘Acta Universitatis Nicolai Copernici.
Zabytkoznawstwo i konserwatorstwo’ 2012, no 43.
Cf. W. Borowski, A. Turowski, Documentation,
http://digitizing-ideas.org/en/search:all:all/turowski/
page:1/entry:21009 [accessed: 17 October 2016] [in English].
Cf. W. Borowski, A Turowski, The Living Archives,
http://digitizing-ideas.org/en/search:all:all/turowski/
page:1/entry:21038, [accessed: 17 October 2016] [in English].

Currently, we are also witnessing some

slides or cassette recordings.6 This allowed

interesting collecting practices focused on

them to change the viewers’ perception of

the analysis of dematerialised artworks and

the artworks and draw their attention to

the search for alternative methods of their

less material and more ideological aspects

preservation. Performances and actions

of contemporary art. Coming up with the

have constituted part of contemporary art

project of the Museum of Current Art (1966),

collections for many years now, although

which in 1971 transformed into the Centre

what is collected is not so much the event

for Artistic Research, Jerzy Ludwiński was even

happening ‘here and now’ as its photographic

more radical – the theorist rejected the key

or audio-visual documentation. In order

role of the museum collection (understood
as an assortment of finished objects awaiting

3

4

2

22

At the same time, there is no shortage of

Collection, consisting mostly of conceptual

to be consecrated by history), instead
emphasising artistic events and valuing

6

Cf. M. Lachowski, Współczesne kolekcje sztuki,
‘Kultura Enter’ 2011, no. 37, http://kulturaenter.
com/?p=8588 [accessed: 1 December 2014].

7

Cf. eg. J. Ludwiński, Epoka błękitu, 3rd extended edition,
Otwarta Pracownia, Kraków 2009; Notes from
the Future of Art: Selected Writings of Jerzy Ludwiński,
ed. M. Ziółkowska, Eindhoven 2007 (an anthology of Jerzy
Ludwiński’s texts and critical essays by Jan Chwałczyk,
Charles Esche, Wanda Gołkowska, Jarosław Kozłowski,
Luiza Nader, Paweł Polita and Magdaleny Ziółkowskiej);
T.F. de Rosset, Nowoczesny Museion Jerzego Ludwińskiego,
‘Acta Universitatis Nicolai Copernici. Zabytkoznawstwo
i konserwatorstwo’, 2011, no. 42.
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not subject to the rules regulating museums
and therefore can initiate experimental
actions, testing mechanisms and boundaries
of contemporary collecting.
Bunkier Sztuki Gallery of Contemporary
Art is a case in point. It has been collecting
art since the 1960s, when the purchases

Anna Lebensztejn

Konrad Smoleński
How to Make
a Bomb, 2013,
audio-performance,
from the archive of
the Bunkier Sztuki
Gallery of Contemporary
Art in Kraków

were made by the municipal department of
culture in Kraków for the local BWA9. This
aesthetically diverse collection, comprising
mainly paintings, sculptures and graphics,
was largely dispersed at auctions at the
beginning of 1990s. The Gallery did not start
collecting again until almost a decade later.
This second collection was supposed to build
Bunkier’s memory, store traces of events and
exhibitions organised in it. Hence the Gallery
acquired works by such Polish artists as
Marcin Maciejowski, Wilhelm Sasnal, Jadwiga
Sawicka, Józef Robakowski or Marta Deskur
as well as – considerably fewer – works by

Justyna Gruszczyk
Breath, 2013,
photo: Studio FilmLove,
from the archive of
the Bunkier Sztuki
Gallery of Contemporary
Art in Kraków

foreign artists. In the second decade of the 21st
century the need to redefine the collection
became burning. On the one hand, there was
the urge to establish its status and identity more
to refresh collection-building models, it
would be worthwhile to focus also on the
very moment the event is happening and
on its momentary, direct experience by the
audience. Such an approach, which allows
to transcend traditional barriers, is adopted

clearly, and on the other – to position it against
other important contemporary art collections,
both in Kraków – in the National Museum
or MOCAK – and in the Małopolska region –
the Sings of the Times collection (currently in
Tarnów). What provided a guideline for defining

at the Biennale de Paris, launched in 1959.
Instead of conventional exhibitions and
works, it favours non-standard, non-visual
solutions, liquid processes and art operating
within a non-artistic space in order to

9

Cf. M.A. Potocka, Kolekcja Bunkra Sztuki, in: Sztuka
w Bunkrze. Galeria Bunkier Sztuki 1994–2006, ed.
B. Nowacka-Kardzis, Bunkier Sztuki, Kraków 2006, p. 171
[partly in English].

Wojciech Gilewicz
Paintings 2002–,
the painting process
(in the Bunkier Sztuki
Collection since 2012),
photo: Studio FilmLove,
from the archive of
the Bunkier Sztuki
Gallery of Contemporary
Art in Kraków

Jakub Woynarowski
Outopos, 2013,virtual
diagram, part of
the work, from the
archive of the Bunkier
Sztuki Gallery of
Contemporary Art in
Kraków

the collection policy was Wojciech Gilewicz’s

This dematerialization of works in the

project Obrazy 2002– [Paintings 2002–], which the

Bunkier collection can be seen in two ways.

artist donated to the Gallery in 2012. It included

On the one hand, the substance of artworks is

a dozen or so paintings which were to be

disappearing, they are inherently ephemeral

periodically repainted according to the artist’s

and transitory. This is exemplified by Justyna

strict instructions: always with oil paints,

Gruszczyk’s fragrance installation entitled

without figurative elements and with different

Breath (2013). The artist uses the subtle and

colours than before. As it turned out, the key

subjectively perceived medium of scent,

element of the project was not the set of material

which gradually fades in the gallery space and

objects but the regularly repeated process.

needs to be reapplied. In the long term, the

Gilewicz’s idea blazed a trail in collection-

aroma created especially to be diffused in

building – a focus on ephemeral and processual

the Gallery may lose its olfactory properties

works, frequently with a stronger element of

and its recreation with identical effects may be

audience participation.

difficult if not impossible. On the other hand,

engage indifferent audiences, unaware of the
entanglement.8 This search for an alternative
model of collecting contemporary art informs
also the plans for enlargement of Polish
institutional collections. This is the case
especially when an institution does not serve
as a museum but functions like a Kunsthalle,
i.e. mainly organises temporary exhibitions
but also creates its own collection of works
that are not on display. Institutions such
as the Zachęta – National Gallery of Art or
galleries from the former BWA network are

8

24

Cf. www.biennialfoundation.org/biennials/biennale-deparis/ [date of access: 14.10.2015].
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Michał Frydrych
Back to the Future, 2013,
language sculpture,
photo: Studio FilmLove,
from the archive of
the Bunkier Sztuki
Gallery of Contemporary
Art in Kraków

Anna Lebensztejn

relations that emerge between participants of
an artistic action. What becomes prioritised is
the network of dependencies between the artist,
the audience and the gallery, which develops
at different levels and with varying degrees of
engagement of particular participants. One of
the more playful examples of constructing such
dependencies is Jan Hoeft’s artistic intervention
Untitled (2015). The action operated on the

Jan Hoeft
untitled, 2015,
artistic intervention in
Błonia Park in Kraków,
photo: K. Maszycka,
from the archive of
the Bunkier Sztuki
Gallery of Contemporary
Art in Kraków.

dematerialization has a different character in

instance objects that stimulate the viewer to

performative works, which the artist designed

visualise a particular artwork, such as Michał

with the Gallery collection in mind. Works

Frydrych’s language sculpture Back to the

such as Konrad Smoleński’s audioperformance

Future (2013), or digital works, such as Jakub

How to Make a Bomb (2013), Zorka Wollny’s

Woynarowski’s interactive virtual diagram

visual performace Hearing Trumpet: Collection

Outopos (2013). The latter allows the viewers to

(2015) or On Invisible, a performance by the

choose an individual path for exploring

Czech collective Rafani (2015), existed fully

the theme chosen by the author and undergoes

only during the brief time a given event was

modifications as a result of their decisions. This

witnessed by the audience. Especially Rafani

ephemerality of the physical layer is related to

treated dematerialization very subversively:

yet another aspect of dematerialisation crucial

people who knew about the performance had

for collection-building, namely the focus on

access only to a reader who read out (remotely)

amassing non-material manifestations of art:

poetic instructions to artists located in different

ideas and relationships generated jointly by

parts of the city. The artists were observed only

the artist and the audience. As a result,

by casual passers-by, who mostly did not realise

the emphasis shifts from the physical object to

they were taking part in an artistic action.
The most important, executive element of such
pieces is momentary and one-off. Any artefacts
or documentation that remain are supposed to
recreate only a fragment of the situation or
the impression it created. Hence the audiovisual recording of Rafani’s performance shows
only the part arranged in the Gallery and places
the viewer in the position of someone who
watched the performance there. Of particular
meaning are also works which change in time
as a result of the viewers’ actions, including for

26
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Paintings from the BWA
Collection shown in
Grzegorz Sztwiertnia’s
exhibition Liquidation
December 2012 –
–January 2013,
photo: Studio FilmLove,
from the archive of
the Bunkier Sztuki
Gallery of Contemporary
Art in Kraków
Rafani
On Invisible, 2015,
performance, a frame
from the audio-visual
documentation,
from the archive of
the Bunkier Sztuki
Gallery of Contemporary
Art in Kraków

border of perceptibility. In the middle of Błonia
Park, a vast meadow in the centre of Kraków,
the artist placed a minimalist 10-metre high
aluminium sculpture which resembled a huge
bike stand. On it, he hung a red and white scarf
with a telephone number. Whoever dialled it,
took part in a performance designed by Hoeft.

An additional challenge was posed by the
fact that the intervention was deliberately
unmarked and its parts were made to
resemble slightly modified everyday objects.
To understand the whole situation, a person
had to be perceptive and persistent, inspecting
particular components and going through
subsequent stages of the artistic trap. What
complicated things even further was the so
called anti-documentation, which consisted of
photographs and a 3-metre long partly rolled
up banner with a text which presented
a description of the work mixed with fictitious
narratives about its reception, fabricated by
the artist.
Collecting dematerialised forms of art is,
to a degree, a form of research, since it makes
us ponder on the status of the remaining traces
and look for alternative methods of recording
them and making them available to the public.
Therefore, this form of collecting is in the
vanguard of museums willing to engage in
experimental practices. Crucially, it also allows
us to represent more fully many ephemeral
and essential features of contemporary art,
transforming collections of traditional ‘still’
works into collections of diverse experiences,
feelings and memories.
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The Collection as a Travelling Concept

Magdalena Mazik

of ‘promoting the idea of a society open to

It simply has to have a permanent place in

art, in which everyone, regardless of age

the closest but also in the more and most remote

or social status, can join the discussion’.

The Collection
as a Travelling
Concept

Magdalena Mazik

3

The Mieczysław Porębski Library has been

collection public can be interpreted as an act of

on display since the Museum opened and

self-disclosure and of sharing the privileged view

launched its exhibition programme, that is

with others. It was also an act of giving a second

since 2011. It has a dual function: it is both

life to the collection, liberated from the persona

a library with open access to the shelves and

of the collector and subsequently dependent on

a permanent exhibition. What makes it unique

its users.
Similar views on the importance of

on the Polish museum scene is the fact that
the key to the exhibition is the persona of

the movement of volumes and ideas underpin

an art historian and theorist. The Library contains

the British and American tradition of libraries

original furniture from professor Porębski’s

with circulating collections. This term does not

apartment in Aleja Słowackiego, the Kraków

highlight the aspect of lending (which implies

part of his book collection as well as works by

the necessity to return). The lender-borrower

artists from the Kraków Group, the majority of

relationship (we lend you – you owe us) is based

whom were his friends: Janusz Stern, Tadeusz

on inequality, whereby the power of the library-

Kantor, Jerzy Nowosielski , Maria Jarema,

institution is derived from the possibility of

Tadeusz Brzozowski but also Ryszard Winiarski

limiting access to goods. By instead emphasising

and Andrzej Wróblewski.

the movement of books, the library ceases to be

Professor Mieczysław Porębski was famous

Magdalena Mazik
(born 1985) is the manager
of the MOCAK Library.
She is a Ph.D. student at
the Chair of Literary
Anthropology and Cultural
Studies of the Jagiellonian
University.

iconosphere’.4 The fact that Porębski made his

an oppressive institution associated with overdue

for moving his art classes from university

fees and becomes a space for circulating ideas,

buildings to museums or museum warehouses.

which leads to the emergence of a responsible

The possibility of direct contact with original

community. Its goal is not only to accumulate

Each museum has to find its own answer to the key

with the changes happening in the world.

artworks was to him of paramount importance.

knowledge but also to make good use of it.

questions: What to collect? Who to show it to?

In this paper, I would like to reflect on two of

In his essay You Have to Move in with a Painting

A message: ‘Please return the book because

On what terms? The answers, in the form of

such, as Mieke Bal calls them, travelling notions:

he goes a step further, admitting that a private,

someone else is interested in the same topic

mission statements, charters and regulations,

‘collection’ and ‘library’, using MOCAK’s

intimate contact with art is the best kind

and is waiting for it’ sounds very different from:

allow the institution to function on a daily basis.

activities as an example.

there is. He emphasises the role of the viewer:

‘Please return the book and settle overdue

‘Because a painting lives. It lives in the eye of the

fees’. As long at the size of the MOCAK Library

beholder. If it is given enough time. If one moves

collection allows it, the answer to the initial

The irony of the situation lies in the fact
that in order to move beyond the necessary
administrative tasks, a museum employee

MOCAK. The Entrance through the Library

in with it. Not necessarily in one’s own house.

can never rest and notions such as ‘collection’
and ‘education’ should be constantly called

Claudio Nardi designs buildings which

into question. On top of that, a museum of

their surroundings. This is also the case with

contemporary art has to bear the inevitable brunt

MOCAK. For visitors, it is a museum to discover.

of confronting the present, a period without

The largest temporary exhibitions and the

a safe time buffer but with all its complexity,

Collection are on display in the main building.

dynamics, ephemerality and fluidity.

The museum’s surprising, scattered topography

The Dutch cultural theorist Mieke

Bal1, a chief proponent of transdisciplinary
studies, emphasises the necessity to reflect

4

have an open structure and fit very well into
3

https://en.mocak.pl/education

M. Porębski, Z obrazem trzeba zamieszkać, in: M. Porębski
Spotkanie z Ablem, Wydawnictwo Literackie, Kraków
2013, p. 371.

The Mieczysław
Porębski Library
at MOCAK,
photo: R. Sosin

allows visitors to wander around the former site
of Oskar Schindler’s factory. It encompasses,
among others, the Beta and Re Galleries, the

on the conceptual inventory of humanities.

conservation studio2 as well as the Library.

Movement is the principle that prevents ideas

The latter consists of two spaces: the experimental

from fossilising. Notions, travelling between

MOCAK Library in the form of a white cube and

disciplines, fulfil their meaning potential,

the neighbouring Mieczysław Porębski Library.

which gives the humanities the power to

The MOCAK Library is open to the public and

differentiate and enrich the ways in which we

carries out the Museum’s educational mission

think and talk. It allows us not to fall behind
2
1
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M. Bal, Travelling Concepts in the Humanities: A Rough
Guide, University of Toronto Press, Toronto 2002.

In 2016 also the Archives will be made available to
the public. For more details see: https://en.mocak.pl/
archive-collection
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question of what to make available and to whom
given by MOCAK (following Porębski) is loud
and clear: everything to everyone interested.
Even to take home.

Pictures and Words
The researcher’s study created in MOCAK,
combining paintings, books and few significant
mementoes does not hide its artificiality – it is
an interpretation, a construct. Its author Jerzy
Porębski emphasises that his goal was not
a faithful reconstruction but rather a place-image5. The relationship between
the Mieczysław Porębski Library and the
MOCAK collection, to which it belongs, is
nuanced. Professor’s Library constitutes not
only a chronological boundary of the Collection,
a turn towards the local tradition of Kraków,
but also a picture of the whole generation of
people who created the post-war Polish culture.
This means that the Library is a metaphorical space,
which visitors often interpret as one exhibit or
even an installation.6 For them, it is also a fixed
point of reference, since the Collection, with
over 4,500 works, is presented in rotating
series.7
In the Mieczysław Porębski Library, it
would be difficult to separate the library of
books from that of icons. The visitors’ reactions
add another chapter to the history of the
reception of particular works. Books become
exhibits, which often causes dilemmas for
conservators. There are also micro-collections:
traces of private use, proofs of reading such
as bookmarks, and it is uncertain whether
they belonged to Professor Porębski or to
subsequent readers. Contrary to a typical
museum narrative, mutual relationships
between images and words assume various
forms. There are no artwork labels; some
works and books have dedications from their
authors and the collection also includes
Zbigniew Makowski’s art book Las husula
extranas (1960).

Magdalena Mazik

Artist's Word
In order to investigate the relationship
between the Collection and the Library, this year
MOCAK launched a project entitled Quotes from
the Collection. Each month a different work from
the Collection will be exhibited at the Library.
The Collection develops as a result of conceptual
research, hence a textual element as the common
denominator of all the works selected for the
project. Our aim is to show the culture-creating
power of the word. Each new unveiling is
accompanied by specially prepared publications
and archival materials about the artist.
The Library, apart from fulfilling its traditional role
of distributing knowledge, becomes a space for
a slow contemplation of art – its white cubic
interior is supposed to inspire reflections on what
artworks may want from viewers. It is clearly
visible in the case of the work that inaugurated
the project – a series of photographs Art-ball
(concepts like commentary) by the Hungarian artist
Géza Perneczky. He photographed small objects
and ephemeral items, which he enriched by
writing the word ‘art’ on each piece. Amongst
them were delicate plants: puffy dandelions
which, when blown at, revealed the word ‘art’,
and soap bubbles reflecting the word for a split
second, enough for Perneczky to capture it on
camera. His original technique of taking such
photos was unveiled for the first time at this
exhibition. It was put into practice during
an accompanying performance Free Words
(MOCAK, 14 February 2016), which was open to
the public. The participants were able to spend
time together, trying to photograph words
reflected in soap bubbles – not only ‘art’ but also
other they deemed important. No matter how
emancipatory or transgressive an artistic act
is, museum education cannot rely exclusively
on repetition: it has to happen within the
interpretative community.

A Museum that Is Critical (of Itself)
The Quotes from the Collection project

5

Free Words,
a performance inspired
by Geza Perneczky’s
works, 14 February 2016,
photo: the MOCAK
Library
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7

Cf. J. Porębski, My Dad’s Books and Ties, ‘MOCAK Forum’
2015, no. 11.
Cf. A. Heilman, M. Kłuś, Library as a Public Space, ‘MOCAK
Forum’ 2015, no 11.
Currently the arrangement of the Collection is changed
once a year. For more information about the principles of
displaying works see: https://en.mocak.pl/the-founding-of-the-collection

engages and links different parts of the Museum:
the Collection Department, the Education
Department, the Archive and the Library. The
summer edition of The Quotes from the Collection
involved the conservation and transfer of
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Michel Kichka’s mural from the Library wall to
the Collection.8 It demonstrated that the need
to redefine the role of documentation as well

Nezaket Ekici & Shahar Marcus, Salt Dinner, 2012, video, 3 min 16 s,
courtesy of the artists & Braverman Gallery Tel Aviv

Thought Map –
a workshop inspired
by Jerzy Kosałka’s
work Plan of the Battle
of Kłobuck. 15 July
2016, photo: M. Kłuś

as to reflect on the medium are common to
almost all areas of museum activity. The person
drawn in the mural asks: ‘Where is the MOCAK
Library?’
The Library has to keep up with
the Museum programme. Each exhibition
is accompanied by specially created book
collections, which afterwards turn into a record
of the MOCAK’s activities, showing sources
and ideological background of the projects.
The perennial race of thoughts and paper is still
going on, just like the battle raging between
Wisława Szymborska and her dress in the
poem Museum. A lesson we can draw from the
Mieczysław Porębski Library is the awareness
that knowledge is not immune to the passing
of time. Currently, when books are losing their
position of the privileged source of information,
the Library can circulate them, give them a new
lease on life, placing them in the hands of

readers. The Quotes from the Collection project
is based on a similar idea – to confront the

8
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The mural was created on 15 May 2015 as part of the drawing
performance by Michel Kichka, The audience listened to
the artist’s autobiographical story and simultaneously
watched him making the mural. This event accompanied
the presentation of the original drawings from his comic
book Second Generation at the exhibition Poland – Israel
– Germany: The Experience of Auschwitz at the MOCAK
Library (MOCAK, 15.5–31.10.2015, curators: Delfina Jałowik
and Jürgen Kaumkötter). The transfer of the mural was
a diploma project of Wojciech Zieliński from the Faculty
of Conservation and Restoration of Works of Art at the
Academy of Fine Arts in Kraków. The mural was to be
transferred from the Library wall to the MOCAK Collection.

audience with individual pieces. The Library can
enrich the Collection, introducing the notion
of movement symbolised by the movement
of readers, openness to dialogue and even
polyphony.
Quotes from the Collection
Geza Perneczky (2–27.2.2016), Michel Kichka
(1–26.3.2016), Jerzy Kosałka (1–30.7.2016), Oskar Dawicki
(2–31.8.2016), Dan Perjovschi (1–30.9.2016)

THE SEA

Magda Buczek, Oskar Dawicki, Veaceslav Druta,
Edward Dwurnik, Nezaket Ekici & Shahar Marcus,
Maya Gold, David Horvitz, Sigalit Landau, Justyna
Smoleń, Beat Streuli

21.10.2016– 26.3.2017

museum of contemporary art in krakow mocak
lipowa 4 street, www.mocak.pl

the project of creating the museum of contemporary art in krakow was co-financed
by the eurpean union as a partof the malopolska operationalprogramme 2007-2013

mocak partner

partner of educational
activities

re gallery patron
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Piotr Krajewski

Piotr Krajewski
(born 1956) is a curator
and an author specialising
in the new media in
art. He co-created The
WRO Media Art Biennale
and serves as its artistic
director. He is also the
chief curator of the WRO
Art Center. He lectures
at the University of
Arts in Poznań and the
Academy of Art and
Design in Wroclaw.
He has judged many
international festivals and
competitions. He belongs
to AICA, the Polish Society
of Aesthetics and Polish
Association of Cultural
Studies.

WROcenter Group,
Na srebrnym globie
(for Zygmunt Rytka), 2012.
Interactive installation
with Zygmunta Rytka’s
1969 photographs.
AC/DC/AT exhibition, the
WRO Art Center, 2012,
photo: P. Kamiński.
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Aktywne archiwum sztuki

Piotr Krajewski

An Active
Art Archive

Taking the WRO Art Center as an example,

incorporated into art collections, at least not

I want to describe certain artistic and

when they are still very new.

popularising activities carried out within

Museums or private collectors are wary of

the framework of our practice-based active

acquiring innovative radical art, which is still not

art archive. The main role of such an archive

fully defined and hence lacks confirmed status and

is an active transmission of historical and

established assessment criteria. This is why such

source materials, which in the present

pieces mostly go to archives, which, at least since

facilitates the emergence of conscious and

the emergence of conceptual art, serve as forms of

updated experiences both for artists and their

self-regulation for art movements.

audiences.
The growing importance of archives in

The main difference between an art collection
and an archive is that a collection is an assembly of

contemporary art has been recognized for

objects which already upon acquisition enjoy the

decades. There are many factors contributing

status of an artwork –they are incorporated into

to the development of such archives and

the collection precisely because their artistic (and

the materials they house are becoming

market) value is confirmed. Therefore, whereas

indispensable for analysing the most recent

a collection emerges as a result of a conscious process

art history and understanding contemporary

of accumulating works whose value at the point of

processes. What also favours the establishment

acquisition is, at least provisionally,recognized,

of archives is the increasingly blurred boundary

the incorporation into an archive does not require

between the artwork and its context, between

such recognition. Hence archives may include

art and the environment in which, or against

materials in different forms, with varied status and

which, it is created.

importance. Art archives have been established

In the type of art which by definition does
not lead to the creation of original, material
objects, various traces of artistic activity,

freely and in a diverse manner, sometimes as a ‘side
effect’ of artistic practices and activities.
Whenever material works are absent or

including different forms of documentation,

problematic, as in the case of process-based art,

are of paramount importance. Because of their

ephemeral materialisations and disappearing

uncertain status, such materials are rarely

movements, archives rather than collections
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Piotr Krajewski

the 1990s were a harbinger of what people

WROcenter Group,
MEM – Multiple Energy
Mirror (for Józef, Nam
June and Witkac), 2012,
installation

expect of digital archives now – they are
supposed to update the way their fulfil their
public service obligation by engaging with
the public more actively. Since 2005, video

The mirror cabinet for
viewing works by Józef
Robakowski, Nam June
Paik and Stanisław
Ignacy Witkiewicz.
It references the motif
of multiple portraits.
Rings of Saturn
exhibition during
the WRO2013 biennale

materials from the WRO Archives have been
released on DVD and sold together with our
book publications, such as Józef Robakowski’s
Energetic Images published with 3 DVDs,
or the irregular series WIDOK. Media Art
Reader. To draw insights from our experiences
during the WRO 2007 Biennale, we organised
a symposium of media art archivists who
discussed the topic ‘The Archive as a Work of Art
– the Work of as an Archive’.
When, in 2008, WRO Art Center was
established in the new location, we were able
to make some parts of our archive accessible
to the public in digital format. These are
meant to be consulted ‘on site’, in the digital
Media Library. The library is equipped with
computer workstations, which give visitors
direct access to the server that currently

become the basic source of reference. This pertains

and lectures in galleries, art schools and at

also to many forms of media art. Established at the

festivals both in Poland and abroad, which,

dawn of video art, Electronic Art Intermix in New

already in the 1990s, was named WRO on Tour.

York and Chicago Video Data Bank started storing

These early forms of active use of our Archive

and distributing pieces which were of no interest

stemmed from the need both to educate the

to contemporary art institutions. Also in Poland

public and to promote Polish art and artists.

video art from the very interesting 1985–1995

It was also the Archive that gave us most of

period has survived mostly in their authors’

the material for the television series WRO

private archives or thanks to such independent

Mixed Tapes, broadcast on TVP2 until 2000.

artistic initiatives as Józef Robakowski’s Galeria

Already the early techniques of digitalisation

Wymiany (Exchange Gallery) or the WRO Art

allowed us to broaden the Archive’s scope

Center Archive itself. They house not only

and accessibility. In 1997, excerpts from

documents but also artworks that are not (yet)

video works and records of performances

WROcenter Group,
Test Five (for Józef
Robakowski), 2012.
On the Silver Globe
exhibition in Kunsthal
Aarhus, Denmark, 2014,
photo: P. Krajewski.
The Test Five five-channel
video installation alludes
to Józef Robakowski’s
1971 abstract structural
film Test 1., a copy of
which, from the WRO
Archive, is screened
nearby.

WROcenter Group,
Performative Archives,
2012–2016

from the WRO 97 Biennale were published

stores about 2,000 works and documents.

on our website and on a CD attached to the

Some digital materials are also available as

Chip monthly magazine (with the circulation

‘thematic paths’ that complement current

The interactive
installation consists
of materials from
the WRO Archives
and presents
video installations
emblematic for the
history of media art,
photo: Z. Kupisz.

of 70,000). This was the first Polish website

exhibitions and can also be viewed on mobile

which used audio-visual content and the fist

devices. Another part of our Archive can be

Polish CD-ROM issued in so many copies.

consulted outside the Center, via the Internet.

It turns out that our practices developed in

This is the case for example with the second

present in art collections.
The WRO Archive started growing as
a result of our activities, which began in the
late 1980s. Whilst organising the International
Media Art Biennale WRO (which started
in 1989 as a festival), we gathered a large
number of valuable materials with different
status and importance that could only be
anticipated: recordings of performances
and art interventions, TV and subsequently
also internet broadcasts, event videos with
authors’ comments and demonstrations of
interactive works. If the authors agreed,
we also archived video works from each
edition of the Biennale. Only thanks to the
Archive were we able to organise screenings

36
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Computer workstations
for consulting
documents and videos
in the WRO Art Center
digital Media Library
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edition of From Monument to Market: Video Art

relatively unknown pioneering works created

and Public Spaces.1

with the use of video and early digital techniques

This online publication is the second edition

in this remarkable and formative period of Polish

of the book which was first published in 2005,

art. Since the mid-1980s, the amateur VHS was

with a set of DVDs, and which has long been out of

gradually becoming popular as a creative tool of

print. We re-issued it in digital form, transferring

individual and group expression and as a means

the entire text and video works online. It is now

of building another, independent channel of

available together with many other video materials

art circulation, which at the time had a crucial

in the Publications tab on http://wrocenter.pl/en/.

practical dimension. The beginning of The Hidden

Another archival enterprise, which can also

Piotr Krajewski

Decade consists of video pieces expressing a wide

be qualified as research, publication, exhibition

range of rebellious and anti-establishment stances,

and popularisation is The Hidden Decade. This

from nihilism to existential irony, in opposition

long-term project documents the history of Polish

both to the official specious art and to the entire

video art between 1985–1995. At its origin was the

bleak reality stifled too long after the period of

need to collect and analyse many scattered and

martial law.
The research conducted between 2007 and

1

From Monument to Market: Video Art and Public Spaces,
ed. P. Krajewski and V. Kutlubasis-Krajewska, WRO Art
Center, Wrocław 2005 [in English].

2009 allowed us to considerably increase the
number of works from this period. Currently,

The Media Art Biennale
WRO97, a website from
1997

The Hidden Decade,
exhibition in
the Bunkier Sztuki
Gallery, 2010–2011,
photo: R.Sosin.

the WRO Archive houses more than 500 of them,

both in Poland and abroad. The themes

giving us many more insights into this decade.

included, amongst others, video performance,

Most of the works were immediately made

medialism and recursive art, political protests

available in the Media Library. As a result, for the

and art interventions carried out in urban space

first time a rich collection of relevant sources has

as well as conferences and discussions. Thanks

been gathered in one archive and made easily

to all these enterprises the public was able to

accessible. This has greatly facilitated independent

learn more about the decade crucial not only

research into this important period of Polish art.

for video art but also for contemporary art in

Apart from providing access to the vast source

general.

material, we also prepared a curatorial selection

other projects, the most important of which

into thematic strands and published as a set of

being the Recording Against Regimes exhibition

4 CDs with an accompanying book of historical

organised in Cairo during the 2013 revolution.

and interpretative essays.

At the exhibition, new Egyptian works were

Important milestones in this project were
marked by two cross-sectional exhibitions: one
at the National Museum in Wrocław and the
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The Hidden Decade inspired also a few

of 77 most significant videos. They were grouped

set against historical pieces carried out by
Polish artists at the end of communist times.
This complex, collaborative project

other at the Bunkier Sztuki Gallery in Kraków,

shows the great possibilities of using

which showcased this pioneering works to the

contemporary art archives for various

wider public. Visitors were able to see not only

purposes, such as initiating critical debates,

movies but also video installations. The two

and re-circulating or re-introducing into

major exhibitions were complemented with

the artistic mainstream those works which

a few smaller ones and thematic screenings

have unjustly been cast into oblivion.
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Katarzyna Wincenciak

Katarzyna Wincenciak

The
Intertextuality
of the Archive
Katarzyna Wincenciak
(born 1986) is a graduate
of art history from
the Jagiellonian
University and photography
from the Warsaw Film
School. She is a Ph.D.
candidate in the Institute of
Art of the Polish Academy
of Sciences. She is
a photographer and
a cultural event organiser.
She co-operated with
the Museum of Modern
Art in Warsaw. She
works at MOCAK, where
she supervises art and
photography archives.
She also co-ordinates
and curates exhibitions.

According to a simple definition, an archive

of its particular elements.1 Although in our

is a collection of documents which, although

times the word ‘archive’ is understood mostly

no longer in use, remain relevant because of

as a political phenomenon because its records

the information they contain. An archive is

are never perceived as neutral 2, this text will

also a place in which these records are stored.

demonstrate that there are also ways of using

The majority of definitions, including the one

archival materials in a non-political way.

above, fail to encompass all the meanings the

How to deal with such materials? How to

term may have. Artists’ archives undoubtedly

describe them? One can adopt Roland Barthes’

defy simple categorisations. They are usually

theories of lexias and intertextuality.3 Lexias

created posthumously. After an artist dies,

are links between texts, not necessarily literary

all the materials he or she has left initially

ones. They emerge when, while reading,

constitute a maze of texts, photos, projects,

we encounter an excerpt which takes us

unfinished works, press cuttings, reviews, books

somewhere else, to another text. A similar

and documents of a more or less private nature.

process occurs with photography, and also quite

This uncatalogued legacy is a chaos out of

often a single painting, as in André Malraux’s

which, in time, some connections emerge. This

Museum Without Walls, takes us to another. These

text is going to deal with the search for such

relations often go beyond the scope of

connections as well as links between the oeuvre
and supporting documents from the archive.
Jacques Derrida in his Archive Fever, a book

1

that is often quoted and analysed but also
criticised, points out that the archive is

2

never a complete collection, and although by
definition it is rooted in the past, it opens up
to the future. The archive’s openness should be
oriented towards interaction and explanation
3
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Cf. J. Derrida, Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression, transl.
E. Prenowitz, University of Chicago Press, Chicago 1998,
p.p 68, 79–80.
Summarising the current state of archival research in Central
and Eastern Poland, Krzysztof Pijarski points out that, despite
the ‘archive fever’, which has not ceased for many years,
very few researchers have gone beyond the political. He also
draws attention to the fact that even practitioners, archives
employees, are becoming interested in ‘identity politics’.
Cf Archiwum jako projekt, ed. K. Pijarski, Archeologia
Fotografii, Warsaw 2011, pp. 16–17.
R. Barthes, S/Z, transl. R. Miller, Hill and Wang, New York
1974, p. 29.

Mikołaj Smoczyński
Swimming Pool, taken
at the UMCS Faculty
of Fine Arts in Lublin,
not dated, the MOCAK
Archive

the archive, especially when we investigate

diapositives. The choice of format is not

links between an artist, his or her work and

accidental. He often developed very large-

all the material that has accrued around it.

sized photographs, over one metre wide and

As an example of such an investigation I have

two metres high. The larger the film, the more

chosen two sets of works from the MOCAK

possibilities of choosing the size of prints.

archive – that of Mikołaj Smoczyński and

Comparing Smoczyński’s original prints with

Władysław Hasior. Looking at these two

their negatives, one can clearly see considerable

artists, I will try to show why archives are so

differences. In prints, produced always with

crucial for understanding their art.

an enlarger, the artist used blackening. His

Mikołaj Smoczyński worked mostly in
medium format black and white film and

photographs look as if taken in total darkness.
Rarely do we find elements that even approach
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or developed, were prepared as meticulously
as the ones that were. Photographs that are
similar in mood were taken by Smoczyński in
Mandelieu-la-Napoule in France in 1993. It is

Mikołaj Smoczyński
La Napoule, France,
1994, the MOCAK
Archive

a seaside village near Cannes, where Smoczyński

Władysław Hasior,
a project of the Victory
monument in Zakopane
(not constructed),
1966, the MOCAK
Archive

may not evoke any associations. Soon, however,
a network of connections emerges between
the negative and the artwork, the archive and
the collection. This is because hangers also
feature very prominently in the Changing a Local
Property series and were used by the artist to

completed his residency. Photos taken at the local
castle, one of the main tourist attractions, differ

create an installation with the same title4.

greatly from the traditional picturesque views,

It would be difficult now to determine to what

since they show catch pits. This trivial element,

extent these photos were a trial run for testing

overlooked by visitors, for the artist became

the visual possibilities of various arrangements

the most important subject, inviting formal

of lines. This method was certainly employed

experimentation. He prepared this series using

by Władysław Hasior. Did Smoczyński also

an enlarger.

use it? All that we know about him so far
indicates that the order was rather reverse: first

Another series, Still Life on a Table, even
though also not been developed, contains

he made the installation, which by definition

the largest number of photographs in the whole

was ephemeral, and then he photographed

archive. It consists of 368 frames showing

it, endowing it with immortality. As for the

two citrus fruits on a table. Their position

Composition with Apples and Reproductions of

undergoes slight changes and the artists looks

Paintings, they belong to the Annexations series

at them from different angles. The still life is

created in 1980. Smoczyński photographed the

lit in various ways also by shifting sun rays.

subject that was of interest to him (arranged

Smoczyński photographed something that, at

by himself, as in the case of apples, or ready-

first glance, did not deserve to become ‘a work

made, as the reproductions) in order to lock

of art’, something simple and seemingly trivial.

it in Annexations and complete with painterly

white. Nevertheless, there is a full scale of grey.

The monotony of this series may be soporific but

elements.5 This series, one of his earliest, differs

Photos in negatives are much more uniform and

it also arouses our curiosity. What might have

from the subsequent ones, which were more

their blackness is not as intense. Smoczyński

been the purpose of these experiments?

focused on the relationship between the space

always photographed one subject a few times,

We do not have to look far for the answer –

changing his camera settings (exposure time),

it is provided by the last three series I would like

to check how much light would be optimal for

to discuss here, namely Hangers, Composition with

a given picture. In a way, negatives were

Apples and Reproductions of Paintings. Initially,

a preparatory exercise for the work proper. Now

the photographs of coat hangers fixed to the wall

and the object placed within its confines.
Mikołaj Smoczyński
Still Life on a Table, not
dated, the MOCAK
Archive

Władysław Hasior’s archives are completely
different. Their largest part is housed in the Tatra
Museum in Zakopane. It consists mostly of 20,000
thematically arranged slides. Hasior used them

they allow us to see a modified image, to expand

predominantly to organise slide shows which

our field of vision. Their transformations under

he called his ‘Cinema’. Each show was devoted

an enlarger can be compared to the alchemy of

to a different subject and consisted of a visual

turning ordinary objects into gold. Still, what

narrative accompanied with the artist’s subdued

a researcher finds the most fascinating are not

monotonous commentary to the moving pictures.

the frames subsequently used to develop prints

This artistic activity reached its peak in the 1980s,

but those which were never used, remaining

when Hasior managed to establish his own gallery,

on the margin of artistic activity. One of such

but dates back to the 1960s. He often said that

series are photos taken at the Maria Curie-

a camera had always played a part in his life.

Skłodowska University pool in Lublin. In them,

It is difficult to pinpoint when photography

we witness a shift from registering the changes

became for him more than just a way

of light to researching texture. The artist focused

documenting his own works. Hasior’s

on dirty, decrepit elements. They affect the

photographs are mentioned for the first time

viewer not by a sophisticated composition

in 1971, in the context of the need to record

but by their roughness and tangibility. We can

darkening or brightening parts of the pool.
One scene could be photographed multiple
times. These photos, though never published
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the process of making assemblages.6 In 1969
in Montevideo, he was to present his works
through photography. Four years later, he was
already organising slideshows for the public
all over Poland.
Out of 385 topic categories, the biggest
portion, that is 66 or 17%, is devoted to
monuments. When discussing Hasior as
a photographer, critics most often focus on
examples of his ‘plebeian art’, on folk artefacts
and wayside shrines. There are 45 series of slides
in this category. Further 62 present Hasior’s
own works. This quasi-research resulted in
a typological catalogue of various motifs
which visually ‘attack us’ in everyday life.
What is striking about Hasior’s photographic
collection is not only its huge size but also its
consistency and diversity of topics. Hasior
seems to have compiled his knowledge on

see a relatively uniform photographic plane,
on which the author superimposed a crack,

Katarzyna Wincenciak

decorative objects made by people to analyse
4
5

Shown in the Labirynt 2 Gallery in Lublin in 2004.
In the Annexations, Smoczyński uses thick frames in
which the glass pane is moved away from the work itself.
As a result, they resemble display cases with various
objects inside them.

them at many different levels by means of

6

Cf. W. Rumiec, Płonące łąki krwi, ‘Za i Przeciw’ 1971, no. 1, p. 7.
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work. The artist also investigated the possibilities

It follows, therefore, that an archive may also

of his work co-existing with elements of

be understood as a kind of text. We can

urban and rural landscape. He incorporated

interpret its contents using the image theory

into his works some intangible components,

or see them as a text, which, through the

impossible to contain in a uniform structure.

order imposed by the author, creates a certain

Commenting on the new Polish monuments he

narrative. In both cases described above,

photographed, he dared to be deeply critical

the narrative is not linear. It generates both

and identified the cause of their aesthetic

internal links (exclusively within the archival

mediocrity: the system based on sculpture

photographic material), taking us, viewers,

competitions with similar judges, often with

from one visual space to another, and external

no links to contemporary art. Hasior’s research

ones, moving us away from the archive towards

revealed the sorry state of art in the public

the artist’s works. The narrative may be about

sphere: ‘Why on these mourning shrines do

visual exploration and forms of imagery but

we pile up, with reverence unworthy of this

it also tells the story of how the work came to

clutter, all the parochial features of pseudo-

be. In the real world, the links in question can

grandeur and tacky, cliché allegories: wings,

be grasped just by a narrow group of people.

laurels, swords, lyres and chains?’7

In virtual hyperlinked reality, connections

Hasior’s writings as well as his
slideshows were meant to make his audience
aware of how misconstrued the Polish

which the artist documented. He also made six

Poland and those from behind the Iron Curtain,

sculptures (installations) in the open air. The first

he also painted a picture of the society around

monument, dedicated To Mountain Rescuers

him. At the same time, he also juxtaposed his

in Zakopane, was created in 1959, just a year

own pictures with reproductions in books,

after Hasior had graduated from the Academy

thus discussing the concept of originality.

of Fine Arts in Warsaw. In October 1978, he

Sometimes he also added pictures of his own

began working on his last monument, Fire Birds,

works to the mix, gaining an additional means

in honour of the Pomeranian combatants in

of expression. This practice was, however,

Koszalin. He was helped by students from the

not very common, which is why direct links

local technical school and a factory of building

between a particular topic and a series of his

equipment. The lack of adequate organisation

works are not easily spotted. The inspiration

and protection of the construction site meant

from pictures he had taken might have

that the monument was under construction for

been direct or it might have been a form of

over two years and was finished just before the

protest against the visual aspects of reality

massive labour strikes in August 1980. It did

that they depicted. The latter was the case

not have an official unveiling and for the first

with monuments. In his entire career, Hasior

few years attracted a lot of criticism and raised

completed only four works commemorating

controversies.

a person or an event. One project was abandoned
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Władysław Hasior,
National Memorials, in:
‘Odra’ no. 6 (124), 1971,
p. 47

a complex network.
Visual hoarding – since this is how we
can describe both artists’ archiving– is more

awful its realisations were. Moreover, his

difficult to comprehend. Smoczyński and Hasior

work constitutes a catalogue of post-war

built huge collections of their own photographs,

art in urban space. It inspired him to create

which accompanied their artistic activities

something that would be the polar opposite

from the very beginning. Each of them did it

of this pathetic memorial mania.

for different purposes. In both cases, however,
there is a clear indication that without this mass

terms any product of culture organised

of negatives and slides the ideas behind their

according to certain rules, for example a work

works, if not misinterpreted, would certainly be

of art or an outfit, can be called a text.8

more opaque.

7

8

W. Hasior, Nagrobki Narodowej Pamięci, ‘Odra’ 1971, n. 6,
p. 44.
Słownik terminów literackich, ed. J. Sławiński, Ossolineum,
Wrocław 2008, p. 575.

All Hasior’s monuments were experimental

at the stage of a full-sized model, many were

and their projects were based on a careful analysis

abandoned after the initial, experimental phase,

of the material, form and location of the final
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Władysław Hasior
Polish Monuments V,
from the archives of
the Tatra Museum in
Zakopane

between distant parts of the archive build

conception of a monument was and how

According to a dictionary of literary

photography. By juxtaposing photos taken in

Katarzyna Wincenciak
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e s s a y

HELMUT
NICKELS

Exhibitions of Pictures and Pictures
of Exhibitions

In 1989 the Potocka Gallery presented Helmut Nickels’ project Exhibitions of Pictures
and Pictures of Exhibitions. The artist took advantage of the set-up of the two gallery
rooms and of their use (one housed the Museum of Artists collection, the other was
a venue for temporary exhibitions). In the doorway of the adjoining rooms Nickels had
a lens installed. In this way, he converted the Gallery space into a camera obscura,
a prototype of the modern camera, which projected reversed images of paintings onto
the Gallery wall. He then chose ten spots where the projections of the artworks had
the best quality and put some panels there. He subsequently used each of them to
expose negatives and make contact prints. Next to the panels there were headphones
allowing the visitors to listen to the ten piano miniatures from Modest Mussorgsky’s
suite Pictures at an Exhibition. The panels also included the titles of particular pieces.
photo from the MOCAK Archive
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Monika Kozioł

Prof. Krzysztof Pomian,
Ph.D (born 1934) completed
his studies in the University
of Warsaw’s Department
of Philosophy (1952–1957),
where he obtained his
PhD (February 1965) and
received his post-doctoral
qualification [habilitacja]
(May 1968). In 1966 he was
expelled from the Polish
United Workers’ Party
(PZPR) and in 1968 from
the University (where he
had worked as an assistant
professor in the Chair
of Modern Philosophy)
for publicly criticising
the state policy. He then
worked in the Manuscripts
Department of the National
Library (1969–1972).
In 1973, he emigrated to
France, where he worked at
the French National Centre
for Scientific Research
(CNRS). Currently he serves
as a honorary research
director there. In 1999, he
received his professorship
in Poland. Between
1999/2000–2006/2007 he
lectured at the Nicolaus
Copernicus University in
Toruń. Since 2001, he has
worked as the academic
director of the Museum of
Europe in Brussels.
As a philosopher, he is
interested mainly in
epistemology. As a historian,
he researches European
culture, especially the
history of historical science,
collecting and museums.
His books and articles
(since 1973 written mostly
in French) have been
translated into more than
twenty languages.
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Private
Collections

Monika Kozioł talks to Professor Krzysztof Pomian

collecting, the country did not have one ruling
dynasty, which would ensure continuity of
amassing precious objects. The house of Vasa
ruled for only eighty years and after its last
representative, John Casimir, had abdicated
and moved to Paris, their collection was sold
out. Anyway, the financial means of elected
kings were quite limited and no greater, and
sometimes lesser, than that of the wealthiest
magnates. And thus Poland had no royal
collection which would serve as an example
to others and a model to follow and outshine.
There was also no court where amassing
artefacts, antiques and curiosities would be
an important pursuit, a subject of studies,

Monika Kozioł talks to Professor
Krzysztof Pomian

conversations and rivalry among courtiers.
It changed only when the Saxons were elected
to the throne but they kept their collections in
Dresden, not in Warsaw. Nevertheless, Polish
magnates, who beforehand from their journeys
to Italy had brought mostly relics, started
showing some interest in art and antiquities,
which allowed for the boom on collecting during
the reign of Stanislaus Augustus. His example

Krzysztof Pomian: We need to make one

Poland. The concept of a private collection came

played a huge role in this respect. Still, collecting

introductory remark. When we talk about

to us from Italy in the 16th, perhaps the 15th century,

never became as popular as in Western Europe.

collecting, we usually think of a private

together with the Renaissance. But treasuries

collection: a group of objects accumulated

still existed in aristocratic palaces. Private

a royal collection but also bourgeois ones, since

deliberately by one person, which reflects their

collections developed slowly alongside them,

townspeople were a weak and poor state. And

preferences, interests and tastes and therefore

sometimes at their cost, between the 16th and

city dwellers – artists, doctors, pharmacists,

to which the person feels a strong emotional

the 18th century. We should add that other types

engineers, lawyers, teachers, scholars and with

attachment. But collecting is a far broader

of collections, which appeared later than private

time, also rentiers – constituted the majority of

phenomenon and a private collection is just one

ones, are museums, botanical gardens and zoos.

collectors in Western Europe. We have to include

of its incarnations. And a relatively rare one,

Afterwards, people invented one more type of

the clergy here as well, since men of the cloth

for that matter. Whereas collections as such

collection: a complex of immovable entities

were important members of the supranational

are probably as old as mankind – they have

(buildings, archaeological digs or landscapes)

been present in all human societies – private

which occur in a particular territory and are

collections had existed only in China

subject to special protection. This is why,

(since 2nd century BC) and in Ancient Rome

when talking about collecting, we have to

(between 2nd century BC and 2nd century AD).

The Polish Noble Republic lacked not only

and suprareligious Republic of Letters – from
made simply because we did not know enough

which Polish clergymen were almost completely

about either. Numerous works published since

absent. We do not know of any collections

allow us to attempt such a comparison, though

of natural objects or antiquities created by

specify whether we mean one particular type

our knowledge is still incomplete – and I will

parsons in Poland, whereas they did exist in

In the 14th century, they re-emerged again in

of collection or the entire phenomenon in all its

mention some of the gaps later. Now I just

Italy and France. The collections established

France and Italy. They have been a permanent

historical diversity. Here we are going to discuss

want to say that for the following I am indebted

by the Jagiellonian University professors we

component of the European culture ever since

only private collections.

to Grzegorz Bąbiak, Piotr Jaworski, Dariusz

know of were not numerous and quite modest

Kacprzak, Agnieszka Kluczewska-Wójcik,

in size. The Counter-Reformation, which won

and this is how the phenomenon of collecting

Professor
Krzysztof Pomian,
photo: C. Pierre

Monika Kozioł:How does Poland compare

Kamila Kłudkiewicz, Ewa Manikowska, Andrzej

in Poland in the second half of the 16th century,

to other European countries when it comes to

Pieńkos, Tomasz de Rosset, Andrzej Rottermuna,

for at least 200 years shaped the interests and

collecting was not a private collection but

collecting? Is there a Polish culture of collecting?

Joanny Winiewicz-Wolska and probably many

tastes of Polish elites, with the exception of the

a treasury. It was present already in sacral

If so, which collections do you consider most

others.

few protestants. And it was not conducive to

monarchies and until the emergence of the

important? If not, why has this culture never

money-based modern economy, it functioned

developed in Poland?

countries in Europe is the fact that after

paganism, just as it was contrary to investigating

as an indispensable attribute of power. We had

Thirty years ago no proper comparison of

the Jagiellonians died out, for 200 hundred

social phenomena. I have to add, however, that

treasuries also in medieval and early modern

Polish and foreign private collections could be

years, during the period critical for European

we still do not have a full picture of the Polish

has spread all around the world.
Historically, the most popular form of

What distinguishes Poland from other

collecting antiques, infected with the virus of
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collecting between the 16th and the 18th century.

Even though the first contemporary art museum

Collecting contributes to the development of

Can collecting be risky? For some time now we

It may happen, therefore, that some discoveries

was created quite a long time ago, there is

a country’s artistic culture in many different

have heard that art is a good investment. Is it

will force us to revise the judgements passed

still no recipe for a model collection. Should it

ways. It creates the habit of being around

a new way of thinking or did people think this

above.

present the whole scope of contemporary art

artworks, it teaches us how to look at them,

way before?

or focus on selected trends? Should it build its

how to hang or place them, how to take

Collecting is always risky because you can

can probably assume that in Poland private

narrative around the specificity of a given region

care of them; it arouses our interest in the

never be sure whether others will appreciate

collections became slightly more popular

or concentrate on globally recognized names?

optimal conditions for exposing works of art

your interests, tastes and aesthetic choices or

only in the mid-18th century and almost only

Indeed, there is no recipe for a perfect

so that they do not get damaged and viewers

just treat you as a junk-hoarding maniac. The

amongst aristocrats. The bourgeoisie would

contemporary art collection. Anyway, I do

can admire them easily. It also teaches us to

latter happens especially when you collect

not think that it is possible or necessary to

identify similarities and differences between

items which have been considered unworthy

it became more affluent. The 19 intelligentsia,

come up with one. The way a collection is

artworks, it encourages us – to a greater or lesser

of collecting or innovative works which defy

with few exceptions, lived in difficult conditions

created and exhibited is determined by many

extent, depending on the collector – to acquire

current conventions. But there have also been

– not to say on the breadline – and could ill

factors: the curator’s or the museum director’s

knowledge about painting, sculpture, prints or

cases when collectors of art highly valued in their

afford to collect. The notion of the culture of

personality, the available budget and the

drawings, to learn terminology so that we can

times were accused, when they were still alive

collecting, which you used, is both blurry and

leeway given to the person in charge by their

describe our items with a degree of expertise.

or posthumously, of accumulating kitsch. This

unclear. If, however, we understand it as the

superiors. Huge, world-famous museums which

Moreover, it makes us aware of the assessment

will probably be the plight of some contemporary

creation of private collections not by a small

attract international crowds and rich sponsors

criteria for particular pieces. Since collecting

collectors of avant-garde.

number of individuals or by several dozen

can afford to strive for the encyclopaedic

expresses the desire to possess artworks and

of individuals but by at least a few thousand

presentation of contemporary art. And yet even

arouses it in those who have not felt it so far,

partly or predominantly as a capital investment

people; if we see it also as an expression of

there the policy of acquisitions and, especially,

it generates demand for art. Consequently, it

bear a financial risk. This is nothing new.

general interest in natural history, the Antiquity

the choice of what to exhibit depend to a large

expands the client pool of artists, museums,

Already some 17th century Frenchmen noticed

and art, and therefore in collections, by

extent on the personalities of curators and

exhibitions and various art events and increases

that paintings were gold bullion. Similar views

influential, vocal groups of people, including

directors. Museums which do not have means to

the readership of art publications. Collecting

were probably aired a bit earlier in Italy and the

those who do not collect themselves – if we

acquire works by artists that have already been

also puts direct or indirect pressure on the state

Netherlands. In the 18th century, the English

understand it in this way, then we are rather

anointed by the international art market and

and local authorities to make art accessible, to

and the French speculated with artworks. This

forced to conclude that neither before nor after

thus command big prices should focus on what

showcase wonders of nature and monuments

practice has continued but it seems to me that

the partitions did Poland have ‘a culture of

is within their budget. And even then, in my

of human history – in other words, to create

today it has a different dimension – now the art

collecting’.

opinion, it is better to create a good collection of

public collections: museums and protected areas

market is global, huge capital is looking for good

national or regional art than to strive for second-

of historical and architectural interest. What

investments and plenty of the nouveau riches

rate artists that are allegedly world-famous.

is more, private collections partly determine

lack knowledge about art or personal taste. This

what is shown in museums, to the extent that

means that, when building their collections,

Given the current state of research, we

start collecting in the mid-19 century, when
th

th

Was there a fear of modernity in art? In one of
the interviews you mention the controversies

The owners who treat their collections

aroused by Feliks Jasieński’s collection. It consisted

And how to organise the space for the

the owners donate their collections to public

they have to rely on dealers’ recommendations

mostly of Japanese art and works by Polish fin de

viewer? Are Polish museums more keen on

institutions and exert some influence over

and end up buying works that are shocking,

siècle artists – in other words, pieces which today

chronological order or a thematic presentation

their curators – collectors often know them

offensive, provoking not because of their artistic

seem ‘safe’.

of their collections?

personally, discuss art with them and are, in

value but because they transgress moral norms.

I am not sure whether we can talk about ‘a fear

I do not know Polish museum well enough to

turn, influenced by this co-operation.

Which of them will find their way to art history

of modernity’. But there was definitely a certain

be able to say which convention dominates. To

inertia of tastes as well as a generally slow uptake of

my mind, and this may be a trivial observation,

way in which collecting contributed to the

artistic innovations, especially those that radically

a permanent exhibition should rather be

development of a country’s artistic culture:

departed from previous conventions. What today

organised chronologically, since this is what

it expanded the repertoire of objects that

Recently we have heard a lot about ‘cultural

seems ‘safe’, classic and familiar was once foreign,

visitors expect and what helps them understand

were deemed valuable: worth searching for,

investment’, a term that is replacing the notion

revolutionary and menacing – it is enough to

the pieces they are looking at. But these criteria

collecting, preserving and exhibiting. Collectors

of financial investment. The policy of ‘cultural

mention the Impressionists. What once used to

are never sufficient, even for a permanent

were the first to become interested in mediaeval

investment’ is carried out for example by

be mainstream, promoted by the elites, praised

exhibition. This is why building it usually means

art; later they introduced the art from Japan,

corporations that build their art collections.

by critics and bought by collectors, today is often

searching for the best possible compromise

China, Africa etc. to the mainstream. Today

Is this an invention of the 20th and the 21st century

considered kitsch. This is not to say that

between various criteria, chronology on one

it seems that there are no periods or societies

or are there any historical precedents?

a radical break with previous conventions is

hand and geography, material, morphology or

whose artefacts and technical instruments are

The topic of cultural investment would require

a value in and of itself and should always be

content on the other. The thematic key is better

not collected or, in fact, that nothing is too

a longer discussion because it refers to the

praised. Being in the avant-garde does not

suited for the purposes of temporary exhibitions.

unattractive to collect. But maybe it is just an

place of cultural industries in contemporary

illusion and future generations will discover

economy. It is impossible to do it justice here.

guarantee long-lasting artistic success. Now we

52

Monika Kozioł talks to Professor Krzysztof Pomian

In the past, there was one more important

and which will remain just a historical record,
only time will tell.

know that there is also avant-garde kitsch, which

How does collecting influence the artistic

and appreciate objects which we have now

Suffice it to say that industrial corporations and

is quite well represented on the current art market.

culture of a given country?

overlooked.

banks started collecting at the beginning of the
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20th century. There is however a huge difference

In your lecture entitled Imperial Collecting.

between accumulating the company’s own

Catherine II of Russia given at the Royal Łazienki

products and displaying them in museums at

Museum, you pointed out the differences

factory premises, as was the case then, and the

between collecting in the areas of Roman and

current practice of building art collections and

Eastern Christianity. Are they still visible?

making them available to the public. The latter is

Yes, they are noticeable not only in religious

an image-building exercise which an industrial or

architecture, clergy’s robes and appearance,

financial corporation engages in to show it

the alphabet and the calendar used but also in

can look beyond its immediate interests. All

the much greater density of museums in the

societies, and democratic ones in particular,

Roman zone, when area and population are

believe that huge wealth imposes huge

taken into account. It seems, however, that

responsibilities and expect the richest to

the gap is gradually disappearing.

the community. Hence the philanthropy,

Increasingly we hear prophesies announcing the

both private and corporate. One of its

end of the European Union. Can museums help

incarnations, art collecting, is potentially

to foster a sense of community?

a highly profitable investment but at the same

I do not believe that the European Union will

time also a display of support for artists and

collapse, even after the Brexit. And when it

a demonstration of community spirit – the

comes to the role of museums in promoting

company satisfies the needs of the public by

European unity, in my view, it is important but

granting them access to works of art which

museums impact mostly the elites. It is enough

would otherwise remain inaccessible. All this

to mention large exhibitions organised by the

gives a sort of legitimacy to the capital,

Council of Europe or the co-operation between

the public start seeing it as a tool for creating

museums from different European countries.

a common good.

But there is still a lot to be done in this area.

JANNICKE LÅKER
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Imagination Zone, 1970, photograph, 17.5 × 16 cm, courtesy of J. Kozłowski
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Central Europe: In Search of Contemporary Art Collections

Katarzyna Jagodzińska

Central
Europe

In Search of
Contemporary
Art Collections
Katarzyna Jagodzińska
(born 1981)
holds a Ph.D. in art
history. She has degrees in
art history and journalism
from the Jagiellonian
University in Kraków. Her
research areas include
museum studies, cultural
heritage and cultural
communication. She is
a member of ICOM and
AICA and works as a local
editor of the RIHA Journal,
an international art history
academic magazine.
She wrote a book entitled
Czas muzeów w Europie
Środkowej. Muzea i centra
sztuki współczesnej
(1989–2014) as well as
numerous articles in
the field of museum
studies and art. She is the
author of the blog www.
museumsadvisor.com,
in which she popularises
various museums. She
works at the International
Cultural Centre in Kraków
and at the Chair of
European Heritage in
the Institute of European
Studies of the Jagiellonian
University.
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Ludwig, Mládek, Meulensteen, Sokol, Ledecká,

and maintaining it turns out to be prohibitive.

Vasilescu, Antal, Adam – these are the names

Nonetheless, such initiatives are occasionally

of collectors whose pieces from the 20th and the

undertaken. Sometimes city authorities decide

21st century have become permanent fixtures

to co-operate with a collector, at other times

in the public space of Central European towns

he or she manages to meet the cost of such

and cities, at museums and galleries devoted to

a venture alone.

contemporary art. This list – quite a short one –
does not include any Polish names or any name
associated with Poland.

The Most Central European of
Collections
One of the most famous collecting

In Central Europe, there are no big fortunes,

‘corporations’, which lent and donated

no people wealthy enough to amass huge

generously to museums, was established by

collections and subsequently establish

a couple of wealthy German chocolate moguls

private museums or galleries to show them

and art collectors: Peter and Irene Ludwig.

to the public. Of course, contemporary art is

Eleven museums – in Aachen, Bamberg, Basel,

considered an investment and is collected by

Budapest, Koblenz, Cologne, Oberhausen,

corporations (an example from Central Europe

Beijing, Saarlouis, Saint Petersburg and Vienna

is the Erste Group, though usually collecting

– bear their name. This is the price an institution

companies belong to large global conglomerates

LUDWIG 25. The
contemporary collection
14.11.2014–31.12.2012,
© ROSTA József
From the Ludwig
Múzeum – Museum
of Contemporary Art
archive

opened in 1991 at the prestigious Buda Palace.

day this artist would surely become famous.1

The Ludwig Museum was officially opened

This turned out to be prophetic and Mládek has

as an independent institution in 1996. In its

amassed the largest collection of Kupka’s works:

collection, there are works by Georg Baselitz,

225 paintings, graphics and drawings. The second

Joseph Beuys, Jean Dubuffet, David Hockney,

major artist featuring in the collection is the

Jasper Johns, Pablo Picasso, Gerhard Richter,

sculptor Otto Gutfreund. Apart from these two,

Ludwig Collection
exhibition 1–2–3:
The Collection in Focus.
A selection of Ludwig
Museum’s collection,
16.11.2007–2.5.2010.
From the Ludwig
Múzeum – Museum
of Contemporary Art
archive

Andy Warhol and others. The collection

the Mládeks also bought works by other artists

continuously acquires new works, although not

from the region – Czechoslovakia, Hungary,

ones from the global mainstream, which would

Poland and Yugoslavia. In the years 1967–1985,

be difficult given their prices. Instead, it focuses

Meda Mládek travelled to Central Europe specially

on regional artists, complementing the Ludwig

to make purchases directly from artists.

Collection with works by Hungarian, Czech,

Initially, the Mládeks’ will stipulated that the

Slovak, Romanian and Polish authors.

works by Kupka and Gutfreund should go to

A legendary figure of the Czech collecting

the National Gallery of Art in Washington,

is Meda Mládek. Since the 1960s, together with

while the remainder of the collection was

has to pay to get donations in the form of

her husband Jan, she collected Czechoslovak art

to be transferred to the National Gallery in

e.g. the ING Polish Art Foundation) and private

artworks. In 1989, the Ludwigs donated art to

in the United States, where they had emigrated.

Prague. Meda, however, changed her mind

individuals, who often lend them to museums

Hungary because, as they said, they wanted

They caught the collecting bug when they were

when she visited Prague during the Velvet

and galleries (e.g. Andrzej and Teresa Starmach’s

to do something behind the Iron Curtain. The

still in France. A French antiquarian gave Jan

Revolution. She offered to donate the entire set

collection shown at an exhibition at the

Hungarian government received seventy works

a painting by František Kupka, reportedly

to the city provided it established a museum to

by different artists and made a pledge to establish

saying that it was nothing special, just a piece

house the collection. The authorities chose the

however, for such collections to be exhibited

a contemporary art museum in Budapest. Further

bought at an auction for fifty dollars but one

permanently. In the majority of cases, the cost

ninety one works were given as a long-term

of building a venue, or adapting an existing one,

loan for the permanent exhibition, which

National Museum in Kraków). It is quite rare,

1

Vlastník, Meda Mládková, ‘Travel in the Czech Republic’
2001, p. 37.
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Central Europe: In Search of Contemporary Art Collections

Katarzyna Jagodzińska

A presentation of
the Central European
collection from the
Museum Kampa in
the Moravský Krumlov
castle. Magdalena
Abakanowicz Seated
Figures, 1970s,
photo: K. Jagodzińska

1
3

2

4

or in their owners’ private homes. These

in Slovakia in 2000, absolutely unique. It was

collectors confine themselves to establishing

established at the initiative of Vincent Polakovič,

art galleries or loaning individual works for

who owned a private art gallery in Poprad. He

exhibitions, rarely making their collections

managed to convince the Dutch entrepreneur,

available for public viewing. However, there are

collector and arts patron Gerard Meulensteen

three examples from Slovakia proving that

to support his idea. For the location of the

a private museum can be successful also in

museum, he chose an artificial peninsula on the

Central Europe.

river Danube, close to the border of Slovakia,

The largest one is the Danubiana
historical premises of the so called Sova’s Mills,

the Museum Kampa no longer shows its Central

beautifully located on the Kampa island

European collection in Prague on a permanent

on the River Vltava in the fashionable Malá

basis). Of course, the picture would not be

Strana district. The Museum Kampa, with

complete without mentioning such institutions

a wonderful donation of 215 works by Kupka,

as the National Gallery in Prague and its

seventeen sculptures by Gutfreund, 240 collages

collection housed in the Veletržní palác; the

and items by Jiří Kolár and 279 pieces by other

immense collection at GASK – the Gallery of

Czechoslovak artists, opened in 2001. In 2015,

the Central Bohemian Region in Kutná Hora

a part of this collection (except for the ‘giants’

or the Moravian Gallery in Brno. All of them

i.e. Kupka and Gutfreund) was moved from

own some works by Central European artists

Prague and exhibited at the castle in Moravský

(although national art dominates). However,

Krumlov, until recently visited mostly to admire

the Ludwig Museum and the Museum Kampa

Alphonse Mucha’s The Slav Epic (currently at

have to be at the core of all discussions of

the National Gallery in Prague). The exhibition

the 20th century Central European Art.

features works by artists who constitute the
canon of the 20th century Central European art,
such as Stanislav Kolíbal, Zdeněk Sýkora, Jiří
Kolář or Magdalena Abakanowicz.
The Ludwig Museum and the Museum

58

Private Museums of Contemporary Art
A private art museum is a huge logistical and
financial enterprise that only few Central

Kampa present Central European art in the most

European collectors are prepared to undertake.

comprehensive way (unfortunately, since 2015,

Collections usually remain hidden in storerooms
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1., 4. A presentation of
the Central European art
in the Museum Kampa
(currently the exhibition
rooms used for
temporary exhibitions).
From the Museum
Kampa archive
2. A presentation of
the Central European
collection from the
Museum Kampa in the
Moravský Krumlov
castle. Magdalena
Abakanowicz Seated
Figures, 1970s,
photo: K. Jagodzińska
3. A presentation
of the collection in
the courtyard of the
Museum (currently
used for temporary
exhibitions). From
the Museum Kampa
archive

Danubiana Meulensteen
Museum in Čunovo.
From the Danubiana
archive

Austria and Hungary. Both the shape of the

Meulensteen Art Museum in Čunovo near

building, which resembles a Roman galley, and

Bratislava. The wide expanse of water, the

its location are symbolic – just like the Danube

unusual location on the borders of three

connects countries and a ship connects two

neighbouring countries, the picturesque

shores, the museum connects nations and

landscape all year round – these are the

cultures through art. This aspect of connectivity

ingredients which make the museum, opened

is strongly present in the museum’s temporary
exhibitions, which feature artists from the
three countries and from Meulensteen’s home
country, the Netherlands. Initially, due to the
scarcity of space, only temporary exhibitions
were organised. In 2014, the museum was
expanded (thanks to the funds provided by
the Slovak government) to house a permanent
exhibition. The artworks featured come from
Gerard Meulensteen’s international collection,
which he loaned to the museum. It includes
works by Sam Francis, Christo and Jeanne
Claude, Paul Jenkins, artists from the CoBrA
group as well as representatives of the Hungarian
avant-garde. At the permanent exhibition,
these are juxtaposed with contemporary Slovak
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works are regularly shown at temporary

Collection of
the Danubiana
Meulensteen Museum in
Čunovo. In the foreground
a sculpture by the Slovak
artist Jozef Jankovič Left and
right, 1937. From
the Danubiana archive

exhibitions at the Gallery. Moreover, large-scale
sculptures and installations are permanent
fixtures in the shopping centre. For many years
now, Kulczyk’s ambition has been to open
a museum which would exhibit her collection
on a permanent basis. Initially, she wanted it to
be located underground, near the Old Brewery
shopping centre. The world-famous Japanese
architect Tadao Andō was ready to design the
structure, but the project was cancelled due
to the lack of EU funding and the municipal
authorities’ support. After abandoning the
idea in 2009, Grażyna Kulczyk came back to it
An exhibition room
in the Zoya Museum
in Modra
Photo: K. Jagodzińska

in 2015, when she announced that she would
It owns relatively few original works by Warhol,

like to build a museum of contemporary art

the exhibition has not been updated since 1991

and performance near the Copernicus Science

and its budget is so tight that it hardly allows

Centre. She offered to buy the plot of land and

for anything. Still, it is worthwhile to come to

finance the building if the authorities agreed to

this secluded place and see the museum created

co-finance the functioning of the museum.

thanks to the determination and passion of a few
individuals.
artists from the museum’s own collection.

contemporary art exhibitions. The place has

Apart from the artworks inside the building,

become fashionable, its restaurant and winery

there is also a sculpture park with pieces by

attract big crowds and some of the visitors,

Slovak and international artists, e.g. Magdalena

wandering on the premises, stumble upon

Abakanowicz. According to the agreement made

the museum.

in 2012, the museum, currently administered

The second publicly available collection

privately, in twenty years will come under full

of Warhol’s works in Slovakia is exhibited in

state ownership.

Medzilaborce, a town fifteen kilometres away

The year 2000 also saw the creation of

In Poland, indefatigable efforts to establish

from the village of Miková, where the artist’s

the Milan Dobeš Museum in Bratislava. It was

mother was born. The Andy Warhol Museum of

initiated by Peter Sokol, who has been collecting

Modern Art in Medzilaborce was established in

works by Dobeš, an eminent Czechoslovak

1991 at the initiative of a local association.

An exhibition room
in the Zoya Museum
in Modra,
photo: K. Jagodzińska

Space for Private Collections

a private museum have been made by Grażyna

Local collectors sometimes also decide to

Kulczyk, whose art collection includes works

present their artworks by loaning them to

spanning from the end of the 19th century till the

already existing institutions or by renting

present. Until recently, she was also the owner

exhibition spaces. In 2006, the Municipal

of the Stary Browar shopping centre in Poznań,

Museum of Art in Győr, Hungary, which had

where she set up her Art Stations Gallery,

previously acquired Béla Radnai’s painting

operating between 2004 and May 2016. So far,

collection, received János Vasilescu’s collection.

Kulczyk’s collection has only had one extensive

Budapest, Szeged, Szombathely and Pécs also

exhibition (GK Collection #1, 2007) but individual

wanted to obtain it but ultimately it was Győr,

representative of geometric abstraction. His
pieces dominate the collection but the museums
is not purely monographic. Apart from Dobeš, it
also features other constructivists. The museum
is located in a tenement house in the historic
centre of Bratislava, near the the Komart Gallery
owned by Sokol. While the museum presents
works by deceased artists working in geometric
abstraction, the gallery promotes the living.
The third museum which will be discussed
here was established by a famous couple of
Slovak art collectors who own the Zoya Gallery,
Iveta Ledecká and her husband. In 2009, they
created the ELESKO wine park in Modra, a
huge complex, part of which is devoted to the
Zoya Museum, housing the owners’ collection
of works by Andy Warhol. It is also a venue for
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The Antal-Lusztig
collection presented at
the Replanning exhibition.
A selection from the
Antal-Lusztig collection,
11.07.2015–17.04.2016,
the Center for Modern
and Contemporary Arts
MODEM in Debrecen.
From the MODEM – Déri
Museum archive
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The Antal-Lusztig
collection presented
at the Replanning
exhibition. A selection
from the Antal-Lusztig
collection, 11.7.2015–
17.4.2016, the Center
for Modern and
Contemporary Arts
MODEM in Debrecen.
From the MODEM –
Déri Museum archive

Art Collection located outside the Budapest city

at periodic exhibitions. In Hungary, apart from

centre had to close. It was established in an old

the already mentioned museums in Budapest

tannery to house Lajos Kovats’s collection of

and Győr, the main contemporary art collections

contemporary Hungarian art. A conflict among

can be found at the Hungarian National

investors led to its closure and the collection was

Gallery in Budapest and the Gallery of Modern

most probably dispersed.

Hungarian Art in Pécs (a branch of the Janus

Public Collections

which offered to display the collection in a
restored synagogue, that was chosen. Vasilescu,
a Romanian, collected mainly Hungarian
paintings from the 1960s and the 1970s. The
centrepiece of his collection are paintings by Lili
Ország. Perhaps it was the offer of the venue that
accounted for Győr’s outcompeting other cities
because the synagogue could serve as a link to
the artist’s Jewish roots.
Also in 2006, Péter Antal loaned a part
of his collection to the Hungarian city of
Debrecen in order for it to be exhibited in the
newly created MODEM Center for Modern and
Contemporary Arts. The Antal-Lusztig collection
contains over 3,500 works and is considered the
largest private art collection in Hungary. It was
established at the beginning of the 20 century.
th

After World War II, during which the collection
was scattered, Sámuel Lusztig started to
rebuild it. His grandson, Péter Antal, is equally
passionate but focuses on contemporary art.
As a result, the collection spans from the
beginning of the 20th century until the present
(including, for example, the famous Balázs
Kicsiny’s installation Pump Room from 2005,
previously shown at the Venice Biennale). The
collection has been deposited in MODEM for ten
years. It allowed the Art Centre (built as part of
Debrecen’s bid to become the European Capital
of Culture, ultimately unsuccessful) to open
with an exquisite exhibition which had not been
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shown to the public before. In April 2016, the
second large exhibition of the collection closed
– it took three floors and 2,500 m2 to display it.
Currently, the city, the collector and MODEM
are discussing the future of the deposit.

Pannonius Museum). In the Czech Republic,
apart from the museums in Prague, Brno and
Kutná Hora discussed above, there is a local

The landscape of museums presenting the

contemporary art museum in every larger town

20th and the 21st century art is dominated by

established at the same time that Art Exhibition

public institutions. Private initiatives are least

Bureaus (BWAs) in Poland. Slovakia, in turn, has one

likely to emerge in Poland but this is the only

major museum, the Slovak National Gallery, which,

country in the region with four contemporary

until the opening of the Kunsthalle, first in Košice

art museums – Museum of Art in Łódź, Museum

(2013) and then in Bratislava (2014), was a substitute

of Modern Art in Warsaw, MOCAK Museum

for a museum and a contemporary art centre.

of Contemporary Art in Kraków and Wrocław
Balazs Kicsiny
Pump Room, 2005,
an installation from
the Antal-Lusztig
collection presented
at the first large
exhibition in
2006–2007.
From the MODEM –
Déri Museum archive

Katarzyna Jagodzińska

The number of contemporary art collections

Contemporary Museum. On top of that,

in the region is growing. Public collections

contemporary art collections are presented at

are being expanded and private collectors are

the national museums in Warsaw, Kraków and

increasingly deciding to show their artworks

Wrocław as well as at regional and municipal

to the public and find venues to exhibit them

museums elsewhere. We should also mention

permanently. Nevertheless, the brand of regional

collections created within the framework

art is still relatively weak, especially that in the

of the Ministry of Culture’s Sings of the Times

majority of cases these are collections of national

programme, which, if no museum or gallery

art, which only occasionally set local art in the

was established to house them, were presented

wider context.

Private Collections which Had to Hide
Despite great efforts, not all museums, galleries
or art centres managed to remain in operation
and for various reasons had to close. For nine
years, the public was able to admire Richard
Adam’s collection, considered to be the largest
publicly available collection of contemporary
Czech painting, in the specially adapted steam
engine factory established in the 19th century
by Friedrich Wannieck in Brno. In 2015, it
was placed in a warehouse but the owner still
collects artworks and makes them available
through loans. In 2013, after two years in
operation, the Artbanka Museum of Young
Art (AMoYA) in Prague had to close – it was
a private museum of contemporary art located
(nomadically) in the baroque ColloradoMansfeld Palace in the touristy Karlova Street.
It was both an exhibition venue for recognized
Czech and Slovak artists and an experimental
space for young artists. The costs of operation,
though restricted to bare essentials, turned out
to be too high. Even earlier, in 2006, after five
years of functioning, the Meo Contemporary
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Katarzyna Wąs

Katarzyna Wąs

‘Cultural
Investment’
Reflections on Corporate Collections

Katarzyna Wąs
(born 1985) is a curator
and a producer. She
co-operates with artists
on visual art projects.
In the years 2011–2013
she worked for MOCAK
Contemporary Art
Museum as a project
co-ordinator and an
editor of the MOCAK
Forum. Currently she
curates the Jankilevitsch
Collection, a private
contemporary art
collection. She has
degrees in art history and
gender studies from the
Jagiellonian University.
She also completed
the Course for Creative
Producers at the Wajda
School in Warsaw.

There has been a lot of discussion recently about

namely global corporations. By engaging with

investing in art and art’s relationship with

the attractive world of art, they have found

business. At the same time, the term ‘financial

the key to building a successful public image.

investment’ is more and more often replaced
with ‘cultural investment’, of which corporate
art collections are a prime example.

In order to fully understand the idea of the
Many scholars claim that collecting is

corporate collection as an image-building tool,

a characteristic feature of Western culture.

it is necessary to go back to the beginnings of

Zygmunt Bauman calls postmodern men

collecting.

collectors of memories and of experiences.

15th century court treasuries had some

identity for contemporary men, who recreate

features of a collection, being carefully

their shattered self-awareness by using pieces

considered assemblages of artefacts frequently

of the fragmented and constantly changing

commissioned by the owner. In the age of

world.

Enlightenment, people’s curiosity about the

Never before has our culture been so diverse

world increased and with it their willingness

but at the same time so widely available. This is due

to surround themselves with objects that

to both the development of electronic media and

symbolise the world. More importantly, it

the patronage aimed at popularising art worldwide.

became increasingly fashionable to present

Thanks to design and particular realisations in

one’s collection to the public. The generous

public spaces, art has become a feature of everyday

patronage of the 16th and 17th century courts

life. Nevertheless, it still stirs up extreme emotions.

was an image-building exercise for royal
families, who wanted to come across as broad-

of capitalism has meant that the elite circle of

minded and knowledgeable connoisseurs, thus

art patrons, which traditionally included the state

emphasising the importance of their entire clan.

and private clients, has been joined by a third
player who is quickly becoming dominant,
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Already at the turn of the 14th and

Walter Benjamin saw collecting as the source of

In the last one hundred years, the evolution
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Western Culture

The exhibition of works
from the Jankilevitsch
Collection,
the Cosmopolitan
Tower, Warsaw, 2015,
photo: R. Masłow

a way of making their mark and entering

going back to the noble tradition of marrying art

collective memory.

and business re-emerged thanks to none other

Subsequent political, social and industrial

than David Rockefeller. In 1959, the CEO of The

revolutions have changed Western civilisation.

Chase Manhattan Bank established the firm’s art

They led to the birth of capitalism, which

programme aimed at art acquisition. An innovative

revolutionised not only the market but the entire

way of integrating artworks with the architecture

Western culture as well. Family businesses turned

of company buildings and a carefully-designed

into corporations, sage elders into management

purchase strategy meant that this forerunner of

boards and coats of arms into recognizable

corporate collections became a model for other

logos. Despite all these changes, the model of

companies. Rockefeller’s collection, which exists

image-building and showing one’s position has

to this day, comprises works of artists hailing

remained largely the same.

from the countries where The Chase Manhattan

Big Beginnings

For less distinguished families, with shorter

The first corporate collections were created in

history and less prestigious lineage, it was also

the United States. It was there that the idea of

Bank operates. Its goal is to promote these artists
and showcase the diversity and richness of
contemporary art.
Behind every company there is a person
and his or her individual decisions. Even the
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is devoted to the Spectra Art Space temporary
exhibitions.

Space for Art
Permanent public exhibitions of private
collections are a rarity in Poland. One of the
very few exceptions, still a work in progress, is
Grażyna Kluczyk’s collection. As part of a larger
artistic platform, the Art Stations Foundation, it
was for many years exhibited at the Stary Browar
Urban & Art Centre in Poznań. Now it is awaiting
a new venue in Warsaw but the talks about
financing the enterprise are still ongoing.
1

In the Western model, collection owners,

2

typically banks, establish co-operation with
already existing cultural institutions or set up

3

1. works by Marek
Sobczyk and Andrzej
Wróblewski
2. work by Magdalena
Abakanowicz

all-powerful board consists of individuals with

is the sector in which the company operates.

particular sensitivities and the ability to think

YES engages in various artistic projects, for

unconventionally. A corporate collection

example Leon Tarasewicz’s redecoration of

combines the state’s responsibility for shaping

the Poznań Grand Theatre or a recent scholarship

cultural awareness of the public with private

programme for young artists, demonstrating

prestige and patronage. That a company is a man

that commercial and artistic activities are

can easily be seen in Poland, where genuine

perfectly compatible.

corporate collections are few and far between.

66

Another model of private-corporate art

Capitalism, developing since the 1990s, has not

engagement are foundations established by

yet given rise to collections representing only

companies to take care of their owners’ private

the company policy and not that of its owner.

collections. This is the case with the Zwierciadło

This also results from the state policy towards

Foundation, established by the Zwierciadło

collectors, completely different than that of

monthly magazine to look after the Jankilevitsch

the US government. In Poland, art purchases are

Collection. Some pieces from the collection are

not tax-deductible. In fact, the reverse seems to

exhibited in the Cosmopolitan skyscraper in

be the case – generous financial engagement in

Warsaw. Such private-corporate co-operation

public project attracts vigilant tax controllers.

is possible when the company has a coherent

Therefore in Poland collections belong mostly to

policy of promoting culture. At this point,

company owners. This is for example the case

we should also mention the Starak Family

with Joanna and Krzysztof Madelski, the YES

Foundation, which manages its own cultural

company co-proprietors, who collect

activities (curating the Spectra Art Space) and

photographs related mostly to feminine and

takes care of the private collection presented in

LGBT issues. The photos they buy usually have

the Spectra Building, where the Starak family

associations to decoration and jewellery, that

company has its main office. Part of its lobby
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their auxiliary projects. This is for example the

Works from the Starak
Family Collection,
the Spectra building,
Warsaw, 2016

4

3. works by Wojciech
Fangor and Tadeusz
Dominik
4. work by Tadeusz
Kantor

case with one of the moguls of corporate art
collecting, Deutsche Bank. Apart from owning

a very extensive art collection, it engages in
numerous projects around the world. In Poland,
it has gained popularity mostly for organising
the ‘Views’ competition for young Polish artists
under the age of 36. In Berlin, the collection is
housed in the KunstHalle, a gallery space which
also hosts exhibitions of artists from all over
the world, both those who already enjoy critical
acclaim and young talents.
Another unique collection more easily
accessible to the general public is owned by
the Würth Group. The company, producing
practical and rather non-refined objects i.e.
screws, has amassed an original collection.
What distinguishes it from hundreds of other
corporate collections is the fact that, apart from
contemporary art, it also includes old masters
from South-West Germany and Northern

Basima Magdy’s
installation on
the exhibition Artist of
the Year 2016, Deutsche
Bank KunstHalle,
29.4–3.7.2016,
photo: M. Schormann,
© Basim Magdy
/ Deutsche Bank
KunstHalle

© The Starak Family
Foundation,
photo: M. Jędrzejewski
Karol Radziszewski
Kisieland, 2009-2014,
installation. Exhibition
COMMON AFFAIRS:
Revisiting the VIEWS
Award - Contemporary
Art from Poland,
Deutsche Bank
KunstHalle,
21.7–30.10.2016,
photo: M. Schoramnn,
© Karol Radziszewski
/ Deutsche Bank
KunstHalle

A sculpture by Tony
Cragg, photo: H. Bock,
© VG Bild-Kunst,
Bonn 2013
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Social Responsibility
Corporate art collections and art

Journey competition aimed at the final year art
school students. The main prize, a residency in

specially adapted old Schwäbisch Hall.

New York or Valencia, is supposed to help young

Art for the Employee’s Sake
Not every company owning an art collection
sees the general public as its main target. In fact,

by old masters and craftwork.

68

the most extensive art programme and the largest

institutions simply cannot afford their purchase.

collection. The company engages in a whole host

This is why public-private co-operation is of

of large-scale sponsorship projects, involving

paramount importance. The Hugo Boss clothing

co-operation with public institutions around

company has an extensive partnership with the

the world, counselling in its Art Competence

Guggenheim Museum in New York. Since 1996,

Center and trainings. One of its flagship projects,

they have awarded the biennial prize for the

reflecting the high-end character of the Bank, is

most remarkable and innovative contemporary

the long-term sponsorship of the Art Basel art fair.
Corporate collections are therefore just

medium. Another one of Hugo Boss ventures is

a point of departure for various other activities.

the Asia Art Award for young Asian artists, which

Nowadays corporations have become one of the

draws attention to the shifts on the contemporary

major initiators and supporters of cultural projects

art scene.

around the world. Thanks to the global dimension
of such ventures, they reach far-flung corners of

co-operation is implemented by Bank Pekao,

the world, simultaneously taking inspiration from

which together with the Centre for Contemporary

different cultures and presenting them to the rest

Art Ujazdowski Castle organises the Project Room

of the world. Only time will tell whether one day

programme. It gives young artists an opportunity

corporations will enter the annals of history as

to prepare, with professional help, an exhibition

the 21st century Medicis.

ING Collection,
photo: B. Górka

enter the real art world. Works entered in
the competition give a valuable insight into
what is happening within university walls.
Pieces from corporate collection adorn
office walls also at the ING Group. In 2000,

their workforce. This approach was pioneered

it established the ING Polish Art Foundation,

at the end of the 1950s by Alexander Orlow,

one of the most dynamic corporate art

the managing director of a Dutch tobacco

enterprises in Poland. The Foundation

company, who for the delectation of his

promotes Polish contemporary art, with

employees commissioned artists to produce

particular emphasis on young artists.

abstract paintings for his plant.

It also co-operates with the Zachęta National
Gallery of Art on a permanent basis, which

perhaps more effective. Works of art in offices

constitutes a significant area of its activity.

and corridors are supposed to stimulate the

In exchange for Zachęta’s artistic knowledge

employees’ creativity and delight the customers.

and expertise, it co-finances the Gallery’s new

Ergo Hestia is an example of a company that

acquisitions. Importantly, the Foundation has

offers a rich educational programme to its staff.

obtained copyright to the artworks it owns

The insurance company is enlarging its art

and therefore they can be shared on its website

collection through organising the Hestia Artistic

under Creative Commons licence.
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The Swiss UBS bank is the corporation with

exorbitant prices of top artworks, most public

people leave the cosy nest of the academia and

many of them focus on aesthetic stimulation of

Nowadays the approach is less radical but

form these exhibitions have then been bought for
the Bank’s collection, which also includes works

In Poland, a similar model of public-private

exhibitions worldwide but its main home is the

the Ujazdowski Castle. Since 2012, selected pieces

with the public, an approach that can be termed

artist, with no restrictions on age, nationality, or

Switzerland. It has been presented at many

presenting their works to the general public at

programmes are a way of engaging positively
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). Given the

ING Collection,
photo: B. Górka

Katarzyna Wąs
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Wojciech Jama’s Comic Book Collection

Paweł Panic

Dąbrowski (the author of Liquidator) have

Paweł Panic

dozens of plates each; the representation of

Wojciech Jama’s
Comic Book
Collection

the remaining artists is far more modest. What is
important is that Jama collects not only classics
form the communist times but also younger
artists: the above mentioned Dąbrowski,
Tomasz Leśniak, Joanna Karpowicz, Daniel
Grzeszkiewicz and many others. In photographs,
the collector frequently juxtaposes plates
with the already printed comic books, which
provides an excellent opportunity to compare
initial and final versions.
Wojciech Jama does not hide the fact
that these original plates constitute the most
valuable part of his collection. Apart from them,
however, he also collects all comic-related
paraphernalia. The easiest way to describe
them would be to call them gadgets but the
word immediately brings to mind cheap,
mass-produced, slightly tacky objects, which
children naggingly demand from their parents.
Admittedly, such things can also be found
in Jama’s collection but it consists mostly of
unique objects that are no longer commercially

Paweł Panic (born 1984)
has a degree in history
and works at the Opole
Polish Song Museum.
He likes reading comic
books and old magazines
about computer games.
Most of all he likes writing
about what he has read.
His texts have appeared
on the ‘Aleja Komiksu’
website, in ‘Zeszyty
Komiksowe’ magazine
and in the volume
‘Komiks i jego konteksty’.

a Snoopy-shaped eggcup, an almost one-metre

The Comic Book Museum (Muzeum

tall figure of Asterix and even china figurines of

linked to collecting. What perhaps proves it

appreciated and well-treated. From the start

most strongly are the exorbitant sums paid

he kept a close eye on them anyway, first as

at auctions for the first issues of comics with

the Museum director and then as its programme

the adventures of American superheroes.

manager. When he realised that his vision for

Considering the average circulation of comic

the Museum was being ignored, he handed

books in Poland, which usually reaches around

in his notice and went back to his first great

1,000 copies, one may conclude that an occasional

passion and his oldest collection, namely to

Museum. It would be far easier to enumerate

reader is a rare creature and most people who

comic books.

what is not there than list all the treasures but

buy comics, do so fairly regularly, systematically

The Spotkanie
z Ingrid comic book
from the Kapitan
Kloss series, 1972,
selected original
plates by Mieczysław
Wiśniewski,
photo: W. Jama.

And since his collection was really

Komiksu) exists as a Facebook community.
It suffices to find the ‘Photos’ tab on its Facebook
page, click on ‘Albums’ and one gets a taste
of what feasts await the future visitors of the

let us try anyway. We should start with what

building their collections. The fact that many

substantial, from the very beginning he started

typically features at comic book exhibitions,

titles are serialised only fuels the collecting

planning a museum. Discouraged by his previous

namely with original plates. Whenever someone

drive. Of course, not all fans of comic books

experience, he decided against a donation to

organises such an event, it is a done thing to

are collectors, but given the limited number of

the city and has chosen the form of a deposit

limit it to plates hanging on the walls. Although

aficionados in Poland, the correlation is quite

instead. He has also been very clear as to the shape

attempts at experimenting with this convention

strong. Amongst collectors there are people

of the future museum.

are more and more frequent, comic books are

Familiar with the approach of city officials,

doomed to this form of exhibiting for a long

fully committed to the comic enterprise and

the collector is not keen to compromise and is

time to come. It is actually not surprising – given

value everything that is associated with this

constantly looking for partners who would help

that a single plate can, in the eyes of cartoon

domain. Their passion makes them invest money

him establish his dream museum. There are

lovers, be the most valuable object

in the widely available comic book gadgets but

a few major cities on his list but so far, no deal has

ever, this format requires least effort from

also engage in a tireless search for all the old

been struck. Perhaps the comic book museum

the organisers. Wojciech Jama’s collection

treasures somehow related to their favourite art.

housing Wojciech Jama’s collection will never

includes original plates drawn by Polish classics

The hero of this article is probably the greatest of

come into existence …

such as Mieczysław Wiśniewski, Janusz Christa,

such aficionados in Poland.
Wojciech Jama is the enthusiast whose
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available. Examples? An ashtray with Adamson,

incarnation of Wojciech Jama’s collection.

to the city, he hoped they would be fully

whose interests are much broader – they are

70

chance completely, let us examine the virtual

A passion for comic books seems to be inextricably

Thankfully, our hero does not lay down his
arms. It would be a great pity if his collection was

collection gave rise to the Museum of Bedtime

not made accessible to the public. Just in case

Cartoons in Rzeszów. Donating his treasures

we had to wait too long to see it or missed this

The first issue of the
‘Nowy Świat Przygód’
weekly – 27 March 1946,
photo: W. Jama

Henryk Jerzy Chmielewski, Szarlota Pawel or
Tadeusz Baranowski. Wiśniewski (the author
of the adventures of Captain Kloss), Christa
(the father of Kajko and Kokosz) and Ryszard
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Wojciech Jama’s Comic Book Collection

The ‘Wędrowiec’
weekly, issue 42,
31 October 1937,
photo:W. Jama.

Paweł Panic

be the forefathers of the comic book. Whereas
the former worked long before the emergence of
contemporary comics, the latter died around
the time when the first real comic books appeared.
Of course, the oldest specimens in Jama’s
collection include also Polish comics, mostly
from pre-war magazines. He owns both homemade stories and reprints from foreign sources.
Some of them still qualify as para-comics but
others fully deserve to be called comic books.
Amongst the former we can mention A Journey
to Mars published in 1893 in the ‘Wędrowiec’
magazine, considerably younger The Adventures
of Unemployed Froncek published in 1938 in the
‘Siedem groszy’ daily and The Adventures of a
Scarecrow published in the same year in ‘Mój
Kurjerek’, a supplement to ‘Kurjer Warszawski’.
Jama also has a very interesting collection of
press comic strips from the inter-war period

the rarities immediately draw our attention.
Especially interesting are those dating back to
pre-World War II times and published both as
separate books and in newspapers. If we were
to proceed chronologically, however, we would
have to start with para-comics, that is stories in
which the text is placed below the panels and
does not complement them but rather describes
their content. The oldest such publication
owned by Jama is Les Amours de monsieur

La Famille Fenouillard,
the graphic story in
instalments created by
Christophe, one of the
comic book precursors,
and published in
‘Le Petit Français
illustré’ magazine.
A 1890 edition and
a contemporary 1992
reissue,
photo: W. Jama.

such as The Funny Adventures of Mickey Mouse
and Burek the Dog from ‘Ilustrowany Kuryer
Codzienny’ (1938), Tomek’s Perilous Adventures on
the Black Continent published in ‘Świat Przygód’
(1937), the Pat and Patachon series published
in ‘Karuzela’ and, last but not least, Tarzan

published in the ‘Karuzela Weekly’ in 1937.
As may be inferred from this enumeration,
Polish artists preferred the para-comic format
whereas typical comics are represented by
foreign reprints. Of course, this is not a hard
and fast rule, as evidenced by some works by of
Marian Walentynowicz.

Vieux Bois by Rodolph Töpffer. Its first edition

An interesting sub-category of pre-war

appeared it 1837 but the one in Jama’s collection
is much younger. It is also worth mentioning

graphic tales is that of advertising comic strips.

another para-comic, a graphic story entitled

Wojciech Jama owns for instance the Colgate

La Famille Fenouillard published in 1890 in

toothpaste ad from the ‘As’ weekly or the Palmolive

‘Le Petit Français illustré’ magazine. It was

soap ad from the ‘Kino’ weekly. They make us

the unemployed Froncek1 (including one from

created by a French artist working under

aware that early advertising could really take

the 1930s). One could go on for hours and still

the pseudonym Christophe. The artist who

inventive and attractive graphic forms and that

miss some important object which probably

dominates in the oldest part of the collection

the brands which many Poles associate with the

qualifies as a gadget. Suffice it to say that Jama’s

is Wilhelm Busch. Works with his signature

1990s transformation were known in Poland

Facebook photo collection has separate albums

include, amongst others Funny Tales in Pictures,

already in the 1920s. Leaving the press comic

for such objects as: tins and boxes, postcards,

published in Warsaw in 1924, the monumental

strips aside, one has to conclude that all the

school timetables, badges, theatre programmes

Neues Wilhelm Busch Album (Leipzig, publication

comic books from before the World War II in

or calendars. Moreover, as every respectable

year unknown) and even four books in a cardboard

Jama’s collection classify as para-comics.

collection, this one also includes collectable

box published in 1943 by the Wehrmacht

The only exception, which can hardly be called

stamps and coins.

Oberkommando. On top of that, Wojciech Jama

‘a book’, is the 11-page fan-made comics

Naturally, Wojciech Jama also collects

also owns objects with depictions of Busch’s

comic books. Whereas editions that are still in

two most famous creations, Max and Moritz:

print are of no special interest (albeit many have

mostly ceramics, such as crockery and figurines.

autographs and dedications from the authors),

We may safely assume that, if the museum is
established, these collectables are going to be
included in the permanent exhibition, given

1
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Selection of graphic
stories by Wilhelm
Busch. The oldest
German editions date
back to the 1920s or
1930s, the oldest Polish
one was published in
1924, photo: W. Jama

The main protagonist of a pre-war Polish comic book
by Franciszek Struzik (translator’s note).
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that both Töpffer and Busch are considered to

Unemployed Froncek –
ceramic figurine from
the 1930s depicting the
hero of the longestrunning Polish graphic
story (the ‘Siedem
Groszy’ daily),
photo: W. Jama.

The Adventures of Unemployed Froncek.
When talking about fan production we
have to mention a unique set of objects in
Wojciech Jama’s collection, namely popular
comic heroes made of felt by Alicja Wnęk.
It includes Gucio and Cezar, Orient Men, Jeż
Jerzy (George the Hedgehog), protagonists of
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Wojciech Sosenko

the Kajko and Kokosz series and Łauma comic

a museum one needs passion and money.

book. Although they do not have historical

Wojciech Jama is definitely passionate.

value, they are an excellent example of

Time will tell whether he manages to gather

fan creativity inspired by comic books. It

enough funds. Anyway, even if Poland never has

demonstrates that this form of art can give rise

a real comic book museum, Wojciech Jama’s

not only to licensed mass-produced gadgets but

collection will always be an invaluable source

also to individual forms of amateur art.

of objects for temporary exhibitions of this

All of the items mentioned above are

art. Unfortunately, they tend to be organised

just the tip of the iceberg, which Jama’s

in libraries and local culture centres, that

collection undoubtedly is. Many things

is precisely the places the owner gives as

have been left out in this article, equally

counterexamples of the perfect museum venue.

many have not received the treatment they

But this is typically the case with comics in

deserve. Still, the author hopes that this

Poland – they are always treated as a niche

brief sketch of selected items casts some

pursuit. However, as suggested above, even in

light on the entire collection. To establish

the niche wonderful collections can grow.

Parts of the collection
photographed at the
5th Comic Book Festival
in Krakow. In the glass
case comic books by
Disney and Mariana
Walentynowicz from the
1930s, photo: W. Jama.
Some fan art from the
1930s (?) or the postwar period, 11 pages,
two stories drawn and
written in ink. A unique,
single copy,
photo: W. Jama.

The Sosenko
Family
Collection

Felt figurines of
comic book heroes
by Agnieszka Wnęk,
photo: W. Jama.
Wojciech Sosenko
(born 1982) is an artistic
photographer.
He graduated from
an art college in Kraków
and went on to study
photography at
a technical school and
photographic design at
Andrzej Frycz Modrzewski
Kraków University.
He has specialised in
photographing pieces of
decorative art, antiques
and luxury items for
fifteen years.
The photographic records
of the Sosenko family
collection were mostly
made by him.
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The collection was established in 1951. Initially, it consisted of postage stamps; later on some antique
metal and cast iron works as well as numismatic coins were added. Currently the collection includes
smaller subsets of, amongst others, manuscripts, autographs, letters of famous people, works of
handicraft, Art Deco pieces, old prints and rare books, engravings, newspapers and magazines,
visiting cards, medals, security papers, small pieces of furniture, devotional items, patriotic jewellery,
advertising packaging, fashion accessories, snuff boxes, calendars, membership and identity cards,
propaganda leaflets, posters, war and war camp correspondence, mechanical musical instruments,
gramophone records, unusual cutlery, china cups, samovars, antique tools and teaching aids.
The two main parts of the collection are postcards and toys.
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Iwona Wojnarowicz

Iwona Wojnarowicz
(born 1986)
is the managing director
at Kucharski & Olszewski
Art Market Partners,
a company specialising in
providing comprehensive
services to collectors.
She has co-operated with
Desa Unicum Auction
House, the Museum of
Modern Art in Warsaw
and MOCAK Museum of
Contemporary Art. She
has a degree in art history
and works mostly on
planning and managing
art collections.

Building Private Collections

Building
Private
Collections
For the sake of simplification, we can say that

to stories about art, they hang their pictures

there are three types of collectors in Poland.

on the walls but they do not become engaged

The first type are people who are well

just capital assets. When opportunity arises, they

when it comes to style. Usually they have been

sell selected pieces, recover their initial capital,

interested in art for a long time. At the beginning,

frequently with interest, and buy new works.

they collect inexpensive works on paper and as

The first category can be seen as the

their wealth increases, they start looking for more

most demanding collectors. It is difficult to

valuable items. They are quite knowledgeable

introduce them to lesser-known trends in

about the field they are interested in, they read

art. Nevertheless, working with them on their

widely, learn about the period of their choice

collections can be a real pleasure as it requires

and actively seek objects that correspond to the

considerable expertise, giving an art dealer the

basic concept behind their collection.

opportunity to have interesting, often very high

Tadeusz Gronowski’s
exhibition The Guardian
Angel of Warsaw. Posters
and designs from the
1970s, 1970s and 1980s,
photo: Kucharski
& Olszewski archives

importantly, open to new ideas and trends in art.

make sure that the objects I choose for them go

For an expert, building their collections is very

into good hands. They, in turn, need to trust

challenging but, at the same time, extremely

my professional judgement. A dealer-collector

rewarding.

relationship cannot be successful without

The third type requires art dealers to look

a degree of mutual fondness.

The second type are novices who are just

level discussions. These collectors know what

embarking on their adventure with collecting.

they want and they need dealers only to help

later be sold at a profit. In this case, art dealers

buying a painting is to decorate one’s living

In this case, however, it is not collecting strictly

find it.

need to be shrewd market analysts and predict

space or make a gift for a loved one. If an art

future trends.

dealer responsible for building collections

The second type of collectors requires

for pieces that are good investments and can

In most cases, the primary reason for

objects they buy, their main selection criteria

more engagement at many different levels.

are the investment value of a given piece and

To co-operate with them successfully, art dealers

come to collection management companies with

its suitability for the interior they want to

should have some knowledge of psychology

a ready-made plan for starting a compilation.

place it in. Initially, they see their purchases

and good interpersonal skills. Initially, such

Usually we, as experts, come up with such a plan

and choosing an appropriate style for the client

as investments as well as ennoblement and

clients, who go on to become collectors, are

ourselves, since in Poland starting a collection

may require a lot of time and effort on the part of

decoration of the house. Only later, if adequately

quite difficult, their knowledge about art limited

with professional help is still quite rare and

the dealer. Collection building starts with

guided, they turn into fully-fledged passionate

and their high opinion of their own artistic taste

practiced mostly by institutions. Convincing

a conversation between the dealer and a potential

collectors.

– hard to undermine. However, if given good

private collectors that such a co-operation is

or an already active collector. The expert needs to

guidance from an open-minded art dealer who

a good idea requires winning their trust and

be tactful and empathetic, sensitive to the needs

of art as investments. When choosing, they

focuses on their needs, they become one of the

respect, which may take a long time. Before

of the client, self-confident, knowledgeable and

follow recommendations, they are keen to listen

best partners: passionate, interested and, most

I decide to work with such collectors, I need to

quite firm. Before coming up with ideas on how

The third type are people who buy pieces
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collectors or art lovers. For them, paintings are

aware of their own artistic tastes and preferences

speaking, since, although they do like the
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Iwona Wojnarowicz

Collectors or potential collectors do not

establishes a good rapport with a person who
‘gets’ art, he or she can work miracles.
This process of convincing, educating
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to shape or re-shape the collection, the dealer

intervention. The latter often requires removing

must get to know the client’s personality and

some objects, usually of lesser value, those that

artistic tastes. Not everyone is open to new ideas.

do not fit into the new vision for the collection

Some collectors are mistrustful and do not allow

or those to which the owner does not feel

third parties to intervene in their collections.

particularly attached.

This is why it is of paramount importance to

fulfil the criteria of our new development plan.

serious discussions as to the main idea, scope and

The plan itself has been discussed, often at

future development of the collection. The dealer

length, with the owner who has given us the

becomes their guide to the art world and has

green light.

to be ready for long conversations, practically

The search for objects for a particular

round the clock, as well as countless dinners,

collection is quite complex and, due to the

lunches, casual meetings, exhibitions, previews,

specificity of the market, requires a lot of trust on

trips to galleries, museums, bookshops and

the part of the owner. Often a purchase decision

foreign art fairs.

needs to be made so quickly that the dealer has
no time to contact the client – he or she has to

stock of the works the client already owns.

buy a piece immediately, frequently paying

This allows us to establish possible directions of

a hefty advancement. The dealer decides for

growth. Having a full picture of the collection,

the client, knowing that the artwork fits into

we analyse its strong and weak points. Based

the conceptual framework of the collection.

on this analysis, the owner’s personality and

This relatively common situation highlights

tastes, we suggest a few possible development

the need for mutual trust and close relationship

plans. To do so, we need an in-depth knowledge

between the collector and the dealer. A successful

of art history, familiarity with a broad range of

professional should be adept at art history,

styles, art circles and names, expertise in artistic

commerce and PR. They should also be

trends of a given period and scholarly literature

empathetic and get to know their clients well

on the subject, as well as the ability to think

enough to be able to cater to their tastes, to meet

analytically. Art dealers, often during a short

their needs and expectations as well as to assume

conversation, have to draw on what they know

responsibility for building their collections.

about their clients and their collections and

Exhibition 19th and
20th century Polish
painting. A selection
from private collections.
In the picture works by
Jan Wacław Zawadowski,
Henryk Hayden,
Włodzimierz Terlikowski
and a piece from
the Zakopane school of
sculpture.
photo: Kucharski
& Olszewski archives.

Next, we start searching for objects that

gain the client’s trust prior to embarking on any

The first stage of our work involves taking

Iwona Wojnarowicz

A development plan for a collection

come up with a plan that is sufficiently coherent

should span years, if not decades. It needs to be

and appealing for the owner to agree to their

comprehensive, adjusted to the client’s needs

A private collection at
the Kucharski
& Olszewski Art
Market Partners. In the
picture works by Jerzy
Nowosielski, Kajetan
Sosnowski, Stefan
Gierowski and Julian
Raczko,
photo: Kucharski &
Olszewski archives

and also carefully considered and coherent

this growth strategy to the client and suggest

enough to allow for spontaneous purchases at all

what pieces might complement the collection in

times.

the future, even though it is impossible to predict

We need to bear in mind that building

what particular works will be bought and when.

a collection is not a linear, chronological process.

The art market is quite fickle, it offers surprises

Trying to apply only historical criteria would

and unplanned opportunities and therefore the

inevitably end in failure. If, for instance, our

collection needs to be able to accommodate new

collection lacks a work by Rafał Malczewski

objects.

from a particular period and suddenly Ryszard

An art dealer specialising in collection

Winiarski’s Abacus appears on the market, our

counselling has to take into account one more

decision to buy this particular piece needs to be

limitation: the collector’s financial resources.

justified. The development plan must encompass

Any development plan needs to stay within the

the entire spectrum, from the oldest artworks

client’s budget. In practice, this usually means

to the latest pieces. Only then, when the

restricting the size of the collection and its pace

opportunity arises to buy a later work than what

of growth.

is currently of particular interest to the collector,
will we know if it fits into the entire collection.
Good pieces never stay on the market for

There are as many types of collection as
there are collectors. Each collection is different,
based on different concepts, differently managed

too long, disappearing into private collections for

and filled with different items. Working with

many years. Valuable items come up for sale very

various clients, we have a unique opportunity to

rarely. When they do, purchase decisions need

build very distinct collections. They reflect their

to be made rapidly and without hesitation. The

owners’ personalities, they are based on clear

art dealer’s vision for the collection should be

concepts and yet keep changing and growing like

comprehensive enough to enable such purchases

living organisms, mirroring the knowledge and

despite the fact that any gaps will only be filled

sensitivities of both the owner and the dealer.

much later. It is also up to the dealer to explain

82
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Joanna Zielińska

Joanna Zielińska
(born 1976)
is an art historian,
an art writer and
a curator of exhibitions
and performances. She
works as the Head of
the Performative Arts
Programme at the Centre
for Contemporary Art
Ujazdowski Castle.
Previously she was the
chief curator of the
Cricoteka Centre for
the Documentation of
the Art of Tadeusz Kantor
(2011–2015) and the
Centre of Contemporary
Art Znaki Czasu in
Toruń (2008–2010).
She is interested in
transdisciplinary artistic
practices combining
visual arts, theatre and
literature.

Kolekcjonowanie jako praktyka artystyczna

Collecting
as an Artistic
Activity
1.

of a found object, a ready-made by Marcel

Collecting is a universal and at the same

collectors. They started accumulating objects

time a deeply personal activity. On the one

and annexing them to their art. Collecting has

hand, it is linked to the intimate pleasure of

become an artistic activity.

Duchamp, opened new possibilities for artists-

institutionalised workings of museums, which

called his studio a ‘laboratory’ and his unique

for centuries now have been preserving and

collections resembled coffers of a natural history

expanding their collections. Many institutions

museum. In carefully labelled cardboard boxes

When he was little, his mother often took

an early painting by Wong. He visited Wong’s

were established on the basis of a private

he kept: soil samples, stones, shells, found

him to antique and souvenir shops, fuelling

mother and had a tour around their overfilled

collection, for example the famous British

objects, stamps, notes and many other things,

his interest in art. After graduating from an art

family house. In Wong’s collection, there was no

Museum in London. The kernel of its collection

some of which became part of his assemblages.

school in California and an episode in queer

division into works of art and Chinese souvenirs.

performance art groups the Angels of Light

For Vo, the collection was an extension of

Nowadays artists-collectors usually do

was the bequest from the scientist Hans Sloane,
who had accumulated as many as 70,000

not have a scientific or research objective. They

and the Cockettes, Wong moved to New York,

Wong’s artistic practices. Since the artist built it

different objects.

create visual collections and, being fascinated

where he took up painting. In order to make

together with his mother, it reflected not only

with typology, focus on a particular type of

a living, he also drew portraits and worked at the

his attitudes to art and the world but also his

usually to satisfy their curiosity or do research.

objects. Some, like Hanne Darboven, Jim Shaw

Metropolitan Museum of Art bookstore. He kept

family relations. Florence described him as a real

Rembrandt was known for his compulsive

or Danh Vo, collect things in order to use them

on compulsively buying things to his collections

connoisseur.

collecting of natural objects. He also collected

in their works.

from other artists, art dealers and Chinatown

Artists have always collected things,

Danh Vo, fascinated with the collection,

souvenir shops. He sent some of his spoils to

started looking for a museum which would be

San Francisco, to his mother. Sometimes, in

interested in acquiring such an assortment of

order to buy a more expensive item, he would

objects. In the end, part of Wong’s collection

In the house belonging to Martin Wong and his

sell some objects from his collections. Many of

was acquired by the Walker Art Center. Prior

mother Florence Wong Fie, there is absolutely

his collectables found their way to his visionary

to this, in 2013, it was exhibited at New York’s

everything: from Chinese ceramic vases and

paintings. Wong died in 1999 from an AIDS-

Guggenheim Museum as Danh Vo’s installation

artists of the 20 century, was a passionate

plastic hamburgers to artificial fruits and

related illness. His collection would probably

entitled IMUUR 2. The idea to transform another

collector of mass-produced objects.

vegetables, Buddha statues, calligraphy tools,

have got lost or dispersed had it not been for the

artist’s private collection into a work of art was

Disney figurines and Chinatown mementoes …

efforts of the artist Danh Vo, who in 2009 bought

suggested to Vo by a then curator of MoMA,

plaster busts, musical instruments, paintings
and etchings. Also Edgar Degas and Claude
Japanese art. As for Picasso, he collected art from
Africa. Walerian Borowczyk had a collection of
erotica. Andy Warhol, one of the most famous
th

The introduction into the art space
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Hanne Darboven's
The Orderof Time and
Things. The Home Studio
of Hanne Darboven,
exhibition, Museo Reina
Sofía, 26.3–1.9.2014,
photo: J. Cortés /
R. Lores

Joseph Cornell is a case in point – he

building a collection and on the other, to the

2.

Monet had sizeable collections, in their case of

84
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a microcosm which stimulated her imagination

visual logic contrasts with the rigor of

and triggered creative processes. She started

Darboven’s series of drawings. Her complex

collecting when she returned from New York

approach to the object immediately brings to

in the 1960s. When her mother died in 1989,

mind the Gesamtkunstwerk, the total work of

objects began to fill the entire space, as if

art. The same idea emerges from her most recent

compensating for the emptiness after the loss of

retrospective in the Museo Reina Sofía in Madrid

a close relative. This unusual ‘museum of things’

entitled The Order of Time and Things: The Home-

was established on the basis of a private art

studio of Hanne Darboven, the first such extensive

collection, purchases from vendors, gifts from

exhibition of her works and objects transferred

friends and mementoes of her mother.

from her house. The arrangement of exhibits

Some objects from the collection feature
in Darboven’s works and represent a material
history of the 20th century from the colonial,
Eurocentric perspective. This genuine cabinet
of curiosities combines history, knowledge
and intimate memories. The structure of the

reflected how they were placed in Darboven’s
studio.

4.
As a child, he collected comic books,

collection reflects the encyclopaedic character

monster fan magazines and baseball cards.

of Darboven’s art. Initially, her studio was not

In his teenage years, he collected unusual things –

meant to house her collection. It filled with

strange objects and clothes. In search of new

objects in an uncontrolled manner, becoming

items, Jim Shaw cruises markets, junk shops and

a space for inspiration and an intellectual game.

second hand stores. The core of his collection

It turned into a visual resource, giving rise to

consists of the so called thrift store paintings,

other works of art. The studio’s flamboyant

which serve him as the basis for many works

MOCAK Library
Doryun Chong. As a result, Wong’s collection

own minimalist, precise pictures in equally-

was saved and catalogued. The exhibition is

sized frames. Her works lack opulence, what

minimalist in nature but reflects the structure

comes across is the author’s obsessive precision.

of the house. The shelves used in the installation

The excess reveals itself only in her methods

resemble those from Florence’s house.

and working techniques. Single pictures were
often multiplied in series of collages. The objects

3.

she collected in her studio would sometimes
be moved to an exhibition but afterwards they
Hanne Darboven lived in her family

house called Am Burgberg in Hamburg. It

86

Jim Shaw's The End
Is Here exhibition,
7.10.2015–10.1.2016,
New Museum, New
Museum's archive,
New Jork,
photo: M. Hutchinson
/ EPW Studio

usually went back to their original place.
Darboven’s collection can be compared to

was full of objects: everyday things, antiques,

the Renaissance Wunderkammer, the cabinet

works of art, books. Just like in a Renaissance

of curiosities, which gave rise to the museum.

Wunderkammer, the walls and ceiling were

It is difficult to say whether there is any logic

covered with paintings, ceramics, masques,

behind the mass of objects in Am Burgberg.

sculptures, natural objects and stuffed animals.

Undoubtedly, it grew organically in the course

This baroque dwelling contrasts with Darboven’s

of the artist’s life and artistic activity – it was
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and installations. Thus his collection turns

Renaissance Wunderkammers were created

into a material, but it also becomes a source of

with a view of investigating and ordering the

iconographic inspiration and a mechanism

world. Later the practice of collecting was

of creating a new, extended plot. On top of that,

appropriated by institutions, which gave birth

Shaw owns a collection of religious artefacts

to museums. The status of a collection has

related to Christianity, the Mormon tradition,

changed dramatically with the emergence of

spirituality and the UFO – he collects devotional

the ready-made at the beginning of the 20th century.

objects, religious magazines and pictures, CDs

Artists-collectors such as surrealists, pop artists

with religious music, etc.

and new realists would increasingly use ready-

‘I just see myself as the curator or
collector of the work. I’m not the author’,

opportunities – they can use their collections
as an inspiration, a material or an important

elaborates complex narrative cycles, using

element of their artistic practice.
enabled its transformation into a work of art.

He established a fictitious religion called

Some artists, like Hanne Darboven, use single

O-ism, which features in many of his works

items from their collections. For others, like

full of symbols, mysterious characters and

Jim Shaw or Danh Vo, a collection constitutes

imaginary rituals. In the 1970s, having moved

an indivisible whole, a visual and symbolic

to Los Angeles, he started collecting paintings

entity that reflects their practice or even their

with unusual iconography, frequently by

personalities. As far Jim Shaw is concerned, his

amateur painters. His collection started to

collection is open and constantly expanding.

paintings on the subject of O-ism.
His most recent retrospective (2015)

The examples of artists-collectors
discussed above do not exhaust all the
possibilities offered by collecting. Danh Vo

entitled The End Is Here was organised at the

appropriates someone else’s collection to

New Museum in New York and was largely

create his own work. As a result, the collection

based on his private collection of paintings.

amassed by Wong and his mother undergoes

The narrative of the exhibition also featured

a transformation and turns into a coherent work

his collection of religious objects entitled

of art. Hanne Darboven’s case is completely

The Hidden World, which in addition was presented

different – her studio was subject to an artistic

to the public as a book under the same title.

intervention and became a contemporary

The Hidden World project comprised the book

Wunderkammer. Some of the items were

and the exhibition, including posters, banners,

relocated, becoming part of various artworks.

leaflets etc. The juxtaposed collections show

Hanne Darboven liked working with space,

the artist’s deep interest in spirituality and the

which can be seen especially in the way she

US visual history. This is reflected in Shaw’s

arranged her objects – they cover not only the

visionary art, full of unexpected twists and

walls but also the ceiling and in some cases

turns, where pop cultural and religious icons

also the floor. For Jim Shaw, a collection is

mix and amateur art intermingles with personal

like a material that can be freely shaped and

history.

transformed to play with the visual meanings

5.
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The change in status of the collection has

unconsciousness as well as visual artefacts.

grow. He also created a series of thrift store

and the material value of a given object.
What unites Hanne Darboven, Jim Shaw
and Danh Vo is their view of the collection as

Collecting, an activity that people have

something transcendent. Artists can skilfully

enjoyed since the dawn of civilisation, has with

exploit the auratic qualities of matter and the

time been adapted for art. Manfred Sommer,

melancholy of the ready-made. Objects, when

who investigated the phenomenon, introduces

put together into a collection, not only have

a distinction between gathering, which has

aesthetic value but also become tools for

an economic basis, and collecting proper.

story-telling and carriers of artistic content.
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Horror
Vacui

Contemporary artists enjoy a plethora of

is an important creative element. He usually
private stories, exploring uncanniness and

Mariusz Tarkawian

-made objects in their works.

he says of himself. In Shaw’s art, a collection

e s s a y

Mariusz Tarkawian
(born 1983) - creates
drawings, comic books
and music. He is
a graduate of Maria CurieSkłodowska University
in Lublin. In his works,
he makes references
to contemporary art,
documenting its most
prominent examples and
anticipating its future. His
drawings, an ad hoc record
of the events he observes,
constitute a personal,
subjective and humorous
chronicle.

In his archives, Mariusz Tarkawian has a few thousand pictures, ranging from the earliest ones
with dinosaurs and crashed planes to his most recent works. His juvenilia comprise many motives
copied from library books: this was an attempt to capture the image, to ‘take it over’. In later years,
Tarkawian started copying works of other artists, both iconic ones and beginners. Tarkawian’s essay
Horror Vacui consists of three drawings: 118 works from the Museum Kunstpalast collection (2014), 123 from
the MOCAK collection (2016) and 159 works from the MOMA collection (2014).
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An Authorial
Contemporary
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Mariusz Tarkawian
Drawing no. 596, from
the Anticipation of Art
series, 2013, the artist's
archive

Martyna Sobczyk talks
to Mariusz Tarkawian
Martyna Sobczyk
(born 1989) is an art
historian and a curator.
She graduated from
the Pontifical University
of John Paul II and
Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński
University in Warsaw.

photography it is different. But still Araki’s

When you create series in which you reference

point of view and his composition allow me

consists in drawing what I think is suitable and

particular artists – Wróblewski, Araki or

to put myself in his shoes, pay him homage

have given us a point of departure for this

will work well with another piece, if I make

Mapplethorpe – are you inspired by one work and

and create a visually attractive work. Because

conversation.

a juxtaposition. It is rare for me to include all

then dig deeper?

I always try to make my works aesthetically

Mariusz Tarkawian: It so happens that the

the works from a museum’s collection. With

next issue of the MOCAK Forum is devoted to

MOCAK, I selected my own collection. I omitted

This was the case with Araki. I remember that

be well-made. For Araki I drew three pictures,

collections and this is a subject for me. Two

some works, perhaps unjustly so, but I choose

when a long time ago I bought my first album

for Mapplethorpe two. I find photographers

years ago, I began a series of drawings which

what I like. I think this is a simple subjective

of his works, I was hugely impressed. For me

particularly inspiring because human body

depict the collections of great museums around

answer to your question.

drawing another artist’s works is a form of

shown in pictures is interesting. This is

studying them. When you draw Mona Lisa or

a different form of artistic depiction, a different

a Picasso, in a way you retrace the artist’s hand

style. When drawing particular situations,

movements and experience what he or she

I also take polaroid pictures so there is an inner

experienced whilst painting. Obviously, with

photographer in me.

The one for MOCAK resembles a comic strip.

In your daily life, are you generally a hoarder?
You could say that, although it is not obsessive

MOCAK FORUM 1/2016 [12]

Does this also have a commemorative function?

Martyna Sobczyk: I am glad that you yourself

the world. The drawings vary in terms of style.
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pleasing. They may be polemical but they must

Mariusz Tarkawian
Drawing no 603, from
the In Anticipation of
Art series, 2013,
pencil / paper,
the artist’s archive

We could say that you create pictorial

hoarding. But the mere fact of drawing other

‘inventories’ of collections. I would be

artists’ works, cataloguing them, creating an

interested to know more about your selection

archive makes me a hoarder. I already have 2,500

Some time ago, I talked to Robert Kuśmirowski

process. Why do certain pieces attract your

such works. I am a hoarder to the extent that I

about the rationale behind repetition in art.

attention?

leaf through catalogues and do online searches,

As you may remember, for his Ph.D. defence

I like combining pieces into new narratives.

copy and then keep examples of contemporary

he drew pictures on the basis of a photographic

This series proves that works are very rarely

art. I can compare myself to palaeontologists or

record of his first exhibition. You copy not

context-less. When I take them out of a museum

archaeologists who dig up various bones, which in

only works by other artists but also your own.

or a collection and put them in my picture,

my case are artworks. In a natural history museum,

Recently, you have undertaken to recreate your

they lose their original meaning. This shows to

a collection of natural remains creates a certain

History of Art and Civilization Test. What do

what extent art is incomprehensible. Few works

view of the past. I create a view of contemporary

you get from drawing something again? How

can stand on their own, without a title or an

art. It is a depiction of the fossils that MOCAK has

does the dinosaur from your childhood pictures

explanation, and I make use of that.

managed to dig up. Everything is in one picture.

change? What does this new work mean?

Of course, it is a subjective selection but I try to

Style is not important because it is more

So you borrow only the visual layer of a work,

show as many works as possible. These works will

synthetic – not copied precisely, without

not its meanings.

allow me to compare and contrast collections from

patches of colour. It is all about the ideas and

Exactly. I play with the visual. My selection

various museums.

the process. You could compare it to religious
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them only two years ago. This series lays

Mariusz Tarkawian
Drawings from the
Anticipation of Art and
In Search of Art series,
2006–2016. Mariusz
Tarkawian’s Lots of
Drawings exhibition,
13.2.–24.3.2016, the
Biała Gallery in Lublin

bare the mechanisms of the art market and of
particular artists’ style. It has its limitations,
it may seem incomprehensible to someone
not familiar with a given artist. The works are
taken out of context but I try to entertain also
these viewers who do not know contemporary
art. Hence there is some humour in the series
because we often find art lacking in humour.
And a degree of self-criticism.
Yes, this series is humorous and not too serious.
Unfortunately, it requires some knowledge of
contemporary art and trendy artists.
But it seems to me that you have chosen artists
that are popular.
Yes, I have but I also mix. In order not to make
it too easy, I introduce artists who are not
popular yet, my own works from one hundred
years into the future and pieces by my brother,
who is not an artist.

meditation where constant repetition is

reminded of what they have seen at exhibitions

Would you be able to tell what will be popular

a form of prayer. I am not religious and for me

but forgotten about. In some museums

in Polish art in twenty years’ time?

copying is not so much praying as meditating

exhibitions change on a monthly basis, it is

It is not so easy. I have to take into account

on my own artistic strategy. It is also a play

an assembly line. You go there to see it and

political and economic aspects. Provided

with the viewer’s memory. Referencing other

sometimes there is not much left afterwards.

there is no world war and we do more or less

artists, I provoke a sensation of déjà vu. At the

My objective is to slow down the process of

all right as a country, not going bankrupt

Manhattan Gallery in Łódź I had an exhibition

absorbing art.

or anything, there will be plenty of more
diverse art. Each person will find their

entitled Already Seen, where I showed works
which are somewhere in our heads because

You have mentioned saving from oblivion. Some

favourite artist, there will be something for

art is in our consciousness, not in museums.

time ago you were also dubbed a futurologist,

everyone. This is the case with music now.

There have always been and there will always

people ascribed almost prophetic gifts to you …

We no longer have subcultures because there

be works in exhibitions but art exists only in

I am a self-proclaimed futurologist.

are so many musical genres that it would be
foolish to limit yourself to just one. Art will

people’s memories, it can be transmitted orally
or through reproductions. Currently, I am

You call yourself a futurologist and then it gets

doing a project at the Biała Gallery in Lublin:

repeated, it enters into the system.

before each exhibition opening, I draw the

I even used to be a ‘human photocopier’. It was

exhibits. Thanks to this in three or four years,

Marcin Krasny1 who invented this moniker for

you will be able to see what kind of art was

me but it did not stick.

exhibited. I am convinced that the majority
of these works will be forgotten and I want to

Returning to the subject – you can predict

save them from oblivion. Today we have no

the future and the series Anticipation of Art is

methods of preserving binary files, for example

supposed to prove it.

digital photographs, forever. All the data you

This is an ironic game and the most critical

have on your disc will disappear after a certain

series I have created so far because the question

time, they will have errors, became unreadable.
But a drawing can be protected with foil, it
is a physical thing. This is a combination of
romanticism and an object that has some
features of immortality. People have to be
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1

Marcin Krasny is an art critic and a curator. In 2007,
he organised a solo exhibition for Mariusz Tarkawian
in the Okna Gallery at the Centre for Contemporary Art
Ujazdowski Castle.

Mariusz Tarkawian
Drawing no.217 from
the In Search of Art
series, pencil / paper,
the artist’s archive
Mariusz Tarkawian
Drawing no 343, from
the In Anticipation of
Art series, 2013,
pencil / paper,
the artist’s archive

I am trying to answer is: to what extent

become even more diverse. In fact, this is

recognized and successful artists are

happening already. The Museum of Modern

predictable? This is because I have noticed

Art in Warsaw or MOCAK juxtapose naive and

that if someone is in demand, their work

critical art. The lack of common denominator

becomes repetitive. It may be a deliberate

will become even more pronounced. In twenty

strategy, for example Roman Opałka was very

years there will not be one dominant trend,

consistent in his work, which was fitting

we will have short spells, everything will

and purposeful. However, there are also

become more chaotic.

cases when artist always do the same simply
because it sells. I am warning others against

Do you envisage any cyclicality? Is art doomed

this. If you work like this, I can predict your

to be repetitive?

future works, so maybe it is worth changing

Yes, art has always been repetitive but when

something. I do not deny that I myself am

it comes to big comebacks then no, I do not

guilty of this – I change very slowly. The

expect any. My predictions are more about

drawings which we see now have been

individual artists than art as a whole because

created very gradually and I started modifying

the latter is beyond my abilities.
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Since we are talking about the future, I would

phenomenon because for art’s sake it is better

be interested to know which way you yourself

to have a diverse artistic community. Of course,

are heading. Looking at your works, I have

recently many new interesting BWAs (Art

an impression that there is an ever greater

Exhibition Bureaus) have mushroomed in Poland

accumulation, an organic growth of things.

but the current political situation does not

Moreover, you use walls as a natural carrier.

favour their growth. Let’s not be pessimistic but

Are we eventually going to get a total work of

I think it is a pity that art is getting centralised.

art, something all-encompassing?
I think that this accumulation of small drawings

One last question about the capital. In Lublin,

is a process, there is certainly going to be even

you were the chief chronicler of the artistic

more of them. Just like in the In Search of Art

scene – you made drawings for the Biała Gallery,

series, in which I collect works. There is going to

recording particular events. Do you want to

be much more, I am amassing them.

carry on with you mission in Warsaw?
I was thinking about it but recently I have rarely

Are you planning to expand your means of

drawn real events and I almost never go to

expression?

exhibition openings. I have focused on studio

Yes, I want to make the most of drawing and

work, mostly large drawings. That said, I do

lines. Of course, in terms of style there is still

somewhat miss contacts with life tissue of a city

room for experimenting. For example, I am

and with art. Perhaps I will take my sketchbook

planning to make a cartoon movie – to animate

out sometime. In Lublin, I used to do it a lot but

lines, play with colour. I have also started using

in Warsaw, I have not had this urge yet. Coming

large forms. Perhaps I will make a mural. I am

back to your question, no, currently I am not

doing it all gradually, in tiny steps. I do have

a chronicler of contemporary art. At an exhibition

plans for the future, let’s say for the next twenty

in Wrocław I made one hundred drawings of

years.

people who were not aware of this and gave
them all away for free. Sometimes I do such

In Kraków for a few years now we have been

things but not in Warsaw.

witnessing a mass outflow of young artists
to Warsaw.

Given that you made the series Too Little Love

Yes, I have heard about this new tendency.

in Polish Contemporary Art Galleries, in which
gallery venues become settings for orgies,

We could say that the capital has monopolised

I wanted to ask about your attitude to cultural

the art market. I would like to ask you, an artist

institutions. In fact, the whole series suggests

who has also chosen this path, whether Warsaw

that they are places of oppression where

really does offer better perspectives? Does it give

dominant conventions stifle natural instincts…

you more? What is the artistic milieu like there?
Personally, I rarely go to exhibition openings so

There is a code of behaviour in galleries, even

it is difficult for me to say. I know a few artists

a dress code. With this series of pictures,

but I go to exhibitions after the opening. It is

I wanted to break this stiffness, these market

certainly a big city, which for a young person

or business conventions. To show that it can be

is very tempting. There are many galleries that

done differently. The series has two dimensions.

can take young artists under their wings, offer

First, there is too little love in art, irrespective

them studios. I think that young artists flock to

of its type. I have noticed that Polish art lacks

Warsaw because they want to earn a living.

eroticism, especially of the bolder kind. We find

In Kraków there are no commercial galleries

it problematic and whenever there is nakedness,

that could promote them.

it generates protests, for example in theatre.
Our society is overly sensitive to this issue.
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Mariusz Tarkawian
Too Little Love in Polish Contemporary Art Galleries,
2014, the MOCAK Collection

What is more, for some of them coming to

In this series, I also made references to the

Warsaw is a first step towards emigration.

Bosnian artist Braco Dimitrijević, who placed

Yes, that is true. Warsaw attracts also foreign

works of great masters in a zoo. I found this

The purchase co-financed from the funds of
the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage

curators. There is the Warsaw Gallery Weekend.

clash of instincts and high art very inspirational.

However, this monopoly is not a positive

I wanted to put a sign of equality between
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Go Draw! An artistic
and educational
project with Mariusz
Tarkawian, 30.4.2012,
MOCAK,
photo: R. Sosin
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Was this project in any way inspired by the

I was selective from the start because I did not

S.I. Witkiewicz Portrait Firm?

want to harm anyone. I chose things that were

I was a 23-year old student who did not know

interesting and funny but not controversial.

much about art. I learnt about the Firm later.

So I did not go for sleazy voyeurism. It was based

But I still think that I introduced an element

more on my curiosity about the world and interest

of novelty to the whole venture because I do

in topics people discuss – football, politics,

not know of anyone who draws at wedding

weather, art. These were not secrets. Sometimes

receptions. People usually hire a photographer

someone would say, half-jokingly: Be careful

or a cameraman. Generally speaking, drawing

what you say, he is eavesdropping and drawing.

is less popular now. In the past, it used to be
an obligatory element of education, not just

The last question: do you have a sketchbook and

a hobby.

a pencil on you now?
As you can see, I have a pencil. I have not brought

Now I would like to ask you about the ethical

my sketchbook because I was in a hurry.

dimension of your work. Let’s look for example at
Mariusz Tarkawian
Tribute to Robert Mapplethorp, 2014,
pencil / paper,
MOCAK Collection

animal instincts on the one hand and art and

them from village to village. I doubt, however,

art galleries on the other. This was, as you have

that a shopping centre is a good venue to do

said, an attempt at breaking norms and rigid

it because we associate it with capitalism and

conventions. In this series there are many

commerce. Perhaps a small shop, like a deli,

drawings of artists exhibiting their works in

would be better, more intimate. Art is not

a particular gallery. It is common knowledge

a show and it is easy to overlook something.

that art involves a degree of self-love and

Art requires contemplation, concentration and

narcissism. This also comes across in the series.

time. It is a very unique discipline. Let’s not

It received mixed reviews but mostly positive

delude ourselves, it is not omnipotent, it has its

ones. I made it also for fun.

limitations, just like music, theatre and cinema

your debut series entitled Suspicious Drawings.

I am asking because I have heard that you do

In 2005, you volunteered at a gallery and

not go anywhere without them. I wanted to

illustrated its daily functioning and the snippets

confirm it or disprove it but now you leave me

you overheard. Of course, when we see a video

in-between.

camera, a photo camera or a Dictaphone, we know

Jan Gryka said this about me and it stuck. Let’s

we are being watched or recorded. But when you

not kid ourselves, I do not draw 24/7 and I do

came with your sketchbook, you looked innocent,

not carry a traditional sketchbook everywhere.

which, given your gift of observation and the fact

If necessary, I can always use white paper from

that the people you drew are easily recognizable,

the inside of a cigarette packet, a menu, draw

turned out to be deceptive. Has it ever happened

something on a leaf or a table. In fact, I do

that something intrigued you, you drew it and then

always have a sketchbook with me because my

decided not to show it?

sketchbook is everywhere around me.

do. Freedom means we feel less constrained
But do you not think that to a certain extent

but there are always some constraints, some

galleries should be ‘sacred’ spaces? For instance,

boundaries within which we have to operate.

the Academy of Fine Arts in Kraków decided to

We never have complete freedom because

open a branch of its gallery in a shopping centre.

something may simply not work. Of course, you

I believe that the idea was to showcase works by

can show art also at a cemetery but you have to

young artists and reach a wider audience. But

be prepared that it will go unnoticed, that no

it seems to me that the outcome has not been

one will buy it.

satisfying. Few people visit this gallery, they

102

feel reluctant to enter, seeing that this is not yet

Speaking of which, I would like to mention the

another shop.

company you set up, Szybki Bill.

Just like when a violinist plays Mozart on the

This is not a commercial enterprise but

subway and no one pays any attention. If he or

an artistic project. When I was a student,

she played at the opera, it would be completely

I wanted to earn some money so I decided to

different. True, perhaps there are situations that

offer my drawing services. And I did get a few

need to be a bit special. The idea of reaching out

commissions. One collector hired me to draw at

to people is a good one because very few people

his birthday party in his private flat, someone else

frequent art galleries. Some Russian artists even

bought tickets to a Marillion concert in Kraków.

took their works on carts and travelled with

I also drew at three wedding receptions.
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Pochwała nadmiaru. Kolekcjonowanie z perspektywy psychoanalitycznej

Elżbieta Sala-Hołubowicz

The Apology
of Excess

Collecting from a Psychoanalytic
Perspective

Elżbieta Sala-Hołubowicz

(born 1984) is the head of
the MOCAK Education
Department,
a psychologist and
psychoanalytic therapist.

Everything –

mysterious creatures that combine plant and

a smug and bumptious word.

animal features. These fantastic specimens

It should be written in quotes.

may be seen as a proof of scientific dishonesty

It pretends to miss nothing,

but in my view they have a deep psychological

to gather, hold, contain and have.

meaning. It is conceivable that they were the

While all the while it is just

first specimens in Seba’s collection, the point of

a shred of gale

departure for further research. The decades-long

Wisława Szymborska, Everything1

study of the most amazing natural creatures
might have been motivated by the unconscious

Amongst the 18th century collectors, few were

need to give shape to the most incredible

more famous than the pharmacist Albertus

phenomena hidden in Seba’s psyche. Some of

Seba, who in 1731 published Locupletissimi rerum

the plant and animal species he described are

naturalium thesauri accurata descriptio,

now considered extinct. Nevertheless, the idea

the catalogue of his collection containing

of a strange, intriguing creature that is hiding

engravings of the numerous specimens he

somewhere in the world remains as vivid as

owned. It took him a few decades to amass

people’s fear of their own curiously fascinating

a sizeable collection of natural objects.

drives. These inner beasts, according to the laws

Collecting for scientific purposes was very

of nature, do not exist, and yet they remain

popular among pharmacists at the time but

constantly present and relevant.

Seba’s work represents something more than

Jiří Kolář
My Faouvorite Poem,
1962, strings, bands,
cardboard,
46,2 × 34,2 × 3 cm,
State Museum for
Art and Design,
Nuremberg
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Just like Seba, we also function in two

just results of an in-depth study of nature or an

interpenetrating dimensions: the external

outline of natural history. In his publication,

reality and the unique world of our psyche.

apart from depictions of exotic plants,

Both are equally although distinctly real, both

butterflies, snakes, corals or birds, we also find

can bring us pain and satisfaction. In this light,
collecting can be seen as an attempt to increase
our possessions in the external world but also as

1

W. Szymborska, Monologue of a Dog: New Poems. transl.
C. Cavanagh, S. Barańczak, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt,
Orlando 2006, p. 89.

a way of regaining what we have lost in our inner
world. The simplest answer to the question:
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‘Why are we searching?’ is: ‘Because we have

words may nevertheless materialise vividly

lost something’. We feel the need to look at new

in front of our eyes. The Czech artist, a great

paintings because we still have not found the

believer in the power of visual arts, advocated

meaning of a collection. What does its excess,

one, we want to travel more because we still

poetry without words; he wanted poems to

growth, continuous enlargement respond to?

I simply possess the desire to get to know as

have not got to (or returned to) the right place.

be made of objects and paintings. The other

Collecting fulfils not only our conscious needs but

many people, objects and plots as possible …

But in order to miss something (and thus crave

dimension presented by Kolář is the boy’s inner

also the unconscious desires of the collector:

If I were not as open as I am, I would let go many

it), we have to feel a sense of loss. A hunger felt

psyche. It is symbolised by a medley of ‘tools’

‘The collection achieves an identity and, at

things which I had taken a risk to get involved

in the inner world cannot be satisfied with an

small enough to be stuffed into a trouser pocket.

a certain moment, begins to “know what it

with. This has nothing to do with

experience in the external one; a lack can only

This is a piece of reality he managed to master

wants”. The collector or museum becomes

the poison of collecting, I just have the need to

be accepted and endured as we go through

and appropriate, so tiny that the little boy can fit

“merely” the executor of these commands,

talk to everything all the time’.8

the process that Sigmund Freud termed ‘grief

it into the palm of his hand. A string resembles

the main purpose of which is sketching in the

work’. One of the mechanisms which allows us

the umbilical cord grabbed by a foetus to feel

principles that have been initiated. From this

of artworks and all those who seek values or

to cope with loss and suffering is creation, the

safer5.

point on, the collection begins acting like a

meanings. We collect sensations, experiences,

narcotic, forcing its collector to take steps to

impressions and this is partly how we learn art.

introduction of a new element into the external

Kolář’s work can be seen as the process

on spectators’ expectations’.6

Robert Kuśmirowski comments on the theme of

We may wonder what constitutes the

accumulating objects present in his work:
‘I have never caught the collecting bug.

A similar hunger is experienced by viewers

world2. Artists, being able to transfer their

of transferring the inner world outside. Just

enlarge it … Such a collection becomes a life

And although it is impossible, in any area of life,

unique inner reality into the outer world, enrich

like the knot of strings in his pocket transforms

partner because it touches on many – and perhaps

to complete a collection – as Szymborska writes

the common space with new symbols.

into his favourite poem (a poem which saves

in the future “all” – of the things that happen in life’.7

the word ‘everything’ masks just a shred of gale –

A complete collection: this is the desired

excess and richness of experiences do change us.

Just as Albertus Selba enriched the natural

him), compilations of artefacts become

world with specimens from his own psyche,

collections owned by institutions entrusted

but at the same time unachievable answer to the

In one of his novels, Kurt Vonnegut quotes

Jiří Kolář introduced into the post-war world

with accumulating and storing art. Collecting,

feeling of lack experienced by the creator. This

a conversation between a young man and an old

his song of survival. In his article A Few Notes

just like writing poems or any other creative

insatiable hunger, this emptiness that cannot

artist. The youth asks how you can tell a good

on Defective Art, he mentions a memory: ‘When

act, is a salvation for the artists and a form of

be filled push people to constantly acquire new

painting from a bad one. The master answers:

I was a little boy, Southern Czechoslovakia

communicating with the viewer.

possessions. And yet this thirst can be channelled

All you have to do is look at a million paintings,

into other activities, not just collecting. This is how

and then you can never be mistaken.

This creative dimension of collecting and

was full of war invalids, people with painful
psychological scars or those who lost their

its communicative aspects have been discussed

limbs. There were so many of them that they

by Marek Sosenko. He started collecting at the

even became the object of our play’. The artist

age of three, in 1951, beginning with stamps.

encourages us to imagine ‘Breughel’s cripples

Currently his collection is comprised of well over

or his visions of the carnival seen through the

a hundred subsets and includes over one million

eyes of small boys whose pockets are stuffed

items. Sosenko’s wife (who collects old patriotic

with various strings and who warm up their

jewellery) and his daughters (collecting perfume

slingshots at their breasts, forever hungry

bottles, fashion accessories, fountain pens,

and always ready to play pranks, childish and

inkwells and decorative tissue papers) share

cruel, completely uninhibited …’3. Reading this

his passion. Marek Sosenko agreed to make his

excerpt, I was reminded of Kolář’s works made

collection available for the exhibition entitled

of knotted thin strings, for example My Favourite

The Collector’s Massif: from the Collections of Robert

Poem4. In the passage above, we can distinguish

Kusmirowski and the Sosenko family (presented

two dimensions of the artist’s childhood world:

at the Bunkier Sztuki Gallery in Kraków in

the external and the internal one. His external

2009). He accepted this challenge in order to

reality is the war-torn Czechoslovakia, which

change the image of a collector: ‘We hoped

Kolář describes using the language of old art,

to be rewarded, in a way, by creating a new

making comparisons to Breughel. This reference

perception of a collector, until now regarded as

demonstrates one of the most important

a mere owner or hoarder. Collecting should be

functions of human visual creativity: thanks

perceived as a form of artistic activity, based not

to art, an experience which cannot be put into

only on knowledge and aesthetic sense but also

2

3

4
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Links between depression and creativity have been
explored by Melanie Klein.
J. Kolář, A Few Notes on Defective Art, in: Jiří Kolář. Collage
with an Ermine, ed. M.A. Potocka, K. Wąs, MOCAK, Kraków
2012, pp. 15–17 (emphasis – E. S.-H.).
I elaborated on this association in my article Psychoterapia
jako sztuka konkretna. O twórczości przywracającej
teraźniejszość (‘Biuletyn PTPP’ 2016).
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5

This is why in modern obstetrics there is a practice of
putting little crochet octopuses into incubators. They have
long woolen strings which a premature babies can grip
and squeeze, which reduces their stress and helps them to
survive.

6

7

M. Sosenko, The Sosenko Family Collection, in: Robert
Kuśmirowski: The Collector’s Massif: from the Collections
of Robert Kuśmirowski and the Sosenko Family, transl.
W. Brand, A. MacBride, Bunkier Sztuki, Kraków 2009, p. 166.
M.A. Potocka, In Praise of Diversity, transl. W. Brand, in:
The MOCAK Collection, Kraków 2011, p. 16 (emphasis – E. S.-H.).

8

Collage from the Interview with Robert Kuśmirowski
from 29th December 2008 conducted in Bunkier Sztuki by
Maria Anna Potocka,transl. W. Brand, A. MacBride: Robert
Kuśmirowski – The Collector’s Massif, op.cit. p. 151.

Kisseleva
olga

Still Life:
Psychological Portrait
Available at MOCAK Bookstore
(also online)
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Paulina Mędrala
(born 1988)
has a degree in art history
from the University of
Vienna. She co-operated
with, among others,
the Weltmuseum Wien,
the Inverleith House
Gallery in Edinburgh and
Sotheby’s Institute of Art
in London. She works at
MOCAK as an educator.

Invisible Collections

Invisible
Collections
Collections of contemporary art, apart from

metaphor for popularising contemporary art.

fulfilling the basic function of storing and

By incorporating new artworks into variously

preserving artworks, are created as a way of

themed, domesticated and orderly sets,

introducing order into the chaos of our times,

collections neutralise acquisitions and integrate

not only in art but also in ideas and topics that

them smoothly. Items exhibited in different

preoccupy society. In this context, the role of

configurations establish and present the multiple

museum education is not limited to providing

meanings of the collection, profiling particular

the public with information on particular items

ideas, which complement or contradict one

from the collection. First and foremost, it should

another. The development of a collection allows

focus on meanings and issues embedded in

it to acquire new, unexpected meanings.

the collection and promote contemporary art

The first challenge an educator faces when

collections as dynamic cultural phenomena.

working with a collection is to come up with

This, however, still does not exhaust the

tasks and exercises which will define its meaning

museum’s role. Nowadays, when contemporary

and central ideas. Contemporary art collections

art institutions increasingly engage with

are carefully designed, focusing on particular

different social groups, education challenges the

artists, trends or styles – such a collection is itself

relevance of collection formats to our times and,

a treatise on a given subject, a medium conveying

happening close to the audience, reflects on how

a coherent conception. Deciphering the latter

collections should expand.

requires active engagement from the audience
and careful planning and pertinent actions from

***

the educator. Tasks involving juxtapositions and
comparisons of items are crucial, since they allow
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Paulina Mędrala

In the context of education, the most important

the viewers to uncover contexts and themes on

function of a collection is that of being a carrier

their own. Educational exercises should be open-

of meanings and relations between artworks as

ended, leaving space for many interpretations

well as between an individual and society, an

and juxtapositions, so that the audience can

institution and space. Defining a collection as

enrich the collection with their own emotions

a set or carrier of relations becomes a very useful

and thoughts.

Free Art Day,
23 April 2016. In the
background Krzysztof
M. Bednarski’s
installation L’Orto dei
frutti dimenticati per
Tonino Guerra, 1998,
the MOCAK Collection

Working with a collection allows

the participants. Learning about new works,

an educator to find many, quite often not

gaining experiences and sharing them with

immediately apparent ideas. Collections,

others lead to accumulation of emotions, which

provided they do not have a strongly imposed

during the class have been processed, defused

theme, give both educators and the audience

and put in order

leeway to choose pieces according to their
own preferences, so that they are relevant to

***

the topic of a class. A collection needs its own
narrative in order to merge individual items into

Relating works of art to various areas of life as

a coherent whole. Educational actions should

well as informing the audience about different

not only connect particular ideas in the collection

forms of art available outside the museum

but also creatively release them. As a result,

constitute the long-term strategy of education.

the narrative becomes a joint effort – it is based

This, to my mind, is an attempt to reach out

on the collection and enriched with creative

with art to the external world and react to the

conceptual actions carried out by educators and

contemporary dynamics and changing cultural

MOCAK FORUM 1/2016 [12]
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identities. We collect because we feel the need to

incorporated into collections and feature in

surround ourselves with items and images that

the contemporary art discourse.

define us. The museum collection reflects the
discourse chosen by the institution and shows

***

the way it wants to communicate with the
public. Contemporary art collections not only

By an open collection I understand also

acquire works that have been created recently

the possibility of creating alternative collections

but are also open to those that have yet to be

based on the idea of musée imaginaire –

created, thus orienting themselves towards the

an imaginary museum, a museum without

future, especially when it comes to the identity

walls. Made possible by the development

of the society with which they enter into

of photographic reproduction, it assumes

dialogue.

that artworks can be collected not only in

The educational programmes of cultural

museums but also as reproductions in albums,

institutions are increasingly focusing on the

which allows for various regroupings. This is

issue of both private and group identity. What

also the principle behind books-exhibitions,

we know as cultural identity, based on history

curated collections of reproductions gathered

and tradition, has been put into question

in one non-existent place: a bookspace.

by contemporary dynamics. Educational

Museums often make digital, video or internet

programmes popularising contemporary art

art available to the general public on open

should on the one hand question this identity

platforms.

and encourage people to undermine it, and

Another task educators should engage

on the other – build a community that would

in is promoting good collecting practices not

redefine it collectively. Educators should

only in terms of buying artworks but also of

encourage people to enter the collection space

creating alternative collections. In our times, it

and creatively search for their own identity.

is easier than ever to establish one’s own musée

Collections, in turn, should enter the public

imaginaire, since various internet portals allow

sphere and co-create it through art and various

us to download reproductions. Such collections

actions.

are limited almost only by the accessibility

As part of their mission, new art

of online reproductions. They are, in a way,

institutions engage in an active dialogue

collections of fantasy, accumulating the art

with the community they serve and invite it

someone identifies with, often without any

to curate through art not only the museum

thematic framework or curatorial conception –

space but also their local reality. Education

they reflect only the subjective tastes, emotions

does not underestimate the role of artists in

or identities of their creators.

public life, but its purpose is to change how
the positions of creator and observer are

***

commonly perceived. The aim is to avoid the
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scenario whereby contemporary art institutions

An interesting aspect of contemporary art

allow the audience in and announce: ‘this

collections is how the works that are by

is art’. Educational activities, carried out by

definition ephemeral (and often deliberately

artists or educators, must focus on collective

oppose institutional collecting practices or

art-making and co-operation between the

make them more difficult) are conserved and

participants, the artist, the institution and the

documented as well as endowed with external

observers. Participatory art, which belongs to

physical forms, locked in hermetic capsules.

creative education since it aims at improving

The first, material layer of a collection, which

the perception both of the community itself

fills exhibition space, is only a pretext to

and of art, should not only be endorsed by

build a narrative around it. In the words of

institutions but also included as a regular part

Krzysztof Pomian: ‘Collected objects act as

of their programmes. Both activities that result

a bridge between that of which we speak

in durable works of art and those that survive

and that which we see, between the invisible

only in documentation can and should be

world of discourse and the world of visual
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perception’.1 Pomian refers to old collections,

Contemporary art collections give cultural

created since the early modern period. In the

educators many possibilities and a lot of space for

context of contemporary art, this link between

creative activities – from discovering themes and

the visible and the invisible does not lose its

contexts together, through building narratives

importance but rather gains new significance.

around collections, to promoting the very practice

In the age of conceptual art, which is

of collecting as enriching and identity-shaping.

based on instructions, does not want to be static

Cultural institutions try to involve in its activities

and tends to be ephemeral, the reception of art

increasingly diverse audiences, thus introducing

is experiential, participatory, lacking in final

them to the idea that collections are created not

outcomes. Both art and education increasingly

only for their viewers but also by their viewers.

focus on the process, experiences, emotions or

Collections develop, acquiring works that are

relation-building. They frequently cross paths

participatory in nature, they enter public space

with each other in unexpected places, combining

(sometimes only symbolically) and are increasingly

educational and artistic activities. The positions of

oriented towards active participation and creative

viewers and artists also become increasingly blurry,

education of the audience.

with more and more people included in the group

Katarzyna Olbrycht

Private
Collection

This kind of collecting is more and more

of co-authors and artists creating the collection.

oriented towards accumulating experiences

The most important function of museum education

through creative education. Such a private

is to create opportunities for collecting new

compilation becomes subjective and critical,

experiences, fostering links between the viewers

an invisible collection of impressions, emotions

and the artwork. This experiential learning differs

and experiences gained through engaging with art

from acquiring knowledge or information.

collections. The items presented within

It is based on private experiences, ordered and

a collection, their contexts and interpretations

‘acquired’ to the collection of existing ones – it is

inspire people to make associations and expand

a process of accumulating personal feelings and

their identities. Experiences gained through

The board with empty museum space is meant

impressions. It bridges the gap between concepts

processual activities carried out by educators

to encourage people to create their personal

and emotions, unlocking new interpretative

turn into invisible personal collections of their

collections of objects that are normally

potential.

participants.

overlooked in daily life. The objects or activities

***

represented in pictures, collages or small
sculptures can be placed on the board, thus

1

filling in the museum showcases.

K. Pomian, Collectors and Curiosities: Paris and Venice,
1500-1800, transl. E. Wiles-Portier, Polity Press,
Cambridge 1990, p. 26.
Ideas/shapes –
workshops with senior
citizens in Centrum
Aktywności Seniora,
19 January 2016. In the
background Edward
Dwurnik’s Hunting
a Dangerous Villain,
1982, oil / canvas,
250 × 410 cm,
the MOCAK Collection

The purchase co-financed
from the funds of
the Ministry of Culture
and National Heritage
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Katarzyna Olbrycht (born 1987) is a graduate of
the Jan Matejko Academy of Fine Arts in Kraków,
where she studied graphic arts. She works as a graphic
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and designs books. She prepares and conducts original
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Katarzyna Olbrycht
Babcia Konieczna!, 2013,
pencil, collage / paper,
21 × 29,7 cm, author’s archive
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The Future of a Certain Metaphor: A Brief Comment on Piotr Graczyk’s Essay

Joanna Hańderek

Excerpts such as this not only demonstrate

Joanna Hańderek

the Malraux-like style of thinking but also
the historical transformation of culture, whose
changeability, sometimes imperceptible,

The Future
of a Certain
Metaphor

shapes our institutional life. Piotr Graczyk
seems to suggest that the closer we get to
the present, the more engaging art becomes, so
that the audience can no longer just sit calmly
and contemplate. This call to answer and
engage does not come exclusively from
a work of art but from the very reality
which the artist and the viewer are trying
to understand. This is why the viewer’s
engagement creates a special dialogue between
the artist and the viewer, the artwork and the
person in front of it, which ultimately opens up
a dialogue between ourselves and the world.

A Brief Comment on Piotr Graczyk’s Essay

However, as Piotr Graczyk points out, it is not
just a simple answer to the challenge posed by
an artwork or its content, but rather a change
in the way of thinking, when the viewer stops
in front of the piece and, like the author, feels
anxious about what has been represented.
In his essay, Graczyk also gives us

Dr hab. Joanna Hańderek
(born 1974)
is a lecturer in
philosophy of culture and
contemporary philosophy
at the Jagiellonian
University. Together
with Daria Gosek, she
created the original radio
programme Footnotes,
broadcast in Radiofonia,
in which she popularised
philosophy and analysed
issues of contemporary
culture. With Sylwia
Szyszka she organises
the What If You festival
of philosophy. She also
organises the series of
conferences The Culture
of Exclusion? and The
Philosophy of Technology.

Piotr Graczyk’s book has an essayistic narration

substantial that it cannot be reduced to

and employs formal elements which typically

a simple, one-dimensional answer.

feature in this genre. The essay emerged in

A Contribution to the Question about Art History

it can extend the scope of stories in which

with the convention of the academic treatise.

(Przyszłość pewnej przenośni. Przyczynek do

we live. Hence Graczyk asks not about the

Philosophers fell in love with it almost

pytana o historię sztuki) begins with an analysis

condition of art but about the condition of

immediately, since, as the name suggest, it

of the Landscape with the Fall of Icarus by Pieter

modern men, their existential possibilities and

is a trial, an attempt. This exercise in thought

I Brueghel the Elder. What is significant – and

their search for authenticity in the complex

consists in posing fundamental questions and

what immediately introduces us to the topic

world.

seeking answers, which are often to be found

of the essay – is the fact that Graczyk does not

beyond the text – an essay itself is just a trigger

interpret the painting. He does not analyse the

Abstraction’, the author introduces one more

for the reader’s intellectual explorations.

artwork but sets it against the wider cultural

clue to interpreting reality through art, namely

Piotr Graczyk chose this genre very

and autobiographical context. Incorporating

André Malraux’s theory. The French thinker

deliberately, given that his entire text

Brueghel’s work into his own childhood, his

demonstrated that there were kinships in art,

constitutes an attempt, a way of formulating

parents’ flat and his first experience of art, from

that ideas cross-fertilised and developed, that

thoughts on art and its role in the world;

the outset he asks about the condition of art, its

we struggled, at many levels, with cultural

an effort to encourage readers to join the

role in human life and importance in cultural

archetypes and symbols that shaped our

discussion, invite them for a journey, with the

space.

existence. Like Malraux, Graczyk begins with

understanding that this path would require

MOCAK FORUM 1/2016 [12]

The main question that recurs throughout

In subchapter four, entitled ‘Realism and

a chain of associations: realist painting –

the essay pertains not so much to the value

myth – representation – abstraction, showing

of art as to the possibility of art reaching the

how culture locks our dreams and needs in

avoids defining art or describing its meaning

ontological foundations of existence – the

archetypes, how it transforms them into ideals.

in the contemporary world. What he gives

author explores whether art can give man

us are just impressions and clues – he prefers

any insights into the nature of reality. In the

material art: the material no longer serves the

questions and doubts to definite answers. This

contemporary world, which is increasingly

illusion of representation but appears as itself,

is what makes Graczyk’s work so special and

fragmented, liquid and contextualised, art

like actors in Bertold Brecht’s plays, who are

places it very firmly within the tradition of

can become an opportunity to find that which

supposed to step out of their roles and address

the essay as an exercise in thought – often so

goes beyond the narratives and media noise

the audience directly’ (p. 5).

In his essay, the author scrupulously
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leading us through chronological periods and
surrounding us. On the other hand, however,

modern philosophy as a literary form breaking

both concentration and openness.

Piotr Graczyk
Przyszłość pewnej
przenośni. Przyczynek do
pytania o historię sztuki
68 pages
Fundacja Barbary Skargi
2015
ISBN 9788379821730

The essay The Future of a Certain Metaphor.

a certain subtle interpretation of art history,

‘“Abstract” art could also be called

painting styles. He does not offer a proper
outline of the entire history but rather presents
certain stages of artistic representation. Just
like Søren Kierkegaard’s stages of human
existence, they illustrate how we perceive
the world and build our identities but also
how we respond to the cultural identity
imposed on us by the times and conditions
we live in. Similarly, art history is not just
a chronicle of change in artistic concepts,
styles and techniques but also a means of
expressing thoughts on man and
the possibility of reaching the truth.
This essayistic dimension, the fact that
it is a sketch, a transcript of the thinking
process in which Piotr Graczyk poses many
questions and opens new vistas, is the greatest
advantage of his work. To my mind,
it initiates a discussion and constitutes
the first step both for the author and the
reader. What next? At this point, we can only
go to another contemporary art gallery to
‘read’ what the artists have left us between
paintings, installations and videos: traces
of and clues to reality, which – as Graczyk
demonstrates – lead to ourselves.
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The Forgotten Victims of Nazism: The Men with the Pink Triangle by Heinz Heger

Adrian D. Kowalski

Heger’s memoirs have a tragic conclusion,

Adrian D. Kowalski

reminding us that victims did not stop

The Forgotten
Victims of
Nazism
The Men with the Pink Triangle by Heinz Heger

Adrian D. Kowalski
(born 1986) co-ordinates
additional projects in
MOCAK. He is a graduate
of film studies at the
Jagiellonian University,
where he prepares his
doctoral dissertation
in the Institute of
Audiovisual Arts. His
main areas of interest
include the history and
theory of film music as
well as Virginia Woolf’s
associations with visual
arts. He has published
articles in, among others,
‘Dekada literacka’,
‘Maska’, ‘Studia
Orientalne’, ‘Muzyka’,
‘Polisemia’, ‘Zeszyty
Naukowe UJ’.

Heinz Heger
Mężczyźni z różowym
trójkątem. Świadectwo
homoseksualnego więźnia
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z lat 1939–1945
Original title: Die Männer
mit dem rosa Winkel
150 pages
Ośrodek Karta, 2016
ISBN 9788364476563
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suffering in 1945. There were more than
10,000 homosexual war prisoners, over half
of whom did not survive. The end of the war
did not bring liberation. Nazi persecutions
continued long after the war, they were even
considered legal and justified. Therefore,
homosexual people could not obtain any help
or support and the memory of the survivors
was buried deeply. In this respect Heger’s
book constitutes a symbolic completion of
many other memoirs by those whom history
He came from a Catholic family and studied in

wanted to forget at all costs. The pink triangle

Vienna. Blond-haired and blue-eyed, he did

stuck to them for good, like a tattoo.

not raise any suspicions, on the contrary, he

In the beginning, there are the words.

could have been considered a paragon of the

The list of insults is long and, what makes

Aryan race, had he not been a homosexual.

it even worse, they are just an introduction

In 1939, he was imprisoned and later sent to

to physical violence. ‘Homo’, ‘filthy queer’,

Sachsenhausen and Flossenbürg. He could

‘faggot’, ‘degenerate’, hears Heger, quartered

not expect any leniency. Both the Nazi

in the ‘queers block’, from the Nazis (he also has

political ideology and personal obsessions of

to use them when referring to himself). Later

Nazi leaders, with Heinrich Himmler chief

they leave the prisoners outside in extreme

among them, meant that homosexual people

cold and subject them to cruel tortures. Those

The symbol of a pink triangle has great

writes Heger and one cannot but conclude that

were seen as degenerated deviants that

marked with the pink triangle, which is

importance for the LGBT community. During

his words are still very relevant today.

needed to be immediately annihilated as they

larger than other symbols so as to be visible

threatened racial purity, social harmony and

from afar, are spat on every day. Since it is

public life.

believed that homosexuality is an infectious

World War II it was used in Nazi concentration

The Men with the Pink Triangle is a painful

camps to mark homosexuals. Later it became

account of Nazi atrocities by Heinz Heger (the

a powerful symbol of war crimes against

pseudonym of Josef Kohout, whose memoirs

disease, gay people are used for cruel medical

homosexual people. What does it stand for

were written down by Johann Neuman and

experiments. They must not talk to each

now? Is it a grim reminder of the most atrocious

published thanks to his efforts), a concentration

other and they have to sleep with their hands

form of homophobia? A mark of the narrow

camp prisoner persecuted because of his sexual

outside the blanket. As a form of ‘treatment’,

boundary between words and deeds? A simple

orientation. The memoirs, already well-known

they are regularly forced to have intercourse

but telling symbol of social rejection? All of the

in Europe (they were published in Germany in

with prostitutes. They are offered castration

above. However, with time the pink triangle

1972, in the UK in 1993, in Spain and France

and lured by the promise of being released

has acquired yet another, far more pragmatic

in 2002) have for the first time appeared in Poland,

form the camp. The only chance to gain better

and, if such a word may be used in the context,

where, due to the increased homophobia, they

life conditions inside it is an affair with

optimistic meaning. Apart from the popular

may be especially thought-provoking. The book,

a guard.

yet often misconstrued rainbow flag, it is the

written in simple, transparent language, is

pink triangle that has become the international

unique not only because of the force with which

the Polish translation of the book, Joanna

emblem of the fight for equality for gay, lesbian,

it breaks taboos and reminds us about the suffering

Ostrowska writes that its publication ‘may

bisexual and transgender people. ‘What does it

of homosexuals but also because the Nazi rhetoric

succeed in breaking the silence, taking away

say about the world we live in, if an adult man

can still be heard today. Paragraph 175 of

the anathema, bringing back memory about

is told how and whom he should love? Isn’t

the German criminal code was extremely

the forgotten victims of Nazism.’ Yes, the war

it always those lawmakers who are sexually

potent, forcing the victims to remain silent until

ended. The world has learnt a painful lesson

inhibited and have inferiority complexes who

the late 1960s (it was completely abolished only

from the Nazi atrocities. But Heger’s account

raise the loudest hue and cry about the allegedly

in 1994). Persecutions, however, did not end

reminds us that behind each homophobic,

“healthy feelings” of their fellow citizens?’ ,

with the war, they happen to this day, of which

anti-Semitic and discriminatory sentence,

Heger’s book is a painful reminder.

word and gesture there is still a huge threat

1

1

H. Heger, The men with the pink triangle: The true, life-anddeath story of homosexuals in the Nazi death camps, transl.
D. Fernbach, Alyson Publications, London 1994, p. 26.

In a very enlightening afterword to

World War II was a time of contempt,

to the safety and security of us all. The pink

boundless cruelty, hypocrisy and … paradoxes.

triangle is not only a symbol and a reminder,

When he was sent to the camp, Heger was 22.

it is also a warning.
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Betina Fekser

Betina Fekser
(born 1985) is an art
historian. She works in
the MOCAK Collection
Department. She is
a member of the editorial
board of the FORMA
magazine published by
the UPF in Barcelona.
She co-operated with
the Calouste Gulbenkian
Museum and the CDAP
contemporary art centre
in Lisbon.
Małgorzata Markiewicz
(born 1979) is an artist.
Her work has a very
personal and intimate
character. She is interested
in various aspects of
the woman’s world:
family, domestic
reality, social position,
motherhood, eroticism.
In her works, she uses
fabrics, yarn and clothes,
which further emphasises
her art’s links to
the feminine world.

Małgorzata
Markiewicz
A Fable about Sailing
Away and Coming Back,
2016, book/animation
© Małgorzata
Markiewicz
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The Poetics of
the Already
Read
Betina Fekser talks to Małgorzata Markiewicz about
relationships between weaving, creating and writing

Betina Fekser talks to Małgorzata Markiewicz

Małgorzata
Markiewicz
A Jumper for Two,
object, 2001,
the MOCAK Collection,
photo: R. Sosin

Małgorzata
Markiewicz
A Yellow Motive,
2003, photograph,
the MOCAK Archive,
photo: R. Sosin

Małgorzata Markiewicz, A Fable about Sailing Away

Małgorzata Markiewicz: Already when I was

year two at the Academy of Fine Arts in Kraków.

This is a slit made with a box cutter, as if an open

and Coming Back

working on A Jumper for Two, crocheting was like

It was part of an installation, which consisted of

wound. I was interested to look under those

She sails away in her boat but she remains tied by

a mantra to me, a hypnotically repetitive activity.

a video of the crocheting to the sound of Hail

layers, to see the inside, or the beginning, and to

a thread. One end is attached to the shore. She sails

During this kind of work, thoughts flow through

Mary broadcast by the Radio Maryja. In IT, on

show it. I used the same idea making Bruno –

freely, carried away by the waves and wind into the

my head and make a story, which is then tangled

the other hand, we have a different repetitive

a portrait of my son (since 2001). From the day he

sea. When she wants to come back, she has to do

into the fabric. Sometimes it is more visible in the

gesture: making layers of increasingly bigger

was born, I have been collecting all the clothes

some work. The movements of the oars are replaced

final work, sometimes less.

clothes. This is a story about growing but also

he grows out of. So we have the same process

about dying, because in the end I killed IT.

of layering, only extended in time. This gesture

by the movement of her crochet hook. By crocheting,

Małgorzata
Markiewicz
IT, 2004, object,
the MOCAK Collection,
photo: R. Sosin

comprises a story about Bruno’s growing up. It is

she uses the wool which connects her to the shore.

And what stories are woven into your early works

This brings her rhythmically and gradually, loop by

from the MOCAK Collection, such as A Jumper for

loop, to the shore. Creating a fabric, she comes back

Two (2001), A Yellow Motive (2003) or IT (2004)?

where she sailed off from. When she wants to set off

I made A Jumper for Two when I was pregnant. This

no personal story behind it. These were simply

again and let the waves take her into the unknown,

is a self-portrait. I showed it for the first time at the

some practical objects related in some way to

she unravels her fabric, one end of which remains tied

annual student exhibition when I was finishing

the notion of encounter. In 2003, I created

On the surface there is a gap through which we
see the entrails.

also accompanied by a series of photographs.
When it comes to A Yellow Motive, there is

to a wooden pole at the shore. In this way, she can

tablecloths, wooden seats and blouses. The blouses

always come back where she comes from.

with a yellow motif and characteristically
long sleeves come from recycling. This idea of

Betina Fekser: Threads and fabrics are essential

using parts of clothes again was supposed to be

elements of your works. In a way, they are a form

a metaphor for us appropriating those we meet and

of text, if we accept Roland Barthes’ claim that

build relationships with, incorporating them into

‘a text is made, it is worked out in a perpetual

our lives and personalities. We construct our ego in

interweaving’.1 In your work you make a semantic

relation to others.

shift, you weave your stories out of fabrics and
words.

We might say that working in this way, you
collect your memories and experiences and later
share them with the viewers.

1

R. Barthes, The Pleasures of the Text, transl. R. Miller, Hill
and Wang, New York 1998, p. 64.

A lot of what I do is a record of my personal life.
This is a constant process. Sometimes, however,
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Małgorzata
Markiewicz
Conjoined, 2016,
photograph, the
MOCAK Collection
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Betina Fekser talks to Małgorzata Markiewicz

I also make purely formal pieces. This was the

women because when my dress gets completely

substances. This was an experiment conducted by

case with the clothes designed for the Botkyrka

unraveled, my daughter, Gaja, will perhaps

American scientists. The toxicity of four different

Kvinnoresurscenter or the Black Column shown

make one for her own daughter. Some people

substances influenced the way the spiders wove

in Sweden. There are no personal threads in

criticise me, though, by saying that the dress is

their webs and how their ‘houses’, or their living

them. It seems to me that I can only talk about

not getting any smaller. Do they expect me to

space, became distorted.

something if I experienced it. I encounter

get naked really soon? I put the big flounce at

experiences similar to mine in literature and

the hem on purpose because when my daughter

It is fascinating how you develop the themes

other arts. If their content resembles what is in

reaches my height, I want both of us to be

present in the works from our Collection. What

my work, I know that these emotions and issues

dressed.

is characteristic of your art is that you combine
these recurring motives.

are recognizable and not limited to my singular
When it comes to Spider’s Web, it can be

experience.

True, these motives are always present.

interpreted as a symbolic trap into which the

Preparing my Ph.D. dissertation, I tried to

What have you been working on recently?

author ‘lost in this tissue – this texture’ can

reinterpret a lot of my older works and put them

I have had two solo exhibitions. One opened in

fall ‘like a spider dissolving in the constructive

in new contexts I had learnt about during my

London on 20 April, the other in Warsaw on

secretions of its web’2, to quote the French

doctoral studies. I did this partly to go against the

14 May. These were two different exhibitions,

philosopher mentioned at the beginning.

grain of this constant need for novelty, whereby

Spider’s Web addresses the question of

with different works. The London one took place

everyone, including artists, is required to produce

at l’étrangère gallery and was entitled Can I Make

whether a woman, turning her body into

new things, make new pieces all the time. I believe

You Feel Bad? It addressed the topic of domestic

a specific situation, or the spider’s web, becomes

that returning to your older works can be very

sphere and relationships. All the works were new

a victim or the mistress of the situation. By weaving

valuable as it allows you to develop themes you

and prepared specially for this exhibition, with

this web, does she become trapped inside it, like

addressed in the past. As for putting your works

the exception of a series of photographs entitled

someone who cannot disentangle herself from

in new contexts, in my view it enriches their

Housecoats, which talk about relationships and

her own creation? For the London exhibition,

interpretation. This is how I try to work. The fable

the role of women in the house. This exhibition

I prepared four ‘toxic’ webs: I imitated webs woven

quoted at the beginning of our conversation

by spiders under the influence of psychoactive

was precisely such a comeback to an idea I had

was also woven out of my personal stories but

work Conjoined (2009) and the symbolic thread

I think that the works can be understood even

you write about in A Fable about Sailing Away and

without this autobiographical dimension.

Coming Back.

had many years before. I was reminded about
2

Conjoined is not about coming back but about
And what topics do you discuss in Spider’s Web

keeping the balance. About the trickle of sand

(2003), a transparent, knitted dress, which is in

in an hourglass. All nature, including people,

the MOCAK Collection?

seeks balance. It exists in nature. In Conjoined

Spider’s Web addresses the question of whether

the dress symbolises the fact that I am losing

a woman, turning her body into a specific

sand, which trickles into my daughter so that

situation, or the spider’s web, becomes a victim

she can grow. We are joined together. I feed her,

or the mistress of the situation. By weaving this

support her symbolically, and she grows. One

web, does she become trapped inside it, like

is dying, the other one is growing. It does not

someone who cannot disentangle herself from

mean that she is sucking life out of me or that

her own creation? For the London exhibition,

I am losing anything. This is the natural course

I prepared four ‘toxic’ webs: I imitated webs

of events. A Fable about Sailing Away and Coming

woven by spiders under the influence of

Back, on the other hand, is about the effort you

psychoactive substances. This was an experiment

have to put into each return. Sailing away can be

conducted by American scientists. The toxicity of

seen not only as a loss but also as a release.

Op.cit., p. 64

it during a conversation with a friend. This

Małgorzata
Markiewicz
Spider’s Web, 2003,
photo: M . Curzydło,
the MOCAK Archive

four different substances influenced the way the
spiders wove their webs and how their ‘houses’,

Conjoined is an unusual work, because each year

or their living space, became distorted.

our collection is enriched with one more photo
from your family album …

120
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In your work you actually combine two stories

This is exactly how I envisaged the work: a series

that feature threads and weaving: the myths

of photos which we put into an album and later

about Arachne and Ariadne. Arachne’s thread,

leaf through. And the passage of time is clearly

meticulously elaborated, seems to act as a knot,

visible. I made the dress when I was pregnant.

while Ariadne’s thread allows Theseus to find his

I knew I was having a daughter. The work is

way out of the labyrinth. This brings to mind your

also about this special connection between

MOCAK FORUM 1/2016 [12]
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You also make toys, initially with some erotic

A theme very strongly present in your work is

the other way around. We were a typical Polish

overtones, like Toys for Big Boys (2000), and later

that of home and domesticity. What was the idea

couple. Everything that happened there was

Patchwork Families designed for the Bunkier

behind Playing House (2014)?

registered as photographs. Put together, they

Playing House was a performance,

Sztuki Little Club (2001). The latter were used for

a two-week action I carried out during my

placed in wider contexts. This more or less laid

co-operation with MOCAK.

artist residency at the CRIR in Christiania in

down the structure of my Ph.D. thesis. During

Those first works were mostly sculptures or

Copenhagen. I was lodged in a very unusual

my stay in Copenhagen and the Playing House

objects. I made them as an art student and they

house so I thought that, since my project was

project, I had many observations, for example

were influenced by the context of the Academy

aimed at answering the questions of what

about the architecture, which in Christiania

and the Faculty of Sculpture, by the ethos of an

a house is and what it is encapsulated in, I might

emerges spontaneously, without planning. Their

artist who does serious large sculptures in stone

just as well turn my stay there into art and call

houses resemble birds’ nests. At their centre,

or bronze. Out of sheer contrariness, I used to

the whole venture Playing House. I decided to

there is a person that adds subsequent rooms

make small and soft pieces. Their forms were

play a family who left Poland to emigrate to

to accommodate growing needs. I attempted

very tempting to men and I dedicated them to

the West in order to earn a living. As everyone

to compare it with Zofia and Oskar Hansen’s

knows, a stereotypical Polish woman abroad

Open Form theory, according to which the users

is a cleaner and a cook, whereas a Polish man

themselves actively participate in the formation

works in construction. So this is what we did

of their flat. And coming back to the idea of

during this residency in Christiania. We were

play, each play has certain rules, at least at

playing house, renovating it, ‘domesticating’

the beginning. Building a house or sharing

the space. It was the topic that found me, not

a household is the same. We enter into a social

because, although the size and material of my
works were deemed unworthy of a real sculptor,

Małgorzata
Markiewicz
Toys for Big Boys
(Heart), 2000,
photograph,
the MOCAK Archive

turned into a personal story, which I then

the movie Patchwork Families (2015) produced in

the teachers at our faculty. I set a trap for them

Małgorzata
Markiewicz
Brzydki dom (Ugly
House), 2016, object,
the l'étrangère gallery
archive © Małgorzata
Markiewicz

Betina Fekser talks to Małgorzata Markiewicz

Małgorzata
Markiewicz
Book / Ph.D. thesis
Mock-Up, 2015, object,
the l'étrangère gallery
archive © Małgorzata
Markiewicz

story had been in my head since 2007 and only

the teachers could not deny that they found my

recently the time has come to return to it. I made

pieces alluring. There was a rule at the Academy

a picture book and on its basis a simple animation.

that is something was less than 40 centimetres,

In May 2016, I had a performance at the Galeria

it was not a proper sculpture but a small-scale

contract, accepting particular rules. This play

wizyTUjąca in Warsaw, related partly to the fable

sculptural form. And all mine were smaller.

can also be compared to acting. We pretend,

and partly to Conjoined. I prepared a few-metre

About the toys for the Bunkier Sztuki Little

assume certain roles and act them out. A house

long piece of knitted fabric. At the opening night,

Club … I was asked to design a toy. I thought

means people and relationships. The latter can

I kept knitting but at the opposite end there was

I might make something educational, which

of course be pretty as a picture but it often turns

a person who was unravelling. This unraveled

would teach children about non-traditional

out that their attractiveness is illusory. Acting out

wool would then come back to me. We were

family models because I had not encountered any

particular roles with a degree of success is a form

working in a closed circuit of creation and

in books. There is a nice series Basia and …, but

of such a game or play.

destruction. In order for something to be created,

Basia has a mother, a father, a sister and a brother

something else needed to be destroyed. I worked

so it is a full, happy family. Many children may

When it comes to the topic of house or home,

like that for a few hours, co-operating with

find it discriminatory. My toys were meant to

you are mostly interested in what is inside, in

someone who was unmaking what I had made.

explain the world differently. After I had made

the cracks and fissures invisible at first glance.

She was unravelling my fabric but by doing so,

them, they were used in a workshop with

Actually I am most fascinated by dusty nooks

she made renewal possible.

a psychologist. The children were supposed to

and crannies, where, in my opinion, the

compose their own families. For example one

stories hide. Our entire consciousness and

girl came to the workshop with her mom and

the unconscious are organised in this way.

later she did not include her in the family she

Our secrets are somewhere in the basement.

composed. The mother was terrified. But the

On the one hand, a house is domesticated

psychologist explained that at this age daughters

and familiar, on the other, the familiar can

needed their fathers and this is why she did not

be terrifying. The ‘canny’ becomes the

feature in the composition.

‘uncanny’. Witold Gombrowicz diagnosed this

Now I am sewing my own original families
dedicated to particular people. One of them,

phenomenon.
I also made a piece entitled Cracks (2014).

created in response to the changes in Poland

I used a T-shirt of my friend whose feelings

following the autumn elections, I donated for

I had hurt. Mending the T-shirt, I sew on it

an art auction organised by the Razem Pamoja

patches of soft crimson red fabric so that

Foundation. It made a family which consisted of

the patched-up holes look like dried blood.

two lesbians and two children Aconceived by

It is much easier to mend broken things than

in-vitro fertilisation, explaining that soon Ola

human relationships. The same theme appears

would not be able to love Ala or dream about

in Playing House, in creating a house together.

having children.

When a relationship is bad, people focus on
the exterior, on the picture they present to

122
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Małgorzata
Markiewicz
‘Can I make you feel
bad?’, 2016, neon,
the l'étrangère gallery
archive © Małgorzata
Markiewicz

Małgorzata
Markiewicz
To nic, to nic,
powiedziałem sobie,
nic, nic (It is nothing,
nothing, I have told
myself it is nothing),
2016, performance
© Małgorzata
Markiewicz

others. The house, that is the building, looks

develop and write theories. Although here, in

amazing but is just a façade. The interior–

Poland, it is not so pronounced. But my contacts

meaning the relationship – is in ruins.

with Sweden, where there is a lot of emphasis
on theoretical work, have made me more aware

How did you tackle the concept of the house

of this. In my thesis, I wanted to cope with the

in your Ph.D. thesis? How did you manage to

theory to the best of my abilities. I wanted the

reconcile an academic narrative with art projects?

form of my thesis, its physical shape, to influence

In my thesis, the relationship between theory

what and how I was writing. I made a mock-up

and practice was extremely important. More

book to visualise my writing in space. Since I am

specifically, I was interested in the paradox

an artist who works with her hands, a sculptor,

whereby as practicing artists we are forced to

I see and feel spatially. I took this approach also
a physical dimension. I constructed the mock-up
which gave access to further rooms, opening
up new contexts and new passages. The work
was like building a house, which you later stroll
through like the owner of a huge manor … This is
not a finished project. The house of my doctoral

And to turning it into a labyrinth?
Yes, that as well, it all depends on where our
thought process takes us and how it develops.

because I made the book in London last year.

thesis. I think that what I have done can become

Recently, I have been writing in English a lot.

a source of inspiration for someone who takes

Because I studied in Sweden, I had to translate

either Playing House or Recipe Book with Metaphors

all my thoughts into English. Two people,

of Home (2014/2015) and makes good use of

independently of each other, have told me that my

them. I worked on my dissertation for four years.

texts are not strictly speaking correct English but

I attended a seminar at the School of Architecture,

in their opinion they are beautiful. It is a form of

Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm.

poetry. And perhaps it is not necessary to correct

For a year I also studied at Konstfack in Stockholm.

mistakes since they are integral to my work. And

After these four years, I had a lot of material. In

if they are changed into flawless British English,

order to organise it, to put it together, I really

my texts will turn into a mere commentary

needed to build the mock-up.

and will no longer belong to the work. I wrote

You also write …

embroidering the mistakes, so it turned into an art

I hate writing...

object. In the fable, sailing away and coming back
is also built around threads. I wanted to make it

book like a house, attaching subsequent rooms,

and expansions.

can function on its own. I wrote it first in English

of which have only been touched upon in my

the text on a typewriter and then I corrected it,

with this text; I wanted to touch it and give it

dissertation remains open to changes, additions

up a multitude of rooms and contexts, some

… not only academic papers but also short stories

as open to interpretation as possible. We can for

… What does writing mean to you? Do you see it

example mention Penelope, who wove a shroud

as part of your artistic process, something that

during the day only to unravel it at night. She did

complements it?

it to postpone another marriage because she kept

The fable quoted at the beginning is a text which

waiting for Ulysses to come home …

Małgorzata
Markiewicz
Recipe Book with Home
Metaphors, 2014/2015,
object © Małgorzata
Markiewicz

The open form of my thesis gives the possibility
of adding more rooms and opening more doors.
Małgorzata
Markiewicz
Krata (Bars), 2016,
object, the l'étrangère
gallery archive
© Małgorzata
Markiewicz
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This is how I tried to tackle the vast subject
of the house and combine what I write with
how I write. For me this method proved very
helpful. I am not sure to what extent it is clear
to others. The question ‘what is a house’ opens
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Extreme Body Interventions: ORLAN’s Performances

Delfina Jałowik

and precise choice of methods, which requires

Extreme Body
Interventions
ORLAN’s Performances

alter-feminist’.6 She rejects the cultural and

architects, photographers, theorists and

religious precept of accepting yourself and your

designers, are essential to her art. Her actions

body just how you are. For her, ‘I’ is an entity

are often bold, radical and, most importantly,

endowed with possibilities and opportunities to

have permanent results, which leads to breaking

determine its own shape. The artist asks whether

taboos that have surrounded the body for

our appearance is not just a mask created to

centuries. This is how ORLAN expresses her

match other people’s expectations and to what

attitude to the body: ‘… I think that the body

extent when changing it, we address our own

is obsolete. I think it is no longer adequate for

needs. She challenges the status of the body as

the current situation. We mutate at the rate of

well as social, political and religious pressures it

cockroaches but we are cockroaches whose

comes under.

brains are in computers, who pilot planes and

performances, ORLAN focused on creating

bodies are not conceived for these speeds. We

different versions of her new identity, which

are on the threshold of a world for which we are

was not yet associated with permanent changes

Mireille Suzanne Francette Porte (born

the main point of reference for her art. She

the development of new technologies. They also

relies mostly on two media, photography

wanted to show the influence of the media and

and performance. Using modern means of

popular culture on the canon of beauty.

expression, such as digital techniques and video,

MOCAK FORUM 1/2016 [12]

she combines them with medical inventions and

important civilisational themes seen through

artist. Her works, based mostly on performance,

intertwines with drama and the mass media.

the eyes of contemporary artists. The exhibition

are on the border between the two trends

This is how she explains the rationale behind

focuses on actions performed on the body and

mentioned above. The artist herself has rejected

making art out of her own body: ‘Because I was

ways we interfere with it, usually in order to

this classification and created a new label for her

a woman, dominant ideology prevented me from

make it more beautiful, fitter or long-lasting.

art. She describes it in her manifesto entitled

living my personal life and my artistic life the way

ORLAN’s case is unique in that she does not

Carnal Art, which she begins by defining the

I wanted to live them. I thought working directly

fit any of these categories. The radical changes

eponymous term: ‘Carnal Art is self-portraiture

on the representation of my body, including its

she makes result from her artistic strategy of

in the classical sense, but realised through the

public representation, was much more interesting,

questioning the dominant canons of beauty.

possibility of technology. It swings between

much more problematic, and much more efficient

defiguration and refiguration. Its inscription in

politically, especially in those days, than hiding

the flesh is a function of our age. The body has

the body from traditional societal restrictions

become a modified ready-made, no longer seen

(related mostly to sexuality) and testing the

as the ideal it once represented; the body is not

through them she criticises beauty based on

limits of its endurance. Body art was popular

anymore this ideal ready-made it was satisfying

the male gaze and patriarchal constructs of

1967. Her series Strip-tease occasionnel à l’aide
des draps du trousseau (Incidental strip-tease
using sheets) from the years 1974–1975 consists

6

ORLAN / Sander L. Gilman, in: ORLAN: A Hybrid Body of
Artworks, eds S. Donger, S. Shepherd, ORLAN, Routledge,
London – New York 2010, p. 199.

ORLAN’s action have feminist undertones:

to sign’.2
ORLAN is interested in (re)designing her

bodies and rejected the reality that was still

own body. She investigates the possibilities

governed by gender stereotypes. In the 1980s

of changing her appearance with the tools

and 1990s, the key period for ORLAN’s work,

provided by modern medicine. Intense planning

The motto ORLAN placed on the costume she was wearing
in her 9th surgery-performance in 1993.

women in art e.g. Nu descendant l’escalier –

myself behind canvas and paint’.5

which emerged in the 1960s, focused on freeing

protested against the objectification of their

126

ORLAN, very consistently, makes herself

possibilities of the human body in relation to

1

the grain of the traditional representations of

a Staircase – Low Angle Shot with Head) from

ORLAN

with female artists who through their work

in various untypical positions, going against

contre plongée avec tête (Nude Descending

artists organised actions aimed at probing the

Artists engaging in the so called body art,

photographic self-portraits. She posed naked

seventeen, adopting a new, gender-neutral
„The body is but a costume”1

Art historians classify ORLAN as a body

in her appearance. At this time, she made

1947) started her artistic career at the age of
pseudonym: ORLAN.4

of MOCAK’s flagship exhibitions presenting

Until 1990, when she started her surgery-

drive cars that we have conceived, although our

The Body’s Feminist Message

Medicine in Art is the sixth in the series

femininity. She considers herself a ‘post-neo-

specialist consultations with doctors, scientists,

neither mentally nor physically ready’.3

Delfina Jałowik
(born 1986) – art
historian, philosopher,
curator and the Manager
of the Exhibitions
Department at MOCAK,
author and editor of
publications on the art
and aesthetics of
the 20th and 21st centuries.

Delfina Jałowik

2

http://www.orlan.eu/texts/ [accessed: 7 July 2016].

3

4

Nu descendant
l’escalier – plongée avec
tête, 1967, photograph

5

Quoted in: E. Heartney, ORLAN: Magnificient “And”, in:
ORLAN: Carnal Art, trans. D. Dussinbere, Flammarion, Paris
2004, p. 229.
In 1971 she added ‘saint’ at the beginning. A similar gesture
of adopting new names and creating new images was
repeated more than 25 years later by the German artist
couple EVA & ADELE.
ORLAN Interviewed by Hans Ulrich Obrist, in: ORLAN:
Carnal Art, op.cit. p. 190.
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of eighteen photographs showing the artist’s

a slot machine. Next to it was a life-size print

metamorphosis from a figure resembling

of ORLAN as Madonna – the first from the

Bernini’s baroque sculpture to one akin to

series Strip-tease occasionnel à l’aide des draps

Boticelli’s Venus. By gradually taking off

du trousseau. The front of the plinth bore an

layers of material, in consecutive photos she

inscription with the title of the performance,

shows more and more naked flesh. ORLAN en

Madonna was signed ‘SAINTE ORLAN’ and on

Grande Odalisque d’Ingres (ORLAN like Ingres’

the other side, next to the chair the letters red

Odalisque), also from 1977, is a piece from

‘ORLAN – CORPS’ (ORLAN – body). For a few

a larger series in which the artist poses as

francs8, members of the public could kiss the

women from famous paintings. She is a muse,

artist or light a candle and pray to Saint ORLAN.

a virgin, a mother and a prostitute from paintings

The performance took place for a few hours

by Botticelli, Ingres or Velasquez. According to

every day of the Fair. Sitting on the chair,

ORLAN, these depictions were ‘created and

ORLAN greeted the public, calling: ‘Approchez

perpetuated like depictions of male historical

approchez, venez sur mon piédestal, celui

powers’.7

In the second half of the 1970s, she created

The series of surgery-performances
La Réincarnation de Sainte ORLAN (The Reincarnation
of Saint-ORLAN) involves carefully planned
invasive actions aimed at achieving permanent
changes in appearance. ORLAN did not want to
improve her looks by getting rid of imperfections;
on the contrary, her goal was to criticise the
dominant canon of beauty. In an uncompromising
way she demonstrated that, paradoxically,
a persistent quest for the unattainable ideal of
beauty imposed by standard aesthetics can lead
to something that, within the very same canon,
would be defined as ugliness.

here, step on my pedestal, the pedestal of the
myths: mother, whore, artist)9. By means of

de l’artiste (The Kiss of the Artist), which was

her performance, she directly criticised the

her unauthorised contribution to the FIAC

treatment of female body as an attractive

International Contemporary Art Fair in 1977.

commodity and a source of pleasure.

Its scenario depended on the audience’s reaction
and their willingness to participate. Near the
main steps leading to the Grand Palais, ORLAN

Operations on her own Body

des mythes : la mère, la pute, l’artiste’ (Come

an important performance entitled Le Baiser

At the end of the 1970s and the beginning

Between 1990 and 1993, ORLAN
underwent nine plastic surgeries: on 21 and
27 July 1990, 6 September 1990, 8 December
Le Baiser de l’artiste,
1977, object,
225,5 × 170 × 70 cm

of the 1980s, she carried out many other artistic

C. Cros, L. Le Bon, V. Rehberg, 1964–2003:
Chronophotology, in: ORLAN: Carnal Art, op. cit. p. 56.

although involved, did not participate in
the performances. Examples include Actions

1990, 6 July 199, in February 1992, on 21 November
1993, 8 and 14 December 1993. The performances
were accompanied by dances, music, poetry
and prose readings. Each event was carefully

rues created between 1972 and 1983. The latter

On it she put flowers, candles and a chair with

7

actions in the public space. The audience,

ORLAN-corps and MesuRage10 d’institutions et de

placed a black plinth resembling a tomb.
black and white photo of her torso turned into

Delfina Jałowik

took place, among others, at St. Peter’s Square
8

9

in Rome (1968), on rue Chateaubriand in Nice

In order for it to happen, a person had to insert a coin into
the slot in the photo depicting the artist’s torso. When the
money descended to the groin, ORLAN would descend
from the plinth to kiss the person.
C. Cros, L. Le Bon, V. Rehberg, 1964–2003:
Chronophotology, in: ORLAN: Carnal Art, op.cit. p 53.

(1976), at the Centre Georges Pompidou in
Paris (1977), at St.-Pierre Museum in Lyon
(1979) and at the Guggenheim Museum
in New York (1983). The artist put on a

ORLAN en Grande
Odalisque contre
d’Ingres, 1977,
photograph,
150 × 210 cm

protective uniform made of white sheets
from her trousseau. Then she would lie
down on the floor and with a piece of chalk
make a line above her head, stand up and
repeat the process in order to use herself as
a unit of measurement. Her body became an
instrument for marking divisions on the floor.
At the end of every MesuRage performance,
she took off her uniform, washed it in a
bucket of water, poured it into bottles, which
she then sealed with wax. ORLAN turned her
body into a ‘political’ unit of measurement,
she brought up the woman question in places
and institutions that in her opinion were
dominated by men, whilst at the same time
emphasising the role of female body in the
history of art.

MesuRage, Centre
Pompidou, Paris 1977,
photograph, 40 × 30 cm
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The French word ‘mesure’ can be translated as
‘moderation’ and ‘rage’ as ‘rage’.
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Delfina Jałowik

planned and directed by the artist and then

colours, thus demystifying the process which

assembled as video documentation and

leads to the desired outcome.
The goal of her last surgery was to make

photographs. The performances took place in
operating theatres, which ORLAN turned into

her nose longer and more pointy.11 This would

the main stage of events. During the surgeries,

further enhance the message of ORLAN’s

she often spoke or read out works by such

previous works, in which she exercised her

authors as Eugénie Lemoine-Luccioni, Julia

personal freedom to shape herself by rejecting

Kristeva, Michel Serres or Antonin Artaud. In

the passivity typically ascribed to women and

this way, she demonstrated that she was fully

patients. To crown all her surgical performances

conscious of what was happening with her.

the artist wants the state to officially accept

The doctors and the artist herself were always

her new identity, which is closely related to

dressed in clothes made by famous designers

the changes in her appearance – she wants

(for example Paco Rabanne), which further

to change her name, surname and artistic

enhanced the artistic dimension of the actions.

pseudonym.
Unlike her radical actions in the 1960s

The walls of the theatre were decorated with

and the 1970s, ORLAN’s surgical performances

ORLAN’s works.

do not cause her pain because doctors give her

Her first surgeries:– abdomen and thighs
liposuction, breast operation, facial contouring
with silicone and collagen injections, were
meant to make ORLAN’s body resemble
particular women glorified in art since the
Renaissance. She did not choose them on the

7th SurgeryPerformance,
21.11.1993,
photograph,
165 × 110 cm

9th SurgeryPerformance,
14.12.1993,
photograph,
165 × 110 cm

stories. ORLAN’s body became a hybrid of
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4th SurgeryPerformance, 8.12.1990,
photograph,
110 × 165 cm

5th SurgeryPerformance, 6.7.1991,
photograph,
110 × 165 cm

audience. The viewers have an opportunity
to witness situations which normally remain
hidden. They are confronted with the inside of

the Centre Pompidou were also filmed.
Contrary to the rest of her performances,

their eyes. ORLAN’s documentation affects
the audience’s emotional sphere and sensitivity.

many different representations – the eyes

in the last three ORLAN decided to adopt the

It is often repulsive, leaves no one indifferent

from Diane by an anonymous painter from the

reverse strategy and undermine the dominant

and tests the extremes of our visual habits.

School of Fontainebleau, Mona Lisa’s forehead

canons by emphasising the freedom of creating

(ca. 1503–1505), the mouth of mythological

her own body. She had the largest possible

Europa depicted by Gustave Moreau (ca. 1876),

silicone cheek implants grafted on her …

the chin of Boticelli’s Venus (ca. 1480) and the

temples. To mark the end of the performance,

nose of Psyche from François Pascal Simon

she made a series of self-portraits, taking one

‘operations’ opens with a series of non-invasive

Gérard’s painting (ca. 1820). Through them

photograph a day for forty days after the surgery.

digital portraits ORLAN has been making since

ORLAN achieves self-fulfilment. The fragments

Each day she juxtaposed the photo depicting

1998. In the series entitled Self-Hybridizations,

of depictions she uses are incorporated into

a particular stage of her convalescence with

she merges photographs of her own face with

her identity and form a conceptual link with

digitally transformed photograph in which her

facial representations of ‘the Other’ – people

traditional art.

portrait was superimposed on famous portraits

from annihilated or colonised cultures such

of women. Out of this material she created

Africans, Maya or American-Indians. There are

three are considered most important. Entitled

a sixteen-metre long work entitled Omniprésence

for example photographs of her face with the

Omnipresence, they took place in New York.

n°2, Entre deux – hybridation (Omnipresence n°2,

large nose of King Wapacal or a superimposed

The first one, held on 21 November 1993, was

Between the two – hybridization). In the upper

Olmec mask. The artist confronts the viewer

recorded by the CBS News and livestreamed to

row there are the forty convalescence photos

with old canons of beauty, transmitted

various places around the world: the Sandra

showing her gradual healing, in the middle,

Gering Gallery in New York (which at the time

the dates informing when a particular photo

was showing ORLAN’s solo exhibition), the

was taken and at the bottom, the digitally

Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris, the Banff

transformed representations. In this work

Center for Arts and Creativity in Banff, Canada,

ORLAN demonstrated how her body ‘arrived

and the McLuhan Center in Toronto. During

at’ the desired effect, she revealed the process

the performance, the audience was able to

which usually takes place behind closed doors

contact the artist and ask her questions by fax,

(first at the hospital and then at home) and made

videophone and the Internet. The reactions of

it public. She showed how the wounds were

the fascinated French intellectuals gathered in

healing, how her face and bruises were changing

Out of the nine performances, the last

1st Surgery-Performance,
21.7.1990, photograph,
110 × 165 cm

ORLAN experiences is transferred onto the

the body and have to fight the urge to close

basis of their position in the beauty canon;
what mattered to her was their individual

local anesthetics and painkillers. The suffering

Digital and Genetic Interventions
An entirely new chapter of body

11

In her article Anger, Art and Medicine: Working with ORLAN,
Rachel Armstrong recounts the conversations ORLAN had
with orthodontic surgeons and doctors specialising in facial
aesthetics as to the possibility of having such a surgery.
None of them agreed to perform it, given the high risk of
serious side effects: continuous bleeding from the nose,
recurrent infections and the voice change. This operation
would have been radical, very invasive and dangerous.
Cf. R. Armstrong, Anger, Art and Medicine: Working with
ORLAN, in: The Cyborg Experiments: The Extensions of the
Body in the Media Age, ed. J. Zylinska, Continuum, London,
New York 2002, pp. 172–178.
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Self-Hybridation.
Portrait peint de
No-no-mun-ya,
One Who Gives No
Attention, avec un
portrait photographique
d’ORLAN, 2005,
computer portrait

Rzeczy, które wyzwalają

in different media (painting, sculpture,

is what constitutes the essence of her art.

photography). In this way she makes us aware

ORLAN’s performances are ‘sculptural’ in

to what extent culture influences our identity.

nature, they are situated somewhere between

Ten years later, these computer-

Z Robertem Kuśmirowskim rozmawia Martyna Sobczyk

the religious idea of martyrdom and the

enhanced actions find continuation in

current notion of suffering for the sake of

biotechnological installations. This time

beauty. ORLAN’s body becomes a locus of the

the artist does not merge faces but cells.

public debate on the limits of procedures and

The Harlequin’s Coat resembles a person

modifications we can subject ourselves to –

wearing a patchwork coat. In place of the

the artist postulates freedom in shaping and

head it has a specially designed biological

controlling one’s own body. This is what she

reactor. Inside it ORLAN’s cells co-exist with

says about sacrificing herself for art’s sake:

cells of people from other ethnic backgrounds

‘I have given my body to Art. After my death

and of animals, creating a cultural patchwork.

I will not therefore be given to science but to

In the background, there is a video of cells

a museum. I will be the centrepiece of a video

projected onto the screen. The latter, divided

installation’.12

into diamond shapes, resembles Harlequin’s
coat.
For ORLAN, the body is something more
than just her artistic medium – it is a work of

All the photos reproduced in the text come from the artist's
collection.

art in and of itself, an art piece which is living
and changing together with her. ORLAN’s
Self-hybridation
précolombienne n°11,
1998, computer
portrait,
150 × 100 cm

oeuvre should not be seen as limited to the
effects of her plastic surgeries; the overall
process of shaping and moulding her identity

12

Quoted in: C.J. O’Bryan, Carnal Art: ORLAN’s Refacing,
University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis 2005, p. 20.

The Harlequin’s Coat,
2008, installation
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